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ABSTRACTS
Preface

When in 1996 the first international conference on the Medieval Chronicle was organised all participants were provided, as is customary at conferences, with abstracts of all the papers. Since the chronicle was then, and still is, a little studied topic it was suggested at the general meeting that a little volume consisting of the abstracts of the papers, but each extended with a basic bibliography of primary sources and secondary literature, would be extremely useful. All participants were therefore requested to send in a summary (revised, if necessary) of their paper. In the end some 85 of these were submitted, and on the basis of these and the abstracts already available a new collection entitled Summaries was produced and sent to all participants.

It had been the intention of the organisers to provide the participants of the second Chronicle conference with such a booklet at the moment of their arrival in Driebergen. Unfortunately, due to a variety of problems (especially computer technical, but also lack of time) we were not able to notify everyone enrolling for the conference of our ambition. Hence the present volume of 110 abstracts cannot claim to offer what we had envisaged it would, since a substantial group of them still lacks a bibliography. Nevertheless we hope that, in spite of its shortcomings, it will serve a useful purpose.

Erik Kooper
It is a commonplace in comparative historiography that remarkably little history-writing was done in Spain between 409 and 711 AD and that in the chronicle genre the most important (significant both in itself and in its long-range influence) contribution was Isidore of Seville's continuation of the Eusebian-Hieronymian Chronicle. Dissenting from at least the implications of that line of critique, I call attention to the two Hispanic antecedents of Isidore's Chronicle, the mid-fifth-century chronicle of the Lusitanian bishop Hydatius and the late sixth-century chronicle of the cosmopolitan abbot John of Biclaro.

Emphasizing what linguistic-turn criticism can make such documents tell us, I concentrate in this paper on the shape-shifting presentation of Roman and Germanic leadership figures and of the collective masses they are presented as leading in other words, of the primary narrative antagonists C in these two tendentiously selective narratives, one the apocalyptic testament of a Hispano-Roman patriot, the other the triumphalist statement of a Catholic Goth who foresaw a brilliant future for his finally orthodox people and their local church. Semantic analysis of the closely-read text is my basic method here, benefitting from Kristevan as well as structuralist and traditionally philological insights and techniques.

The Fact of Fiction as Fact in the *Crónica sarracina*, a Fifteenth-Century Castilian Historical Romance

Michael Agnew

Widely read in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries in Spain and yet all but neglected by modern scholarship, the *Crónica sarracina*, by Pedro de Corral, offers a fascinating opportunity to study the role of fictionality in a late medieval work which presents itself as ostensible historical fact. The chronicle is characterized by daringly creative interpolations by the author: the invention of historical figures, the elaboration of chivalric episodes in jousts in Spain and on battlefields across Europe, the creation of sentimental plot sequences, and C most strikingly C the bolstering of all this invention with the 'testimony' of a trio of apocryphal eyewitness historians. These interpolations participate in a complex relationship with Corral's source material on the moorish invasion of the Peninsula in 711 and the first victories of Christians against the invaders. A proper analysis of this relationship and of the implications of the many contradictions produced by Corral's fictions leads us to the conclusion that, ironically, rather than attempting to dupe ingenuous readers with a forgery (as critics have tended to assert), Corral instead highlights the fictional nature of his work. In no way, however, does this fictionality jeopardize what would have been understood as the basic truths of the tale.

A more careful scrutiny of this chronicle allows us to dispell the critical myth of the naïve medieval reader (even though, of course, naïve readers must have existed, just as in any epoch) and to postulate a much more sophisticated readership for such a work as the *Crónica sarracina*. Corral's ironic insistence on the truthfulness of his version of history while he repeatedly signals its fictionality demands a subtle interpretation of contemporary views of the role of fiction, history and legend. In this context, Corral's work reflects an incipient ideology dependent in part on the creation of national legends, stories which consist of a kernel of accepted historical truth, ornamented by C in this case C the bella menzogna of chivalric romance. Indeed, it was precisely these elements of fiction, clearly recognized as such, which lent prestige to the tales that formed the basis for Corral's elaboration.
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Heraldry in an early 15th-century manuscript of Froissart's *Chronicles. The case of New York Pierpont Morgan Library MS M.804*

Peter Ainsworth / Godfried Croenen

Most 'early' manuscripts of Books I-II of Froissart's *Chroniques* appear to have come from a Parisian workshop active between c. 1395 and 1420. One of the most remarkable is Pierpont Morgan Library MS M.804. Offering a complete text for Books I-II, it comprises two distinct sets of quires bound into a single volume. The illuminations may have been done by the same workshop, but by different teams'. The manuscript was almost certainly copied between 1404 and 1410, although the border on folio 1 may be a later addition.

M.804's most unusual feature is the scheme of illumination for Book I: many of the borders incorporate accurately-blazoned banners displaying the arms of sovereigns, princes and knights
bannerets featuring in the text, some with superscript annotations. Knights are also depicted in emblazoned surcoats, in the miniatures. Heraldic shields as a decorative element are not a novelty: they often occur on opening folios as a silent witness to a former owner or patron. Nor are heraldic surcoats unique to M.804. At least two other `early' Book I manuscripts contain paintings of surcoated knights, some bearing armorial banners (Toulouse, Public Library MS 511; cf. B.N. ms. f. fr. 2663; the handling of architectural detail in both MSS recalls that of Besançon Public Library MS 864 and Stonyhurst College, Archives MS I). Banners as a recurring border element are a different matter altogether, however; their systematic occurrence in M.804 renders this codex unique amongst all extant manuscripts of Froissart's Chroniques. Credit for first drawing attention to this feature must go to Max Prinet, who in 1922 observed that the banners aligned on the right-hand side of the folios are almost invariably English, whilst those on the left are not only almost invariably French, but are also shown with arms reversed, or contournées.

Prinet had access only to black-and-white photographs, and was able to do no more than blazon the more obvious coats. The catalogue notice is, moreover, incomplete. This paper seeks to fill these gaps by providing the first complete catalogue of all the banners and other armorial coats found in the manuscript.

A tentative connexion will then be adduced between the heraldic decoration and several contemporary rolls of arms. M.804 (Bk I) may afford evidence for a kind of collaboration between herald and chronicler that has been, hitherto, little studied. The codex seems to combine the functions of chronicle and occasional commemorative roll. It thus stands as a peculiarly emblematic testimony to the ideology that underpins the earlier Books of the Chroniques and the culture that produced them: the need to preserve the memory of those to whom the writer may, safely and on eyewitness authority (often coterminous with heraldic authority), credit courageous deeds of arms.
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Die Benediktinerklosterkirche im oberösterreichischen Lambach birgt in ihren heute barocken Mauern ein Kleinod frühromanischer Wandmalerei, deren Entstehung mit dem Jahr 1093 zu verbinden ist.

Der christologische Zyklus mit Szenen aus Kindheit und Wirken Jesu enthält drei Herodesdarstellungen, die in ihrer Ikonographie singulär sind, wenn auch motivische und kompositionelle Traditionen nachweisbar sind. Der Suizidversuch Herodis des Großen, die Bestechung des Herodessohnes Antipatros und der Herrschersturz Herodes Agrippas I. erweisen sich als Schlüsselfiguren, deren aktuelle Deutung nur mit Hilfe von zeitgenössischen Chroniken, den \textit{libelli de lite} und Antichrist-Traktaten zu leisten ist.

Aufgebaut auf die aus Bibel, Josephus Flavius und Kirchenväterliteratur hergeleitete historische Interpretationsebene erfahren die Herodesfiguren eine tropologische Deutung, die im Sinne der gregorianischen Kirchenpolitik argumentiert. Herodes wird als \textit{exemplum} für den schlechten Herrscher an sich vorgeführt. Dieses negative Herrschaftsmodell wird auf Heinrich IV. übertragen, der nicht der gängigen Herrscherfiktion entsprach, weil er die kirchliche Macht in der herrschenden Form in Frage stellte. Das Bildmedium diente dazu, für eine bestimmte öffentlichkeit politische Zeichen zu setzen.

\textbf{Bibliographie}

\textbf{The Recontruction of the Past in the Abbey Chronicle of Villers}
Jarick Appelmans

The main aim of this contribution is to study the methods and techniques applied at the redaction of the Latin abbey chronicle of Villers (13th-15th century, \textit{Narrative Sources} C010, F022 and J179). The original chronicle of this Brabantine abbey was written shortly after 1250 and intended for the local Cistercian community. An introduction will concentrate on the different stages in its redaction, the spread of the surviving nine manuscripts and the influence of hagiography and \textit{exempla} in the chronicle. The analysis of the reconstruction of the past, expressed by for example the awareness of time and space and the use of its sources will be most fruitful in a comparative approach, since the chronicle has been continued up to four times (until c.1275, 1333, 1459 and 1485).
What were the main themes in the chronicle and its four continuations: material wealth, economical crisis, or spiritual highlights, the reign of the abbots or the life and deeds of the monks and lay brethren. On which area was focused: the monastery of Villers and its neighbourhood, its extensive possessions or the duchy of Brabant? How did each single author reconstruct the past he described? Some continuators had to cover only a few decades, whilst others had to write the history of the monastery and its abbots for more than a hundred years. Was there a different approach to the recent past as to the narration of deeds and stories from a distant past?

Questioning the redaction of a medieval narrative source is not limited to how the authors presented their history to their audience, but also includes the problem of which material they used for the construction of their image and perception of the past: what sources did the Cistercian authors use for the reconstruction of their own past? According to which criteria did they choose their material? How did they refer to their sources? How did they order their material?

The Cistercian monks of Villers could select their information from a large set of sources, including widely spread narrative sources, like the *Bonum Universale de Apibus* of Thomas of Cantimpré or the *Dialogus Miraculorum* of the Cistercian Caesarius of Heisterbach. Before the first redaction of the *Cronica Villariensis Monasterii* an important number of Cistercian saints's lives were written at the abbey of Villers. This hagiographic tradition was afterwards gathered in the *Gesta Sanctorum Villariensium*. Another major source were the abbey records. The contents of some 750 charters and letters (1146-1500) are known to today's historians. A lot of this evidence has been inserted in the chronicle by the first author and the second continuator.

The application of the sources differed. Some authors draw widely on narrative texts and archival records, whereas others largely used the oral tradition, that conserved parts of the proper past within the monastic community, which they supplied with information from effigies and archaeological evidence. Can a correlation be perceived between the use of sources and the image of the past, as it has been drawn by the different authors of the abbey chronicle?
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Oratory in Medieval Historiography

*Sverre Bagge*

The use of speeches is a characteristic feature of classical historiography which was taken over by medieval chroniclers. From a literary and rhetorical point of view, such speeches may be regarded as show-pieces, intended to demonstrate the author's skill in style and composition. The main aim of my paper, however, will be to analyse the use of speeches as part of the political culture of the period. My
main emphasis here will be on German historiography c. 950-1150 and the Old Norse sagas of the first half of the thirteenth century. In my paper I shall deal with two aspects of the use of speeches:

1. The relationship between the speeches in the chronicles and actual discussions. Even if the speeches were normally invented, did they have some relationship to how leaders actually behaved and matters were decided? An important point here is the avoidance of direct discussion which is characteristic at least of early medieval Germany, as pointed out particularly by Gerd Althoff. By contrast, the Nordic countries, Iceland and Norway, seem to have had a different political culture, where such discussions formed a normal part of the way politics was conducted. This difference seems to correspond to the way oratory occurs in the chronicles. As for Germany, the period of the Investiture Contest forms an exception in this respect, which is clearly related to the ideological controversies during this period.

2. The function of the speeches within the chronicles themselves. We can here schematically distinguish between two types: (1) the speech expresses the author’s own opinions, or (2) it represents his attempts to reconstruct a particular situation in the past and thus his imagination of how his characters acted and reasoned. The former type may tentatively be linked to the religious or clerical tradition, the second to a more secular or classicising. Here again, however, we may try to explain the difference between the two types in terms of different political cultures, i.e. more or less dominated by ideological issues.
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Recreating the World: Trevisa Translates the Polychronicon

Jane Beal

Ranulf Higden wrote his universal history of the world, the Polychronicon, in Latin in the first half of the fourteenth century. John Trevisa translated it into Middle English in the second half, adding a preface, 'A Dialogue between a Lord and a Clerk', as well as several original interpolations throughout his English version of the universal chronicle. In my paper, I consider Trevisa's 'translations' of the Genesis creation narrative in his prologue and the first five chapters of the second book of the Polychronicon. Perhaps somewhat on the model of Hebrews 11, Trevisa retells history thematically, only his theme is not faith, but the justification of vernacular Bible translation. Trevisa manipulates the "auctorite" of Ranulf Higden and even God Himself, imitatio Creatoris, for his project. Trevisa subtly yet successfully demonstrates originality within imitation, recreating the world for an English audience just beginning to receive Wycliffite translations of the Bible.
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Gattungsmarkmale der spätmittelalterlichen Chroniken

Piotr Bering


Im Gegensatz zu den früh- und hochmittelalterlichen Chronisten wurden die theologischen und geschichtsphilosophischen Fragen und Spekulationen für die Verfasser im Spätmittelalter nicht interessant. Man kann sagen, daß nur ein konkretes Tat für sie interessant war. Die sakrale Sphäre entweder existiert nicht, oder spielt nur eine geringe Rolle. Die Fürsten oder Könige stammten aus profanum-Sphäre, sie erfüllten einfach die Pflichten des Wirtes schlecht oder gut. Auch nicht selten sind merkwürdige Erscheinungen nicht als eine Folge der Gotteswirkung interpretiert, sondern im naturalen Kategorien oder nur erwähnt ohne irgendwelche Erklärung. Der Chronist bemüht sich oft die Ereignisse möglichst gelehrt darzustellen, aber er versucht nicht alle Fakten zu klären.

Diese scheinbar winzigen Unterschiede ermöglichen eine besondere Form der spätmittelalterlichen Chronistik auszusondern, die alle Grundmerkmale der tausendjährigen Gattung beibehielten und sie kreativ entwickelten.
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Lucas Cranach d. Ä. und seine christlich-humanistische Bildwelt:
Tafelmalerei im Kontext von Rhetorik, Chroniken und Fürstenspiegeln

Edgar Bierende


In der Wiener Zeit Cranachs (ca. 1500-1504) konnte eine Synthese von Herrschergeschichte und Heilsgeschichte unter Berücksichtigung der Schedelschen Weltchronik und weiteren Chroniken bzw. Schriften von Johannes Cuspinian, Johannes Stabius, Jakob Mennel, usw. in seinen Bildern (Wiener Kreuzigung, um 1500) nachgewiesen werden. Als gemeinsame theoretische Grundlage für Schreiben und Malen konnte die erstmals in Deutschland wieder aufkommende Gattung der Rhetorik gemacht werden. Mittels der Rhetorik des Konrad Celtis' (Ars versificandi et carminum, 1486) ließ sich das qualitativ neuartige humanistische Interesse an Vergangenheit, Gegenwart und Umwelt nachweisen, das sich prägend auf Cranachs Bilder in Form von Stilwahl (genus humile, Schlichtheit und Reduzierung), Gestaltungsweise (vivacitas, Naturschilderung und -phänomene) und Auswahl (sensus historicus: direkte Rede und retrospektive Motivübernahmen) anspricht.

pseudo-antiken Kunstwerken, die ihm in Form von Kleinbronzen oder auch in Form von Stichen und Zeichnungen vorlagen. In diesem Umgang mit Bildern offenbart sich Cranach als einer der großen humanistischen Maler seiner Zeit, der wie ein humanistischer Gelehrter antike Realien sammelte, um diese als Quellen und Zeugnisse der deutsch-germanischen Vergangenheit zu nutzen. Die ersten Bilder Cranachs zur deutsch-germanischen 'Vorzeit', die sich um eine 

corresponden
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La Galitzko-Volynskaja Letopis' comme Genre Historico-Littéraire

Ljudmila Boeva

La Galitzko-Volynskaja letopis' (XIIIe siècle), une œuvre médiévale peu étudiée, fut découverte dans le texte d'Ipat'evskaja letopis' (XVe siècle), mais elle représente un texte autonome. Contrairement aux autres letopis' russes, exemple typique desquelles fut Povest' vremennykh let (‘Récit du temps passé’, XIle siècle), la narration dans la Galitzko-Volynskaja letopis' n'est pas organisée par des notes annuelles. Les chiffres nottant les années sont probablement incorporés plus tard. Ainsi la Galitzko-Volynskaja letopis' est typologiquement plus proche aux chroniques byzantines et à la letopis réconstruite de Siméon de Bulgarie. Le récit présente l'histoire de la famille du prince Roman Galitzki, de ses deux fils Daniil et Vasil'ko et ses petits-fils. En cet égard, la Galitzko-Volynskaja letopis' trouve le chemin vers le roman historique et la chronique historique de famille.

La Galitzko-Volynskaja letopis' est un texte entier. Son entité consiste dans l'espace, englobant la Russie, particulièrement la Grande Steppe, Pologne, Lituanie, Hongrie. Dans le centre de narration est le temps comme le sujet de procès, l'action se développe horizontalement, dans sa conséquence historique. Les éléments littéraires, chrétiens et épiques sont étroitement liés. Les images folkloriques ont leur origines dans l'épos russe et polovets. L'entité fictionnelle se manifeste dans la collision: la lutte pour le pouvoir familial du prince et les factions avec les maisons concurrentes, la lutte contre l'ennemi de dehors, surtout avec les Tartares. Le sujet extensif joint une mosaïque de fragments, scènes, images. Dans la letopis' comme metagénre, on peut trouver les genres des nouvelles guerrières (voïnskaja povest'), des notes et des récits chroniquales, des récits de miracles et des querelles, des éloges, des documents, des citations de Bible et de livres sacrés, des legendes, etc. Malgré l'identification de quelques narrateurs parmi lesquels fut "le sage scribe Timopheï", la Galitzko-Volynskaja letopis' a son style unique, plein d'émotion qui contribue à la création de l'image monumentale des seigneurs idéaux.
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La Chronique comme genre artistique-littéraire

Ivan Bouukliev

La Chronique, ainsi que le Matyrologe, représente un typique genre médiéval. Son but consiste à présenter, sur la base d'un ordre chronologique, les événements non seulement de la vie nationale et religieuse, mais encore quotidienne, interprétés par des signes providentiels d'un futur proche ou loinain. La valeur historique peut être plus élevée ou plus basse selon les renseignements dont l'auteur dispose.

On peut considérer la Chronique de Manasse comme une oeuvre littéraire plutôt que historique. Auteur vécu au temps des dynasties des Comnens, période appréciée et connu comme `Renaissance comnennienne', Manasse a créé des images suggestives, riches en couleurs, frappantes. Dans l'oeuvre on peut trouver aussi des scènes dramatiques, capables de charmer même le lecteur contemporain. Les qualités artistiques du poème sont dues aussi à la présence, dans l'oeuvre, d'un précieux iambe politique byzantin, très répandu dans la poésie épique.

The Historiographical Content of Twelfth-Century Miracula:
Miracle Collections as Quasi-Chronicles

Marcus Bull

This paper examines the historiographical self-awareness and methodologies of authors of miracle collections in twelfth-century Europe. In particular, it compares and contrasts two collections which are very close in time: those from Our Lady of Rocamadour (1172-3) and the shrine of St Thomas Becket at Canterbury (1171-c.1180). The Rocamadour collection is of particular interest because it represents a major narrative dealing with recent events from southern France - a region in which, as Thomas Bisson has demonstrated, the writing of history was not a major feature of learned culture in this period. The Becket collection (over 700 miracle stories) commends itself as a substantial and still largely unexplored resource which constructs an explanatory framework to link a mass of disparate material bearing on recent events.

A notable feature of both collections, and of other similar texts from the same period, is that their authors engage with issues and problems in ways which closely resemble the forms and content of contemporary historiographical discourse as articulated by chroniclers. For example, both the Rocamadour and Canterbury collections exhibit political awareness in including authorial comment on Henry II's expedition to Ireland (1171-2). The Rocamadour author has much to say about perceptions of the mercenary bands which were operating in the Midi. Both collections make use of many chronological markers which implicitly reveal their authors participating in contemporary debates and accordingly making historiographical judgements: for example, the Rocamadour author situates events within the context of the war between the count of Toulouse and the king of Aragon, in ways which reveal that he supported the latter.

The questions are therefore: Why is there a substantial element of historiographical discourse in texts of this type? To what extent can their authors' strategies of selection and composition be compared to the activities of chroniclers? To what extent did miracle collections serve commemorative functions
analogous to those of histories, for example from the point of view of the religious communities which produced them? To what extent can scholars draw on the miracle material in the same ways as they might exploit chronicle sources?

The main conclusion of the paper is that we need to be flexible in our use of genre boundaries when studying different types of medieval texts which purport to preserve and describe the past. The miracle collections under review have so much in common with contemporary chronicles - in terms of functionality, political perspectives, and authorial editorializing - that they should be studied in an inclusive way, as well as with regard to questions of veracity and purpose which are specific to that particular form.
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Historisches Berichten und literarisches Erzählen in Geoffrei Gaimars Estoire des Engleis

Brigitte Burrichter

Geoffrei Gaimar hat seine Estoire des Engleis 1138/39 als Auftragsarbeit für Constance FitzGilbert, die Frau eines Adligen aus Lincolnshire, verfaßt. Die Estoire des Engleis ist das älteste überlieferte
Geschichtswerk in der anglonormannischen Volkssprache, sie ist in der in der Volkssprache vorherrschenden Form des gepaarten Achtsilbers geschrieben.

Geffrei verarbeitet in der *Estoire* verschiedene schriftliche Quellen, verwendet aber auch mündliche Überlieferungen und berücksichtigt die Erwartung seiner Auftraggeberin auf Unterhaltung und deren höfischen Geschmack. In der Estoire finden sich lange Sequenzen, in denen Geffrei Einträge aus der *Angelsächsischen Chronik* ohne jegliche Ausschmückung übersetzt, daneben auch Ereignisse, die er im Sinne der zeitgenössischen Historiographie erzählt. Immer wieder fügt er aber auch Erzählungen ein, die eindeutig aus der nicht-historiographischen Überlieferung kommen und die sowohl inhaltlich als auch formal vom annalistischen oder historischen Berichten abweichen.


Diese Geschichte liefert die Hintergründe für einen der zahlreichen dänischen Überfälle auf England. Inhaltlich hebt sie sich von dem sie umgebenden historischen Bericht ab, weil sie nicht nur den persönlichen Grund für diesen Überfall angibt B Buern Bucecarle hat ihn inszeniert, um sich an einem englischen König zu rächen B, sondern vor allem, weil sie ausführlich erzählt, womit dieser König die Rache provoziert hat (er hat Bucecarles Frau vergewaltigt). Der Höhepunkt dieser Erzählung, das Geständnis der Frau, steht im Spannungsfeld von zwei Wertesystemen, dem (alten) ständischen Recht, wonach der Ehemann das Recht hat, seine Frau wegen dieser Schande umzubringen, und dem (neuen) höfischen Recht, das die Frau freispricht. Das Gespräch zwischen Bucecarle und seiner Frau transportiert aber nicht nur die neuen Vorstellungen, in denen bereits die höfischen Ideale der Romane anklingen. Gaimar verwendet hier auch eine Sprache, die in der zeitgenössischen (lateinischen) und auch in Waces fünfzehn Jahre später entstandenem *Roman de Rou* nicht zu finden ist.

Im Vergleich der Buern-Bucecarle-Episode mit den umgebenden historiographischen Berichten treten die Unterschiede zwischen historischem Berichten und literarischem Erzählen sowohl auf der Ebene der histoire wie auch auf der des discours deutlich zutage. Gaimars Umgang mit den beiden Gattungen, der besonders aus den Übergängen zu erschließen ist, läßt auch Rückschlüsse darauf zu, unter welchen Bedingungen sich die volkssprachliche Reimchronik als eigene Gattung entwickelt hat.
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Robert Mannyng of Brune's Story of England (or Chronicle; 1327-38) features prominently in current discussions of the emergence of both the English vernacular and English identity, after centuries of domination by a French-speaking elite of Norman origin.

While these two issues are certainly critical to Mannyng, the prologue to the Story of England also reflects a third concern that in fact destabilizes and complicates the other two. This is the question of poetic register and models, raised by Mannyng in a tangled, obsessive passage that has deterred modern attempts at interpretation and thus minimized critical discussion.

After presenting an interpretation of Mannyng's concerns about the poetic form in which he will present his English text this paper will go on to examine how these issues interact with those of language and nationality. One surprising discovery is that while one might expect Mannyng to look to francophonic models for his poetic form, the text he names as meriting esteem over all tales that are or have been (ll. 98-99) is not French. In fact it is (or he thinks it is) Scottish: Sir Tristrem, which Mannyng attributes to Thomas of Erceldoun. Mannyng's admiration of Thomas is famous even in Mannyng's own time not only as a poet but as a prophet of Scottish independence plays very oddly against the focus of the last part of his chronicle: a predictably pro-English account of Edward I's wars against the Scots.

Mannyng's interest in Sir Tristrem seems related less to the questionable content (hardly the sort of reading St Gilbert intended for his canons) than to its ambitious rhyme scheme. Although Mannyng is tempted by a variety of exotic rhyme forms (to which he gives French names, but for most of which he is the only source), he doubts the ability of English performers to read such a text adequately. Moreover, his prospective audience presumably, the man or men who commissioned the chronicle are constantly pressuring him for an "easy-reading" text. The implicit contrast suggests that Scottish performers and audiences are better able to present and understand sophisticated texts.

Mannyng's knowledge of Scottish literary performance may derive from his friendship at Cambridge with Alexander Bruce, brother of Robert Bruce. He mentions attending Alexander's inception feast (probably in 1303), and may have been present on other occasions when texts such as Sir Tristrem were performed.

The mismatch between the project apparently handed Mannyng by his patrons and Mannyng's own ambitions as an author, and loyalties as a friend, may partly explain the incoherence that affects his discussion of these issues. While he was glad to be writing again (which he could only do with the approval of his religious superiors), Mannyng was evidently less engaged with the nationalistic aspects of the task than with the literary, intellectual, and poetic challenges it posed.
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Cronache de' singniori di Fiandra: An Italian Chronicle of Flanders

Sabrina Corbelli

An anonymous Italian merchant living in Bruges started in 1452 an important project: he decided to translate a Middle Dutch chronicle of Flanders into his mother-tongue. His translation, entitled Cronache de' singniori di Fiandra, is contained in a manuscript of the Bruges Municipal Library (ms. 685). The manuscript also includes a map of Flanders, the first known, drawn by the translator.

The Italian merchant chose for his translation a very specific version of the chronicle of Flanders, starting from the year 621 until 1440, which survives in five manuscripts (Bruges, Municipal Library ms. 436 and 437; Brussels, Royal Library ms.13073-13074; Douay, Municipal Library ms. 110; New York,
Pierpont Morgan Library ms. 435) and an incunable (*Dits die excellente Cronicke van Vlaenderen*, Antwerp, 1531). The Italian chronicle of Flanders was translated directly from the Middle Dutch into the Italian, without the use of Latin or French as intermediate language, as proven by the presence of three Middle Dutch chronograms, which were copied out and subsequently rendered into Italian.

Some aspects of this underestimated Italian contribution to the historiography of Flanders, most likely the first translation from Dutch into Italian, will be analyzed:

i) social and literary context,

ii) genesis of the *Cronache*, and

iii) the *Cronache* as translation from Middle Dutch.

This last point will be illustrated by means of a case study, the uprising of Bruges in the years 1436-1438. The description in the *Cronache* will be compared with the text in the Middle Dutch manuscripts and incunable, which will shed some light on the position of this Italian document in the tradition of Flemish chronicles.
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‘E las cayssas hubrir, e las vertutz ostar’:

Les déprédations dans la cathédrale de Pampelune pendant
la prise de la Navarreria selon les chroniques de l'époque

Xavier Dectot

La guerre dite de Navarre ou de Pampelune (1276-1277), révolte nobiliaire, fut aussi une lutte pour le pouvoir entre ces deux groupes fortement différenciés peuplant la ville: les *francs*, d'installation récente dans la ville, et les *navarrais*, implantés depuis plus longtemps. Elle s'acheva par des massacres qui choquèrent d'autant plus les esprits qu'ils se poursuivirent jusque sur l'autel majeur de la cathédrale. Deux chroniqueurs presque contemporains des faits, Guillaume Anelier et Guillaume de Nangis donnent la description d'une véritable scène d'apocalypse, mettant en relief la façon dont se percevaient deux peuples qui cohabitaient.

**Vérité, haine et mauvaise foi: deux visions de la prise d'une ville**

Les deux textes diffèrent sur l'identité et les responsabilités de ceux qui périprètrèrent de si horribles crimes. Pour Guillaume Anelier, Toulousain installé, à Pampelune, les coupables sont les soldats réguliers du roi de France. Mais pour Guillaume de Nangis, historiographe de Philippe le Bel, les auteurs de troubles sont les mercenaires albigeois, accusés d'être cathares. Un siècle de luttes sur fond de querelle religieuse rejaillit. Les deux auteurs s'opposent par leur interprétation des faits et par leur conception de la fonction de la chronique: quand l'un se place aux côtés du pouvoir royal français, l'autre se montre davantage sensible aux navarrais.
Horreur et lieux communs: réalités et topoi dans les descriptions du sac de la ville
L'opposition historiographique entre les deux chroniques n'empêche pas qu'elles se retrouvent dans la description matérielle des faits. Elles mêlent subtilement réalité et topoi des descriptions de sacs urbains. Une comparaison avec les chroniques ibériques de l'époque et avec celles écrites en France fait ressortir la place qu'elles ont tenu dans l'inspiration des deux auteurs.

Le vrai et le dit: le succès des chroniques dans l'historiographie médiévale et moderne de la prise de la Navarrería
La prise de la Navarrería se voit accorder dans les chroniques navarraises une place privilégiée. Le rôle politique que jouaient à l'origine ces deux chroniques perdure jusqu'au XIXe siècle: la chronique de Guillaume Anelier est utilisée comme un véritable exemplum d'un fait plus général, la mauvaise gestion et les exactions que les historiens castillo-navarrais prétendent aux rois des dynasties françaises (Champagne, Capétiens et Evreux), par opposition à l'âge d'or supposé de la dynastie dite *autochtone* du XIIe siècle.

Écrites peu de temps après les faits, avec des ambitions avant tout politiques, les deux chroniques qui évoquent la prise de la Navarreria montrent certains points communs. Elles s'insèrent dans un schéma chronistique et dans un contexte historique sensible pour ses lecteurs, l'opposition juridique et linguistique qui coupait au XIIIe siècle Pampelune en deux.
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A Fictional Reconstruction of the Nomadic Past as a History in the Civilisation Present
(As Preserved in the Bulgarian Anonymous of the 11th C)

18
The anonymous author who wrote this Chronicle pretends that his text is a Vision of prophet Issay both for the past and the future. In order to discover how such text has been read both as a work of 'autobiographical truth' and as a work of pure literary artifice, the mechanism of historical approving of the fiction in this Vision it must be first investigated as an authenticity.

The Slavs do not have their own great and famous historical heritage as Byzantium and Rome do. The compensation of the no-possessing cultural heritage characterises the development of the Slavonic language and the creating of the Slavonic texts. That is the reason for displacing the actual (real) historical time (and space) within the boundaries of the high sacral orthodox time (and space).

The Slavonic texts in their origin are translations from Greek and Latin. They move the parameters of the originals into the new ethno-cultural meaning (Slav-like). The first Slavonic original texts eliminate the pre-Christian reality of the Slavonic community by using the Orthodox heritage as authority or by creating their own Slavic Christian pantheon (St Cyrillic, St Method and their disciples).

The second most important condition for the fiction in the Slavonic mediaeval texts is the slowly inner disintegration of the Slavs in a cultural and language meaning. In fact, during the mediaeval period the Slavs use a common literary language whose texts are in using by all the Slavonic community. That is the main difference between East European and West European texts: the missing of an idea for an actual time (and space) because of the moving into the common Christianity past.

This Vision is dated from the 11th C, when Byzantium conquers Bulgaria. The fictional reconstruction of the (never been) Slavonic past is an attempt to constitute an authority. The criticising the paganism should mark the fact that the Slavs belong to the cultural, i.e. Christian world. The paper investigates the most probable no-Slavonic sources of this Vision and their interpretations in the anonymous Bulgarian pseudo-chronicle from the 11th C.
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World Chronicles and Histories
The European practice of writing world histories in Latin began in the third century and continued into the seventeenth. In the twelfth century, Germans began writing chronicles in the vernacular, and within a hundred years, chronicles written in German were extremely popular, far more popular than the courtly literature medievalists are so familiar with. The reason for such popularity, scholars have recently suggested, is that by the mid-thirteenth century history texts were emerging as a type of entertainment literature because it caters to the same sort of taste as the stories of Alexander and Aeneas. Thus we must seek its popularity in its treatment of historical material and handling of the audience's assumptions about the world. Since we know that in the thirteenth century the medieval audience developed a great interest in compendia that collected all there was to be told about a person or a topic, it stands to reason that the world histories were popular because they provided such a complete account of world events that an educated person could use one as an encyclopedia or almanac (see Cary's theory about the encyclopedic nature of the expanded Alexander romances).

Few scholars today read vernacular chronicles because the narrative appears incompetent and confused, lacking structure or purpose. The historian finds them extremely unreliable, even deliberately misleading, and the literary historian considers them deficient in literary skill, cohesion, and plausibility. Worse yet, the narrative appears to be grafted together from many diverse elements and details without any attempt to produce a consistent narrative. Furthermore, it backtracks, repeats and contradicts itself and places fantastic stories next to verifiable historical events. Such disapproval has caused most scholars to ignore these texts, but more importantly, it raises a significant question: In what ways do our modern expectations as readers limit our ability to understand how these texts were used and evaluated in their own time? How are we to approach these chronicles? Since the authors are laymen as are their audiences, a rhetorical approach relying on the Latin tradition is doomed to failure as is the attempt to connect the anecdotes and historical references to attested sets of historical events. What we lack are studies on the context of chronicle production and transmission, and by extension, on the attitudes and expectations of the audiences. Chronicles, because they were so popular, must have responded to the needs of the patrons and embodied the historical consciousness of their time. Since they provided their audience with historical and geographical information from the beginning of time, they may well have fulfilled the edifying function of a "book of knowledge," an almanac. If so, these texts open a fascinating door onto the medieval educated layman's concept of the past, of what constitutes history and knowledge.
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The Histoire d'Outremer at the Burgundian Court:
A Twelfth-Century Text Illuminated on the Threshold of Fifteenth-Century Crusade Politics

20
This paper will discuss William of Tyre's (d. 1186) *Historia rerum in partibus transmarinis gestarum* in its fifteenth-century French translation as *Histoire d'Outremer* found in the inventory of the renowned bibliophile Philip the Good, Duke of Burgundy (1419-67) as well as in the collection of some noble members of his entourage. This text is partially an eye-witness account, partially from documented and oral sources, and chronicles the history of the first two crusading expeditions to the East. Unlike similar chronicles and related texts owned by Philip and other sovereigns of Europe at that time, Tyre's history seems to have been exceptional in the number of copies commissioned as well as in its rich illuminations produced in Northern France and Flanders. Patronage of this sort of manuscript at the court of Burgundy increased considerably right around the fall of Constantinople to the Turks (1453), yet it seems that the purpose of the Tyre chronicle was not a call to arms. Despite efforts in financing and emissary missions to the East, a crusade was never launched.

It is from an art-historical perspective then, that this paper will attempt, at least partially, to elucidate what the patrons of such costly works had in mind, if not to provoke their fellow Burgundians to take up the cross. By looking at the particular iconography of the *enemy* as well as *Eastern* topography, these chronicles will be placed in a context of functionality unique among the crusading texts to be found at the court of Philip the Good.
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John Lydgate's rhymed chronicle of the Kings of England since William the Conqueror has been published in modern editions under various names, reflecting the many versions in which it was copied and printed in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. A rhymed list of kings culminating in the reigning monarch of Lydgate's day, it proclaimed Henry VI's right to the English throne; in later ages it naturally lent itself to re-use and updating by means of added stanzas on subsequent kings. Its formulaic character, with each stanza corresponding to one king, made it a useful memorizer of English regnal history (Mooney 1989: 258), which is one likely reason for its popularity.

Other uses to which the chronicle may have been put include that of being posted in the form of a roll (Robbins 1955: 248), with or without a gallery of pictures or statues of the kings in question. Pictorial genealogies were produced for and used at specific solemn occasions (Robbins 1955: 249), and galleries of 'kings' portraits in their regnal order were a familiar feature of religious architecture, such as Westminster Abbey and York Minster. What has not been envisaged so far is the possibility of the use of Lydgate's series of rhymes in a tableau vivant or a procession of human impersonators, in other words, as a regnal pageant. This would place Lydgate's text in a category of his productions that were used in pageants (e.g. his 'Pageant of Knowledge') or 'mumming' or 'disguisings' (e.g. 'A Mumming for the Mercers of London'), presented with comments by a herald, master of ceremonies, or other presenter.

The paper will support this contention by surveying various 'brief memorials' of monarchs, and descriptions of and references to genealogical tableaux vivants and sequential pageants (such as the Ordo Prophetarum and processions of the Nine Worthies), outlining a tradition that continued to flourish well into the seventeenth century.

The paper will address all four of the conference's themes. Used as a script for a dramatic or visual performance, the chronicle would straddle the borderline between history and literature; a major purpose of the rhyme was to familiarize and imbue the audience with a sense of the past emphasizing the legitimacy of the reigning monarch; the impersonation of various monarchs involved reconstructions of the past, both in verse and in visual images. The paper's main emphasis will be on formulaic and repetitive structures, both verbal and visual, as mnemonic and didactic devices by which the message of the monarch's legitimacy was promulgated.
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What is a Chronicle?

David Dumville

What is a chronicle? The very question is designed to tease! But it is one with which students of historiography must wrestle if they are to have any sense of generic boundaries and of the categories of narrative historical record with which ancient and mediaeval writers worked. The word 'chronicle' is part of the hellenistic inheritance of Western literature, and as a result its gender and number proved problematic throughout the Latin middle ages; its nearest Latin equivalent was *annales*, a plural which came to mean simply 'chronicle' but whose plural form has begun in the present generation to cause unnecessary difficulty to some mediaevalists.

By the end of the middle ages, European Chronicle-writing had diversified into many languages and many forms, from Icelandic and Irish to Arabic and Armenian, from the simple annalistic chronicle to the charter-chronicle, the colophon-chronicle, the verse chronicle, and many others. It is unlikely that any single scholar can examine and understand them all: certainly this one cannot! Nevertheless, it is important even at the cost of seeming to exclude some of the texts which have been or will be discussed at these Utrecht conferences to give ourselves some sense of boundaries, of the unity within which the diversity of mediaeval cultures and their texts can be appreciated.

In my contribution to this 'Second Utrecht Conference on the Medieval Chronicle' I shall attempt to probe and celebrate that diversity, to seek after and explore boundaries, and to propose a definition. But I do not imagine that there will or can be any more agreement about what constitutes a chronicle than there is among us anglophones about how to spell the word 'mediaeval' (or 'medieval').

Gender Issues and Textual Transmission in Alphonsine Chronicles

Nancy Joe Dyer

This paper explores gender issues, reader reception theory, and textual transmission manifest in the manuscript culture of Alphonsine chronicles. Often formed from disparate sources pressed into divergent historiographic molds, vernacular Spanish chronicles dating from the XIII-XVI c. will be re-examined in the light of recent critical models which explore the dynamic between the production and consumption. Particular emphasis is placed upon paradigms of gender in traditional sources such as epic poetry and legends where gender issues become lightening rods to spark interpretation by both the producers and consumers of text. The comparison of sources and their different chronistic manifestations can illuminate subjective and pivotal treatment of factors such as gender, as well as age and class, and, in turn, expand our understanding of the Alphonsine historiography.

After an overview of pertinent critical and feminist theory, the paper compares textual and codicological evidence in the *Primera Crónica General*, the *Crónica de Veinte reyes*, the *Crónica Abreviada*, the *Crónica manuelina* and the *Crónica Ocampiana* of clearly gendered figures, including Fermosa, and the notably gendered characters in the prosified *Poema de mio Cid*. Handouts corroborate the conjunction of codicological and textual evidence which demonstrate the importance of gender in the production and reception of Alphonsine chronicles.
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**Alvar García de Santa María and the Democratization of Chivalry**

*Lynne Fisher Echegaray*

The theme of my paper is the representation of the aristocratic betrayal of the ideals of chivalry in fifteenth-century Castile and Aragon. This is related to the second principal theme of the Conference, 'The Function of the Chronicle', and to its sub-theme, 'The Social Context'. For García, the function of the chronicle was to serve as an example, and to proclaim and record for all time the glorious historical moments of Spain. Many of García's **exempla**, however, can be considered subversive, for he carefully describes how nobles and prelates fail to conform to the chivalric code while extolling members of classes usually absent from royal and individual chronicles.

After a brief presentation of historical background information, I shall discuss the Castilian notion of **fama** with regard to the chronicles. García's opinions of the chivalric character and his portrayals of its presence and absence will be described. In closing, I shall discuss García's requirements for those who serve as representatives of the chivalric ideal.
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-Sahil ces vers parolent ki sunt ici escriz':
oral and written in Jordan Fantosme's Chronicle and Wace's Roman de Rou

Penny Eley

This paper will consider aspects of oral and written production and reception in two Old French chronicles composed in the third quarter of the twelfth century. It takes as its starting point M. T. Clanchy's conclusions about the emergence of a 'literate mentality' during the twelfth century, the implications of which have yet to be systematically explored in relation to to what Howard Bloch has termed the 'literary chronicles'. It will not focus on the questions of Jordan Fantosme's versification or the historicity of either his work or that of Wace, both of which topics have already been the subject of considerable debate. The paper fits most obviously into the 'reading and listening' section of the second main theme 'The function of the chronicle', although it also raises questions of genre influence, which contribute to the first main theme 'The chronicle: history or literature?'.

There are numerous markers of orality in Jordan's Chronicle, from the opening 'Oëz' to the emphasis on speaking and hearing the truth in laisse 116. The three forms of literature identified in the poem C estoire, fable and geste C are consistently associated with oral performance and apprehension through the use of the verbs oïr, dire, parler and chanter. Laisse 93 acknowledges the fact that Jordan's estoire has a textual form, but no attempt is made to differentiate it from fable or geste on that basis: its superiority over other narratives derives from the trustworthiness of its author's words, which relate directly to things seen by him, rather than from the sanction of signs on parchment. The curious (to modern eyes) formulation 'Si cum ces vers parolent ki sunt ici escriz' (l. 872) implies that the written manifestation of the work is secondary and lacks the authority of the spoken word. It may be inferred from this, and from the absence of any collocation of the verb escrire with the authorial function, that Jordan followed the normal non-monastic practice of composing by dictation, and that his mentality was fundamentally oral rather than literate (or at least, that he wished it to appear to his audience that this was the case).

In Wace's Roman de Rou, on the other hand, there are signs not only that the author acted as his own scribe, but also that he was openly applying literate modes of thought to composition in the vernacular; the causal relationship between these two phenomena is an interesting area for speculation. If Clanchy's conclusions about the perceived untrustworthiness of writing before the thirteenth century are correct, we should not be surprised that Wace admits oral testimony alongside his written sources and refuses to give the latter more credence than the former. It is more remarkable that the prologue to Part 3 should invite an audience of laici to witness and subscribe to the clerical author's profession of faith in the permanence and reliability of written documents. The problem of establishing authoritative testimony
which is foregrounded in the *Rou* may therefore be as much a sign of Wace's attempts to negotiate the difficult transition from oral to written as it is of his presumed objectivity as a historian.
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**Temps, représentation, identité:**

*l'image de la guerre dans les Chroniques de Froissart*  
*(ms. fr. 2643-2646 de la B.N.F., Paris)*  

*Olivier Ellena*

La représentation du combat, naval ou terrestre, dans le manuscrit des *Chroniques* de Froissart (ms. fr. 2643-2646 de la B.N.F., Paris) enluminé à Bruges par Loyset Lyédet pour Louis de Gruthuse vers 1470-1480, relève de la rhétorique du miroir, dans laquelle l'image n'est pas seulement un reflet, mais le produit d'un idéal identitaire. En effet, les scènes de guerre ne sont ni de simples illustrations du texte, ni le fruit de pures conventions de représentation. Par sa place en tête de chaque chapitre, la miniature dans ce manuscrit est structurante. Elle l'est également dans le rapport qu'elle entretient avec le texte: l'image de la guerre propose une vision de l'histoire unissant passé et présent en un temps qui est celui de la représentation. Cette dernière est à la fois individuelle (celle du commanditaire et de son état), textuelle (le récit de Jean Froissart) et iconographique. Dès lors, narration, appréciation du poids historique et art de l'enlumineur enrichissent les fonctions de la miniature. C'est par la mise en relation de ces trois éléments que nous nous efforcerons de montrer comment l'iconographie de la guerre est un des lieux privilégiés de l'identification, tant sociale que politique, d'un grand seigneur flamand après la disparition de l'Etat bourguignon. Ainsi, dans ce manuscrit, l'image de la guerre, dans le rapport qu'elle entretient avec le texte, est un élément constitutif important du phénomène culturel que fut la Guerre de Cent ans.
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**Why the Wolves Ate Nero**

*Daniel Embree*

Nearly everything the Middle Ages knew about Nero was derived from Suetonius at the beginning of the 2nd century. Nearly everything the Middle Ages thought was important about Nero was summed up by Martinus Polonus in the 13th century. Suetonius gives Nero a lavish and honorable funeral, but Martinus has wolves eat him.

I examine here how that happened, or, a little more broadly, how the story of Nero's life and death is transmitted across eleven and a half centuries by 17 chroniclers who lie between Suetonius and Martinus (Eusebius, Eutropius, Aurelius Victor, Jerome, Orosius, Prosper, Isidore, Paul the Deacon, Ado of Vienne, Marianus Scotus, Ekkehard, Hugh of St Victor, Otto of Freising, Godfrey of Viterbo, Sicardus, Gilbertus, and Vincent of Beauvais) or, more broadly still, what historiographical observations can be made about the transmission of historical material from Late Antiquity through the Middle Ages.

My observations are these:

1. The history of Late Antiquity undergoes a gross simplification along moral lines as it passes into the Middle Ages. (Nero loses his few redeeming characteristics.)
2. Medieval chroniclers are much more prudish in the handling of sexual material, especially "sins against nature", than their Late Antique predecessors are. (Nero's orgies are too disgusting to talk about.)
3. Christian history is not only integrated into pagan history, but is made its motivating force. (Nero is punished for his persecution of Christians.)
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4. Psychological analysis of character yields to spiritual analysis.
(Nero wasn't crazy; he was just plain evil.)
5. Historical facts are subject to moral necessity. (Nero gets eaten by wolves because he didn't deserve a funeral.)
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Die Vermischung der Gattungen in der mittelalterlichen Arabisch-Muslimischen Chronik: die Funktion der Radazpoesie

**Galina Evstatieva**


Diese Dichtungsart, die oft Volkspoesie genannt wurde, war zweifellos ein wichtiger Bestandteil des Beduinenlebens im vorislamischen Arabien und danach spielte sie eine spezifische Rolle im islamischen Kulturraum. Die mittelalterlichen Quellen stellen das Raðaz als Vorbote der Qasîdpoesie dar, der bis zur Umayyadenzeit (661-751) fast unverändert geblieben ist. Später entwickelte sich der Radazvers in einer Koexistenz mit der hohen Qasidpoesie.

Als ein chronikalisches Genre ist die Radazpoesie eine wichtige Tradierungsform in den mittelalterlichen arabischen Chroniken. Es ist zu bemerken, daß z. B. die Beschreibung der muslimischen Eroberungen in diesen Chroniken durch eine starke Präsenz von kurzen Arâðîz gekennzeichnet ist. Da das Raðaz von den Dichtern, die sich der hohen Poesie gewidmet haben, nicht hoch geschätzt wurde, kann es vorwiegend in den historiographischen Werke wie der berühmten Weltchronik Târîh ar-rusul wa l-mulûk von Muhammad ibn Jarîr at-Tabarî (gest. 923) entdeckt werden. Deshalb ist es sehr wichtig, die Radazpoesie als Problem der Vermischung der Gattungen in der Chronik
zu betrachten. Dieser Forschungsgesichtspunkt bezweckt zu verfolgen, wie die Radazpoesie dem prosaischen Haupttext dient. Auf diese Weise kann man auch einige ihrer funktionellen Bedeutungen für die mittelalterliche arabisch-muslimische Chronik feststellen.
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In Quest of Legitimacy:
Muslim Dogma and State in the Medieval Arabic Chronicle

Simeon Evstatiev

Chronicle is of paramount significance for the understanding of medieval Arabic-Muslim historical thought. That is why it should be studied in depth from the viewpoint of its correlation to the Islamic idea of history. The sources demonstrate that history in the framework of the theocentric monotheistic Weltanschauung of Medieval Muslims was to be considered as Allâh's plan for the salvation of humanity which attributes to the prophet Muhammad (d. AH 11/AD 632) a specific historic role. Although this idea exerted a considerable influence on Arabic historiography, the very rise of historical writing among the Arabs was first of all affected by the birth of the Islamic religious-political community (umma) and its subsequent development in the first few decades of Islamic history. Moreover the close relationship between Qur'ânic doctrine and Muslim dogma on the one hand and historical development and social practice one the other hand created a lot of problems which Islamic historical thought attempted to solve.

Religious-political legitimacy of the umma was undoubtedly one of the most important stimuli for the activity of early historians, particularly after the first civil war (fitna) between >Ali ibn Abî Tâlib and Mu>âwiya ibn Abî Sufyân (36/656-40/661) and the second between the Umayyad caliph >Abd al-Mâlik and the counter-caliph Ibn az-Zubayr (65/685-73/692). In the very beginning the historical interest of Muslim scholars (>ulamâ’) was devoted to the preservation of prophetic practice (Sunna) and the adaptation of pre-Islamic Arabic historical-genealogical lore to the demands of the new society. As a result the former led up to the rise of the enormous hadîth-corpus whereas the latter manifested itself in the collection of akhbâr. Subsequently, these historical and quasi-historical reports were incorporated into a type of chronicle which had to order and summarize the events of both Islamic and pre-Islamic history. Furthermore, the historical development of Muslim society and state was to be included into the wider framework of Islamic idea of history, which was inextricably bound up with the Muslim dogma derived from the Qur'ân and the Sunna. Chronicle appears thus to have been called upon to evaluate the past according to the revealed divine ideal in order to present a legitimate past of Islamic state.

In the chronicles as the Aworld®-histories of al-Tabarî (d. 310/923), al-Yaqûbî (d. c. 284/897) and al-Masûdî (d. 345/956) this quest of legitimacy for the umma can be traced on two levels - explicitly and implicitly. Explicitly, the very historiographical presentation of certain events by the chroniclers is the necessary subject of study. On the implicit level the structure of historiographic works and the method of arrangement of the historical material do need a more detailed investigation. Sometimes the influence of Muslim dogma on Arabic-Muslim chronicle could be observed in the very proportions of historiographical works. For example, a third of al-Tabarî’s Târîkh ar-rusul wa l-mulûk deals with the eight decades which cover the life and prophetic mission Muhammad, the Muslim conquests, and the first fundamental conflicts within the umma. Medieval Arabic chronicle evidences that the awareness of the Muslim chroniclers in their quest of legitimacy for the Islamic statehood depended on the development of both Muslim society and dogma. Thus chronicle contributed to the establishment of the notion of superiority of the umma to the other nations.

--------------------------------
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'Romanhafte Erzählung' vs. 'deutschsprachige Chronik'?
Fiktion und Historie in der volkssprachlichen Historia Teutonica (Mainz, ca. 2. Hälfte d. 14. Jhdt.) am Beispiel der Passagen zu Ezel und Dagebrecht

Uta Goerlitz


Es handelt sich um eine Schrift, die in der Forschung bislang aus verschiedenen Gründen zu Unrecht kaum beachtet wurde, wenn man sie auch in jüngster Zeit immerhin im bekannten Verfasserlexikon zur deutschen Literatur des Mittelalters (VL²) kurz verzeichnet hat. Während sie in dem literarhistorischen Standardwerk als "deutschsprachige Chronik" mit dem Zusatz "historiographische Fiktion" (K. Graf) charakterisiert wird, erschien sie dem Historiker des 19. Jahrhunderts als fächerferne "romanhafte Erzählung" von "fabelhaft[m] Gehalt" (C. Hegel), die man allenfalls noch in den Anhang des betreffenden Bandes der Quellen-Reihe der 'Chroniken der deutschen Städte' aufnehmen konnte.

In den zitierten schlagwortartigen Bezeichnungen deuten sich ebenso zeitlich wie fachlich divergierende Zugriffsweisen auf die anonyme Schrift an, die zu einer genaueren Betrachtung und Zuordnung des Textes auffordern. Vor dem Hintergrund der in letzter Zeit unter verschiedener Perspektive in der Mediävistik verstärkt geführten Diskussionen um das Verhältnis von Fiktion und Historie, von Faktizität und Fiktionalität soll anhand insbesondere der Passagen zu den Königen Ezel und Dagebrecht nach Verständnishorizont und Funktion des Werkes in seinen genetischen Bezügen gefragt werden.
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The Memoirs of Obadiah the Proselyte:
A Hebrew Chronicle of Crusading Times

Norman Golb

Fragments of the Memoirs of Obadiah the proselyte (b. ca 1060, d. ca 1130) have been discovered by several scholars amongst the Cairo Genizah papers housed in Cambridge, Oxford, Budapest and New York. The fragments do not form a connected whole, and the opening folio or folios have never been found; nevertheless, a coherent picture of the sense and purpose of the chronicle does emerge from a careful perusal of its extant portions.

Obadiah, originally named Johannes, was one of twin sons born to Maria the wife of Dreux the Norman lord of Oppido Lucano, in the Basilicata region of southern Italy. (The older of the twins was named Roger, later mentioned in the Catalogus Barorum Neapolitano as the baron Rogerius de Oppido.)
The personal nature of the chronicle is revealed already in its first few extant folios: Obadiah states, inter alia, that he caused his mother great physical pain at birth, that unlike Roger (who became a knight), he himself eventually came to be immersed in book-learning, and that, while still a youth in his parents' home, word reached his family from Bari that the incumbent archbishop of that city, Andreas, had converted to Judaism and fled to Constantinople—an event that, so Obadiah writes, caused shame among "the [church] sages of Greece and Rome." He also records a mystic dream he experienced at puberty, and describes in some detail the horrors experienced by European Jews at the outset of the First Crusade.

While other topics were also discussed by Obadiah in the opening pages of his chronicle as, for example, the topography of the region surrounding Oppido Lucano it appears that his main concern was to explain to his readers, at the outset, what were the major causes of his decision to leave the priesthood and convert to Judaism, which he did in 1102, probably in Bari itself if not a neighboring port city. That he later fled thence to Aleppo (ca 1103) is evident from the contents of a letter of recommendation, preserved in the Bodleian Genizah collection, that was written on his behalf by the eminent Barukh ben Isaac of that same city in Syria, in which details of Obadiah's background and actual conversion have been recounted.

The ensuing extant portions of the chronicle are devoted to Obadiah's experiences in the Near East during a period of intense Crusader activity and to his descriptions of earlier historical events in the life of Jewish communities of that region. He experienced, inter alia, the siege of Aleppo (described by him in graphic detail), warfare in the upper Mesopotamian region, difficulties in Baghdad (where he first studied Hebrew), and a debate with a Karaite in Banias. His negative descriptions of Messianic pretenders and careful portrayal of earlier historical events imply a rationalist mentality, and yet he occasionally appears obsessed by the mystical implications of dreams of his own that he recounts. His adaptation of Beneventan musical notation to Hebrew liturgical poetry (fragments in Cambridge and New York) is indicative of a highly creative personality. The memoirs and other literary remains of Johannes/Obadiah reveal an individual unique amongst writers of the chronicle genre.

------------------------------------------------------------------

The Jewish Chronicles of the Twelfth Century as Martyrological Writings

Simha Goldin

In the summer of 1096, during the expedition to the Holy Land, the Crusaders traveled through the areas of the Rhine Valley inhabited by Jews, leaving devastation and ruin in their wake. The Jews wrote several chronicles and piyyutim during the fifty years following these events, i.e., up to the time of the Second Crusade. We have available to us three chronicles of this type, in manuscripts dating from the fourteenth century, as well as piyyutim, which were in the main incorporated in the Jewish prayer book, and memorial books written for individuals, families, and communities. Up to now scholars studying these chronicles have mainly been asking questions such as when were they written, by whom, and to what extent are they factual. Recently, researchers have begun to examine the connection between the chronicles and the Jews living in the twelfth century, for whom they were written.

In my opinion, the chronicles are a Jewish attempt at creating a tradition of writing Jewish martyrological liturgy. I shall describe this genre as a new type of literary endeavor by the Jews of that period. This 'martyrological genre' influenced by Christian writing, however, it develops in a different manner, using Jewish traditions and literary sources that have inspired the authors. My research examines the type of chronicle, as well as the connection between its function as a historical document with a message and the literary influence that shaped it. The question regarding the classification of the different types of chronicles is interesting since, of the three chronicles we have, one seems to be a description of historic events, the second, a martyrological work whose aim is to convey a message to
subsequent generations, while the third is a summary of the second one, whose author (writing in the first half of the twelfth century in Germany) incorporates piyyutim in the prose description. I also examine the tension and the mutual influence between various types of literary genres, i.e. between the chronicles and the piyyutim, poems intended for inclusion in the Jewish prayer books, as well as the memorial books, which commemorated those who were killed and their families, according to the date and place of their deaths.

For the past five years I have been studying the Jewish sources, the chronicles, that describe the Crusader's expeditions through the Rhine Valley during the First Crusade and the great destruction which they brought upon the Jewish communities in that area. I would like to present the conclusions of my research on these chronicles at the conference.

At the upcoming conference, I would like to propose another way of looking at and understanding the chronicles, from the point of view of the works themselves as well as their references to other sources.
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Le symbolisme du pouvoir centralisateur dans la Storia d'Italia de Guicciardini: Un Italien face à l'absolutisme français et espagnol

Martin Gosman

La présence des Français et des Espagnols dans la Péninsule italique occasionne non seulement des conflits politiques et militaires plus ou moins sérieux, il confronte aussi les spectateurs italiens avec les manifestations d'une idéologie 'absolutiste' qui se traduit surtout dans les entrées royales/impériales, le
cérémoniel administratif et politique ainsi que dans les prétentions et exigences des envahisseurs français et espagnols. Dans sa *Storia d'Italia* Francesco Guicciardi (1483-1540) enregistre et commente les activités des princes étrangers dans l'Italie des premières décennies du 16e siècle. Comme les activités des derniers sont censées trouver leur motivation dans des conceptions politiques absolutistes, le compte rendu de Guicciardini est un témoignage précieux, indirect, de la façon dont le pouvoir centralisateur s'établit définitivement dans la France des Valois et l'Espagne des Habsbourg.

Dans son discours l'historien italien prend ses distances vis-à-vis des pouvoirs étrangers, qu'il considère hostiles aux traditions de l'Italie. Puisque sa perception du symbolisme rituel et propagandiste cher aux autorités française et espagnole, ainsi qu'à ceux qui les servent, n'est aucunement conditionnée par l'idéologie des Valois et des Habsbourg, la présentation des faits dans la *Storia d'Italia* s'annonce distante et (relativement) fiable. Elle est distante, parce que c'est un Italien qui note ce qui se passe dans la péninsule; elle est (relativement) fiable, parce que Guicciardini n'est pas contraint de sacrifier sur l'autel de la propagande Valois et Habsbourg. C'est ce qui explique la valeur de son témoignage dans l'histoire de l'absolutisme princier.
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**Information on Veche in the older and younger editions of the First Novgorodian Chronicle**

*Jonas Granberg*

The city-parliament of Novgorod, the Veche, has been given a lot of attention by Russian scholars. This institution has also been the focus of research by German scholars as Zernack and Leuschner. In my lecture I will analyse and discuss what the older and younger editions of the *First Novgorodian Chronicle* (NPL), the most important sources on this institution, actually tell us about the Novgorodian Veche. Information on the Novgorodian Veche is scarce in other sources than the chronicles, there is some mentioning of Veche in letters and treaties from the 14th and 15th centuries.

Only one manuscript is preserved of the older edition of the NPL, this manuscript (the Synodalnyi), covering the period 1016-1333, is also the oldest extant manuscript among the Russian chronicles, compiled during the second half of the 13th and first half of the 14th century. The younger edition, existing in six different manuscripts compiled between the beginning of the 15th century and the 1820's, continues up to 1446, and also covers the period before 1016.

The general view is that the Veche was an institution originally existing in all Russian principalities, and that Mongolian sovereignty was a main factor behind its disappearance in all the other Russian principalities. The Veche institution is considered to have blossomed in the Novgorodian city-republic of the 14th and 15th centuries.
In my contribution I discuss what the NPL really tell us about this important political institution. The traditional view is that the Novgorodian Veche functioned as a city parliament and the highest political institution of mediaeval Novgorod, responsible for political decisions and appointments of officials such as prince, archbishop and mayor, and holding legislative powers.

This traditional view of the Veche does not correspond well with the picture we get when analysing the direct mentioning of Veches in NPL. There is no direct mentioning of the Veche appointing a prince, bishop or mayor, neither are there references to legislative activities in the Veche gatherings figuring in the NPL.

The indications are that the Veche in the NPL denote some kind of public gathering, of ad-hoc character, often triggered by social and/or political unrest. A couple of examples show groups of political adversaries gathering at Veches before they clash. We also find examples where mobs, or what seems like mobs, assemble Veches to punish or lynch someone.
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`Por ce que mielz l'entendent': The Vernacular Reshaping of Baldric of Dol's Historia Jeresolimitana

Peter Grillo

The Siege d'Antioche ovesque le conquest de Jerusalem - to cite the designation provided by one of the two full manuscripts C identifies the Old French adaptation, in some 15,000 verses, of Bishop Baldric of Dol's Historia Jersolimitana. It was composed during the reign of Philip Augustus by an anonymous writer from the Western region of langue d'oïl. The Siege has remained relatively little studied since Paul Meyer brought it to light more than a century ago, but a critical edition is now well underway.

Baldric's Historia belongs to the so-called "second-generation" of chronicles of the First Crusade; it has usually been described as a stylistically-enhanced rendering of the Gesta Francorum et aliorum Hierosolimitanorum, as it seeks to place the new phenomenon of the Crusade on firm theological bases.

How does the Siege author, in revamping his chronicle source, treat the reality and the myth of the Crusade? Beyond his choice of linguistic medium to ensure wider accessibility to a credible account of the First Crusade, he uses, as we shall see, distinctive narrative strategies and discursive features, stemming from a wide acquaintance with chanson de geste and romance texts.
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Ungarn in Augen der mittelalterlichen polnischen Chronisten und Annalisten

[This paper will be presented in English under the title:
Hungary as seen by the Medieval Polish Chroniclers and Annalists]

Ryszard Grzesik


Is the Chronicle of the Logothete a `Metaphrastic' chronicle?

On the stylistic reworking of a Byzantine chronicle from the 10th century

Daniel Gustafson

I am currently working on my PhD-thesis with the preliminary title Studies in the Chronicle of the Logothete'. My contribution to the conference will fit mainly into the second main theme The Function of the Chronicle>. In my paper I will discuss the language of the Logothete> chronicle, written in the middle of 10th century, most likely in Constantinople by a high-ranking court official, Symeon the Logothete. The chronicle exists in two versions: A and B. B is written somewhat later than A and in a stylistically reworked fashion. Thus, I will speak about the technique of style reworking in these two versions of the chronicle, and about differences in style. My aim is to investigate whether the same models of re-working used in Byzantine hagiography from the same period is used also in historiographical works. This investigation is supposed to lead to new knowledge about the social context and the audience of the chronicle(s).

During the second half of the 10th century much hagiographic literature was re-worked by a group of people led by a certain Symeon Metaphrastes. Several Byzantinists have suggested that this literature exhibits historiographical traits. The angle of this paper, however is the opposite: to investigate if the hagiography exhibits hagiographical traits. Thus, in a way it also relates to the first main-theme and its...
questions about genre confusion. I have investigated and compared the two versions use of verbs with prefix, prepositions, and foreign words.

**Foreign words**
In the so-called *Metaphrastic Menologium* there is marked decrease of loan words, mainly those of Latin extraction. Is it the same with the two versions of the Logothete chronicle? Yes, my study shows such a tendency. This must - I infer - mean one of two things: a) the audience is the same, since it exhibits the same demands on style; or b) the re-workers are the same, since they exhibit a similarity of technique. Perhaps there is no real opposition between a) and b).

**Key phrases**
Again the *Metaphrastic Menologium* contains a number of characteristic phrases as demonstrated by Henric Zilliacus (1937).

**Prose-rhythm**
It is possible that I will include a section on prose-rhythm in my paper as well, but it is a current investigation, so I do not really know where it will end.

**Bibliography**
Efthymaidis, Stephanos (1996). ‘The Byzantine Hagiographer and his Audience in the Ninth and Tenth Centuries.' In *Metaphrasis*.
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**La diffusion du Roman des roys avant la Guerre de Cent Ans:**
l'exemple du manuscrit BnF fr. 10132

*Isabelle Guyot-Bachy*

L'objet de la communication est d'examiner la diffusion du *Roman des roys* achevé par Primat en 1274, et autrement connu sous le nom de Grandes chroniques de France, dans la première moitié du XIVe siècle, période pour laquelle peu de témoins sont connus. Le manuscrit BnF fr. 10132, commandé en 1318 au libraire parisien Thomas de Maubeuge par Pierre Honoré de Neufchâtel-en-Bray présente le triple intérêt de porter le nom du commanditaire, d'être richement illustré et d'offrir une continuation du texte jusqu'en 1329, soit quelques mois après l'avènement de Philippe VI de Valois.
L'identification du commanditaire et la reconstitution de sa carrière, jusqu'ici non connues, permettent de situer le personnage parmi les officiers domaniaux de Charles de Valois, frère de Philippe le Bel. Le manuscrit paraît avoir été commandé à l'apogée de la carrière de Pierre Honoré, à un moment où le comte de Valois lui confie d'assez hautes responsabilités. L'examen de la continuation allant de 1223 à 1329 permet la mise en évidence du recours à diverses sources: chronique française amplifiée de Guillaume de Nangis, traduction du *Memoriale historiarum* de Jean de Saint-Victor et enfin, composition d'un texte original couvrant les années 1323-1329. Si l'anonymat de l'auteur de cette dernière partie ne peut être levé, il est néanmoins possible de situer le milieu de la rédaction: l'entourage de Charles de Valois et/ou celui-ci de son fils, Philippe, d'abord comte de Valois puis roi de France à partir de 1328. A cette date, le chroniqueur appartient vraisemblablement au groupe des notaires de la chancellerie royale.

L'identité du commanditaire et le milieu d'élaboration de la continuation invitent donc à reconsidérer la diffusion extra-curiale dont on pensait que ce manuscrit témoignait dans la première moitié du XIVe siècle. En revanche, il est dès lors possible de le replacer à l'intérieur du groupe des livres commandés ou ayant appartenu à Charles et à Philippe de Valois et d'envisager à travers leur comparaison quelle image ils offrent de ces deux personnages et quelle lecture ils donnent de l'avènement de 1328. Dans cette double perspective les enluminures sont également mises à contribution. L'examen de la présentation de l'hommage de 1329 est enfin l'occasion d'observer le décalage existant entre le texte du BnF 10132, élaboré très peu de temps après cet événement, et la version qui en sera donnée en 1379 dans un autre manuscrit des Grandes chroniques de France, réalisé pour Charles V.
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Echte Chroniken in unechten Urkunden

Reinhard Härtel

Urkundenfälschungen des Mittelalters implizieren naturgem Dimension im Denken des Fälschers und haben mit der Chronik von vornherein die Einordnung von Ereignissen in einen umfassenderen historischen Kontext gemein. Das zeigt sich keineswegs nur in den eigentlich historisch-erzählenden Teilen der Urkunde, sondern auch ganz allgemein durch die in urkundlichen Fiktionen ganz besonders
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Dreaming Among the Ruins: History and Memory in a Fourteenth-Century Roman Chronicle

Jennifer Heindl

Cola di Rienzo is one of the great characters of fourteenth-century Rome, as is his 'biographer', the Anonimo Romano, author of the vernacular chronicle that is, along with letters by both Petrarch and Cola himself, the major contemporary source for those who would unravel a famously chaotic and bizarre period of Roman history. A grammarian and a student (like his author) of Livy, Cola can read the ancient city, deciphering its inscriptions and declaiming its ancient glory. He is as deeply immersed as his creator in the alternately vivid and moribund reality of Rome; a reality which, because it is Rome's, must always include the dreams and ruins of the past. It may not be too much to say that Cola is his creator's alter-ego, his bigger, gaudier, more tragic (more classical, more Livian?) self. As the Anonimo's chronicle is framed by historical narratives from Isidore and Livy, so Cola spans history, reading and interpreting ancient inscriptions while composing his own messages to the world in mysterious allegorical murals which, along with his oratorical skills, briefly make the city and its people his.

In this paper I propose to explore briefly the relationship between the Anonimo and Cola di Rienzo, his creation. Central to any understanding of the dynamic between author and character is the city of Rome, a space that is, for both, in its physicality, a text to be read and interpreted, edited and rewritten. Cola comes to power through the manipulation of memories and ruins scattered throughout the city and his reign is described by the Anonimo in terms of re-inscribing the city in an effort to recapture the past and recreate the ancient glory described in the marble engravings which he had deciphered and dreamt over.
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**The System of Names in the Hungarian-Polish Chronicle**

Martin Homza

This work is based on the thesis that the *Hungarian-Polish Chronicle* was entirely written at one of the Hungarian royal courts in the early 13th century, most likely at the court of Koloman, King of Galicia and Duke of Slavonia and Croatia. Primarily, the Chronicle is an ideological work that aims to legitimize the rule of the Arpads dynasty over the Carpathian Basin as well as its foreign political aspirations over the neighboring territories as for instance Galicia. The character of the whole work is adjusted to this purpose making use of a whole series of means to achieve it. The basic epic pillars of the Chronicle are three main stories: the settlement of ancient Hungarians in their new motherland led by Arpad (in the Chronicle named Aquila=Atila); a variant reading of the Life of St. Stephen, the first King of Hungary, and the destiny of his expelled sons. A whole range of different narrative methods such as the apparition of supernatural beings, miracles, etc. has been interlaced into these three stories with the same purpose.

Of vital importance in order to understand the *Hungarian-Polish Chronicle* is the system of names created by the author. These names are precisely the reason for which the Chronicle is often considered to be a not very trustworthy historical source. However, there is a quite simple explanation for this. The system of names used in the Chronicle was not meant to match historical reality but, primarily, to sacralize the ruling dynasty of the Arpads and then to legitimize its territorial acquisitions. That is why the mythical ancestor of St. Stephen had to be not Arpad but Aquila (Atila) *flagellum Dei*. Consequently his father is not Gejza but Yesse, the ancestor of the house of David, that is the ancestor of David the King and therefore of Jesus Christ as well, and his mother is then Atheita, a name that relates the Arpads dynasty with the most important dynasty of the Abendland the Carolingians, and through Adelajda, the wife of Oto I, also with the Liudolfings of Saxony.

This method is developed further at a lower level in the Chronicle. The most important is the condensation of the names of heroes in which one name usually represents more than one historical, real figure. For instance Polish Meschco represents not only Meschco himself, but his son Boleslaus the Brave as well; then Boleslaus as both Boleslaus; Aquila is Hunnish Atila himself, Avarian Bajan and Hungarian Arpad all together; Kasimirus is Moravian Mojmir, Croatian Kresimir, Zvonimir as well as Polish Kazimir the Restorer, etc. Another method commonly used with the same purpose is name
alteration: Atila = Aquila, Adelajda = Athleita, etc., or the addition of new names, otherwise completely unknown, into the genealogical chain of the Arpads dynasty.
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Mythological time as reflected in the *Chronicler of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania and Samogitia*

Vladimir Kananovich

The aim of my paper is to present the idea of time as revealed in the *Chronicler of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania and Samogitia* (*Letopisets' Velikovo knyastva Litovskovo i Zhomoïtskovo*).

The *Chronicler*, which is commonly considered as a written monument of the political ideology of the "old" aristocracy in the Grand Duchy of Lithuania (henceforth GDL), has been compiled in Ruthenian in the 1520s in the milieu close to the kindreds of Gastolds and Holszanskis. The story, the earliest version of which is contained in the so-called *Chronicle of Krasinski*, deals with the ancient past of Lithuania through the history of its ruling dynasty and the most powerful aristocratic families (Gastolds, Holszanskis Monivids and Dovoynas).

To begin with, as a myth the narrative introduces the so-called mythological time. Accordingly, the principle of the atemporal symbolism that fits into the nature of myth dominates the whole story.

Like many medieval writers the anonymous author of the *Chronicler* starts his story directly from the time of the Incarnation of Christ, which according to the writer took place in the year of 5526 (sic) *ab initio mundi*. The author's consideration of Christ's Incarnation as a turning point in the history of humankind expresses clearly his position towards sacred time as the time superior to earthly time. The latter is regarded in the context of the eschatological process, the final point of which must be the Second Coming of the Saviour.

By mentioning Emperor August as Christ's contemporary, the author links up the evangelical story with ancient history. The Roman origin is attributed to the Lithuanian ruling dynasty (according to the author it had originated from Nero's relative, duke Palemon) in order to give it greater splendour. Also, by this means the Lithuanian past was placed in the context of the universal history. Simultaneously, the presence of Lithuanians within the Christian Community was stressed.

The author, while describing the subsequent events of Palemon's kindred, follows the generative order, that is, indicates the succession within the family, from father to son, from one generation to another. Reigns of sequent rulers constitute single historical periods which are usually expressed by the words *panoval mnogo let, knyazhil ... mnogye leta* (ruled for many years), *knyazhatshi ... nemnogo let* (ruled for a little while).

In some places the chronicler tries to make the chronology more precise by employing phrases like: "panoval mnogo let, knyazhil ... mnogye leta" (ruled for many years), "knyazhatshi ... nemnogo let" (ruled for a little while).
(ruling not many years), kryzhatshi ne malo (ruling not for little time), etc. Sequential events in the chronicle are often connected by the words po malykh tshasekh (a little later), or potom (afterwards, then).

Sometimes the author interrupts his description of ongoing events in order to concentrate on another topic; his intention to return to previous events is always expressed by the appropriate phrases, namely...i navratiyshisa vospak, or...za tym v'zvrativsya v'spak (...then came back to the previous one).

The chronicler tries to synchronize the events from the Lithuanian past with those from universal history or from the history of neighbouring peoples. The emigration of Palemon in a company of five hundred Roman nobles was caused by the tyrannical rule of the emperor Nero. According to the author, the Tatar invasion of Ruthenia took place in the reign of Palemon's son Kunos (in later versions it was his grandson Montvil).

The fact that within the time from Christ to Batu's attack of Ruthenia only four generations of the Lithuanian rulers are placed does not demonstrate a lack of historical perspective as to the author's perception of the past. Such a composition of the story is clearly defined by its genre as a myth in which past and present are functioning as a whole.

However, afterwards attempts were made to introduce a dating which turned the legend into an account of events. Thus gradually an atemporal myth assumed the features of a temporal story. Also, the time from Palemon to Batu was filled up with new personages in order to provide a more or less convincing description.
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Function and Importance of the Bulgarian Chronicles from the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Century

Miliyana Kaymakamova

42
In the paper the problem of the origin of the Bulgarian chronicles from the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries is studied. Following this principle two major groups could be outlined:

1. translated Byzantine chronicles of the world history, represented by the chronicles of John Zonaras, Constantine Manasses, Symeon the Logothete, and A Short Chronicle from Adam to Manuel Palaeologos.

2. Bulgarian chronicles compiled on the grounds of Byzantine and Bulgarian sources, represented by The Short Bulgarian Chronicle, incorporated in the text of the Chronicle of Manasses, the Anonymous Bulgarian Chronicle from the early fifteenth century.

Their emergence in medieval Bulgarian historiography is explained by the following:

a) the traditional literary connections between Byzantium and Bulgaria;

b) the dissemination of the ideas of the Byzantine political humanism in medieval Bulgarian culture and in the other countries of Slavia Orthodoxa;

c) the enlarging of the cultural and educational functions (both didactic and cognitive) of the chronicles in the educated circles of Bulgarian society;

d) the use of chronicles as a major instrument to enrich the Bulgarian state and political ideas in the fourteenth century, and to disseminate the main political ideas on larger social grounds.

Accordingly, the function of the Bulgarian chronicles (original and translated) both in reconstructing the events as well as in tracing the relation between the present and the past has been particularly well researched. Especially the latter was an implication deliberately sought by the chroniclers, one which was achieved through certain techniques and methods when translating texts or producing chronicles of their own. There was a certain connection between the authors' historical notions and the peculiar creativity they showed when compiling chronicles or translating Byzantine ones. It can be observed in the evaluation and specifications of the data (presented without transgressing authenticity) of Bulgarian history in the Byzantine originals as well as in the selection of the facts, the events and the people to express the point of view on history of the chroniclers and that of a particular social group.

The notions of their own, medieval time the authors had and conveyed to society are also presented in my paper. They are supported by several quotations pointing at differences between the original chronicle and the translation. The examples demonstrate that the majority of the differences are in the use of ethnic names, toponyms (e.g. names of towns, areas, states etc.), and in the titles of the rulers, especially of the Bulgarian ones.

Since the translation of Constantine Manasses' world chronicle was very popular in medieval Bulgaria and in other Balkan countries in the fifteenth to seventeenth centuries, as well as in Russia, its function is examined in detail. The stress in the study is on the importance of this chronicle for reconstructing the facts of Bulgarian history according to the Byzantine original and its Slavonic translation. The emergence of a compiled Bulgarian chronicle based on the translated text is also studied in my paper. The intentional connection between text and image made by the anonymous compiler of the Vatican recension of the chronicle through giving his headings to the miniatures is examined as well.

The importance of the Bulgarian chronicles from the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries is sought in two directions. They are evaluated as a major means to enhance historical knowledge of the medieval Bulgarians and to establish their own concepts of the unfolding of the world and Bulgarian history. On the other hand the dissemination of the Bulgarian models in Wallachia, Serbia and Russia in the fifteenth to seventeenth centuries is outlined. It bears testimony to the growing interest in the Bulgarian chronographs in the above mentioned countries and the Bulgarian contribution to the development of that genre in the literature of the Balkan and the other Slavic countries.
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Chivalric Celebration or Martial Menace?

Accounts of the Role of brigata Festivities in the Civic Calendar of Medieval Florence

Catherine Keen

This paper examines ambivalences in the records of the formation and activities of the semi-aristocratic brigata associations of Duecento and early Trecento Florence in contemporary historiography, especially in Giovanni Villani. It examines the way in which the brigata societies themselves, and the chroniclers' presentation of them, are influenced by chivalric literature, and discusses the function that this has in expressing social and cultural aspirations within their society. It draws both on chronicle evidence, and that of literary or legal sources, of an historiographical nature.

The paper treats the example of the brigata as a case-study to investigate tensions within the presentation of Florentine political ideology in the city's myths of origin. It takes such mythology to include not only that of the town as a whole, but also that of its individual corporations, such as the brigate. It argues that at one level, the courtly inspiration of brigata activities enhanced patriotic mythology about Florence's nobility; at another, unease about the place of knighthood and magnate families in Florentine society gave the associations a disturbing aspect discernible in chronicle references. The study investigates tensions in the chroniclers' assessments of the brigate's contributions to the public life of the city, especially to the calendar of public celebration.

It examines the implicit connections between this unease over a particular, contemporary manifestation of chivalric activity, and the more general ambiguities inherent in the mythology of the cult of Mars and the descent of the Florentines from equestrian or knightly families in their various renderings of the Florentine foundation legends.

As in all studies of Florentine political thought, Nicolai Rubinstein's seminal essay of 1942 provides an essential referent, as does the work of Charles Davis on Villani. The paper also draws on studies of the brigate by scholars including Richard Trexler and Franco Cardini. More particularly, the study concentrates on less familiar aspects of the historiography of Florentine social forms, in which cultural aspirations involving conflicting discourses appear within the accounts of brigata activities, and
reveal tensions of emphasis and interpretation lying beneath the narrative of Florentine historical achievement offered by chroniclers like Villani. The topic pursued in this research fits most closely with the conference theme of 'reconstruction of the past' (theme 3), as it examines the way in which historical information and literary associations are manipulated to enhance claims about the way that the city's ancient history should be understood, and the way that this history in turn is taken to explicate tensions within the culture of contemporary Florence.
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**The Arthurian Story in the Chronicle of Jehan de Waurin**

*Edward Donald Kennedy*

This paper will examine the Flemish chronicler Jehan de Waurin's treatment of the final battle between Arthur and Mordred in his enormous chronicle *Recueil des chroniques et anciennes istories de la grant*
bretaigne. The paper is related more broadly to recent concern with intertextual relationships between romance and chronicle and to the nature of the sources that a chronicler might turn to.

Jehan followed Geoffrey of Monmouth's account of Arthur fairly closely until he reached the conclusion, at which point he borrowed heavily from the French Vulgate romance Mort Artu. Like a number of chroniclers (e.g., Mannyng, Hardyng among the English, Jean d'Outremeuse in Flanders) he borrowed details from romance to enhance his account, in part to appeal to those interested in chivalric literature and in part to present an exemplum against treason. His treatment of this material suggests that he, like many authors on the Continent and some in England at this time, did not take the story of Arthur seriously as history and therefore felt he could manipulate it freely to drive home moral points. But it also suggests that a chronicler might also turn to romances that may have elements of truth, derived from rumor or oral report, that were unknown to earlier chroniclers. Jehan de Waurin later changed the scope of his chronicle to bring it down to the time of Edward IV. His sympathetic account of Arthur, though deviating in its final parts from the standard English chronicle versions, would undoubtedly have appealed to Edward, who made known his descent from the Welsh and his respect for the Arthurian story.

Le drame de Krbava dans le bréviaire de 1495
Antonia Zaradija Kiš

Le 9 septembre 1493 eut lieu une des plus sanglantes batailles que connut le territoire croate au Moyen Age. Le combat, qui opposait les Croates aux Ottomans, se déroula dans la plaine de Krbava. La meilleure et unique description de cette bataille, écrite en vieux-slave de rédaction croate et en caractères glagolitiques, est parvenue jusqu'à nous dans un manuscrit de 1495, connu parmi les slavistes sous le nom de 2ème bréviaire de Novi Vinodol (N2). Ainsi un texte apparenté par son genre à la chronique, extrêmement pittoresque, sensible et patriotique, trouve sa place dans un livre liturgique (à la fin du proprium de tempore, fol. 267a-267c). Son auteur, prêtre抄isten, était Martinac de Grobnik (Istrie), travaillait à l'époque pour l'église et le couvent pauliniens de Notre Dame de Novi. 

De par sa fonction de transmission d'un héritage et d'un témoignage sur un événement funeste pour tout le peuple croate, ce texte est dédié aux futures générations. C'est une oeuvre originale par sa forme et sa destination. L'endroit où elle est placée dans le bréviaire indique qu'elle était lue et commentée devant l'auditoire nombreux (dans l'église) d'une population qui ne savait ni lire ni écrire, mais pouvait apprendre et transmettre à ses descendants ses connaissances sur cet événement historique, en cultivant ainsi leurs sentiments patriotiques. La destination précise de ce message unique est confirmée par le fait qu'il est écrit en caractères glagolitiques (authantique écriture médiévale croate) et en slavon croate, langue du peuple croate très riche et bien développée à cette époque. La manière dont est rédigée cette chronique nous montre quelle était autrefois sa fonction, son style témoigne de l'existence d'une littérature médiévale croate très développée et son écriture oralisée indique qu'elle était le moyen de communication et d'information le plus rapide, le plus efficace et le plus durable.

Le but de notre étude est d'expliquer l'importance de cette chronique placée dans un corpus liturgique médiéval croate, et imbriquée dans le contexte historique du Moye Age européen.
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The Russian Chronicle as Phenomenon in Church Slavonic Language.
Concerning the Relative Character of the Language Norms of Russian Chronicles

Olga Kiyanova

Russian chronicles are an outstanding phenomenon of the world Medieval culture (Russian in particular) on the one hand and the Russian literary language on the other. It is very interesting that Russian chronicles are not the same things as Byzantine ones, they are partially concerned with annals, in which the narrative was organized by years, both annals and chronicles were created by groups of authors, and their creative work was anonymous.

But Russian literature is unique, because it has such an enormous corpus of texts of this genre. Besides, in the later Medieval epoch both chronicles and annals were rare in the West and they were not widely spread in general as in Russia. In Russia (where the Middle Ages were longer than in Europe, namely until the seventeenth century) chronicles (letopisi) lived during the period of the 11th to the 17th centuries and were closely connected with political and social life. And they were not only sociopolitical texts, but also original samples of fiction. Apart from this they are unique phenomenon of literature and language.

From the very beginning of its existence letopisi had a very complicated stylistic structure, that is not only every year stories (so-called pogodyne zapis) were included in the text but also parts of hagiographic texts, documents, stories about ancient battles and folklore legends were there. But the specific gravity of these elements of genre was not the same in different centuries and it depends on the peculiarities of every epoch.

Practically all Russian chronicles are big collections and they cover the history of the state from the very beginning till the time of the creation of the chronicle. The scale of letopis is very wide and every new letopis is closely connected with the previous texts of this genre created earlier.
As far as the language of Russian chronicles is concerned, it is obvious that Russian and Church Slavonic forms are mixed into a language of this type of texts in all levels of language. That is why it is very important to specify the status of the language of chronicles in the sphere of literary monuments of Old Rus. From our point of view the language of Russian chronicles is simple Russian Church Slavonic, which was based on the South Old Slavonic and was enriched by East Slavonic language elements (the native language of the chroniclers). The results of our investigation of the language of chronicles show that the language of part of a text does not depend on its genre (for example, hagiography C Church Slavonic, story about the battle C East Slavonic). But the language of the chronicle develops from the beginning to the end of the narration; in the part which was reworked from the previous text the norms of language are more correct, while in the part created by the chronicler himself language includes many East Slavonic elements (for example, the Prince of Moscow Chronicle of 1479 in the handwritten copy of the 16th century).

Especially the chronicles created during the period of the second part of the 16th to 17th centuries and unknown to science should be analyzed and classified. This group of chronicles is a very special corpus of texts. In general, chronicles created in the 17th century are so far from earlier ones that classification of these text as chronicles in both cases is rather suspended. As far as the language of the later chronicles is concerned it is plain that they are also written in ‘simple’ Russian Church Slavonic (see Siberian cycle of Chronicles) which is influenced by business language.

--------------------------------------------------

Migrationism in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle

Harald Kleinschmidt

Due to the scarcity of extant contemporary primary written records on the Migration Age, recent historians have frequently been induced to rely on the evidence provided by early medieval historiographers, such as the Venerable Bede, Paul the Deacon, Widukind of Corvey, and, first and foremost, upon the extant versions of annalistic and chronicle sources. Obviously, except as sources for their own time, such narrative sources obtain their evidential value only through what is ascertainable as the knowledge by their authors of what may have happened in the Migration Age. However, assessing the reliability of the knowledge on the past available to authors of early medieval narrative sources, has become a serious problem, not only, but manifestly for those celebrated accounts of the Migration Ages as those provided by Bede and the compilers of the so-called Anglo-Saxon Chronicle (ASC).

In many cases, it is difficult to judge at present to what extent the 8th- and 9th-century compilers of the ASC could themselves draw on then extant primary sources of the Migration Age. Such difficulties are virulent also with regard to one core statement which forms a stock phrase in most of early medieval narrative sources on the Migration Age, namely that the geographical distribution of gentes, as they existed in the 8th, 9th and 10th centuries, was the result of migration processes which apparently took place during the 4th, 5th and 6th centuries. Doubts about the truth of such contentions have been raised by the absence of genuine gentile traditions in most of the early medieval narrative sources. Only in a minority of cases where, such as with the Goths, the Lombards, and, perhaps, the Franks, such originally orally preserved gentile traditions may, at least in some versions, have been entered into written texts, has it been possible to describe the changes that occurred from the structures of the migrating groups to those structures of those groups settling in the areas in which the narrative sources were ultimately composed. But for many other cases, among them the Alamans, the Bajuwars, the Burgundians, the Gauts, and the groups migrating into late- and sub-Roman Britain, it cannot be ascertained from narrative sources whether and, if so, to what extent such changes took place.

Remarkably, in the extant works of the historiographers of the 6th century, memories of the migration of gentes feature much less prominently than in the narrative sources of the 8th, 9th and 10th
centuries. Thus Gregory of Tours was irksomely constrained in commemorating Frankish migrations, and Jordanes presented no more than a tell-tale account of what may have been current as memories of migration among the 6th-century Goths in Italy. Instead, Paul the Deacon allowed Lombard traditions of the migration to take a conspicuous place in his narrative, and, first and foremost, Bede did not hesitate to claim that the entire distribution of the insular Germanic gentes of his own time was an immediate result of a brief period of immigration at about the middle of the 5th century. Finally, Widukind of Corvey's story of the Saxon immigration across the sea bears signs of conventionality, as if he or his audience believed that immigration across the sea belonged to the stock of traditions of a prestigious gens.

Thus, seemingly paradoxically, migration seems to have loomed larger in the retrospective later early medieval narrative sources on the Migration Age than in those sources which were closer in time to the actual migrations. Archaeologists and anthropologists have shown that such changes in migratory consciousnesses are not uncommon, and they have established the concept of migrationism in order to describe an attitude whose practitioners employ memories of migration as preferred modes of historical explanation. In this sense, Bede was a migrationist, because he took it for granted that the Angli, Saxones and Iutae as he saw them in existence in his own time were the direct descendants of the same gentes who members had immigrated to Britain than more than 250 years ago. For present historical scholarship, the problem is that it is difficult to ascertain whether or not Bede=s migrationism was more than an early 8th-century ideology.

Such doubts are not minimized by the observation that the 8th- and 9th-century compilers of the ASC did not only reproduce Bede=s migrationism, but even radicalized it in their entries for the years between 449 and 547. In the ASC, Bede=s immigration story was filled up with elements of heroic land-taking (landnama) of which there is no record in Bede and which cannot be confirmed by archaeological and place-name sources. Instead, a close scrutiny of the revelant entries reveals their inconclusiveness and suggests that it was made up from migrationistic beliefs which had much to do with 8th- and 9th-century Wessex politics, but little or nothing with the Migration Age. Specifically, it seems to be arguable that the basic contention of both, Bede and the ASC, is untenable that the immigrating gentes were the kinds of groups which were represented as thre Angli, Saxones and Iutae of the 8th, 9th and 10th centuries.

Rhetorical Historia:
Medieval Historiography between Rhetoric, Literature and Truth
Joachim Knape

My lecture will deal with essential questions of acting by writing as a special phenomenon of medieval historiography. Rhetoric is nothing but the method of successful strategic communication of a person. The lecture will discuss the practical methodological and theoretical implications of this basic definition of rhetoric concerning the textual production of medieval historia and concerning modern analysis of these historiae.
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La seconde partie de la *Vie de saint Louis* de Joinville relève de la chronique, dans la mesure où elle respecte l'*ordo temporum*, en expliquant les causes et les circonstances de la Septième croisade. Si l'absence ponctuelle de repères chronologiques précis rend difficile l'analyse de certains passages, tel n'est pas le cas du récit du débarquement en Egypte. Les données de Joinville sont particulièrement précises: le chroniqueur indique, entre autres exemples, que la flotte embarque pour Limassol le vendredi avant la Pentecôte (21 mai), puis qu'elle débarque à Damiette le vendredi avant la Trinité, soit le 28 mai 1249. Cependant ces dates ne concordent pas avec celles qui sont mentionnées par les autres sources, lesquelles situent l'embarquement pour Limassol le 13 mai, jeudi de l'Ascension, et l'arrivée à Damiette le 5 juin. Les critiques ont été surpris par ce décalage, décalage que Jacques Monfrin explique par une confusion, lors de la conversion des quantités en dates liturgiques, entre le calendrier de 1249 et celui de 1250. Pour brillante qu'elle soit, la justification des erreurs chronologiques ne résout pas la question de la distorsion temporelle que ce récit implique, Joinville condensant trois semaines en une. Par ailleurs, la confusion entre le jeudi de l'Ascension et le vendredi avant la Pentecôte parait étrange, compte tenu de l'importance de la première fête au regard de la seconde. Le récit de l'embarquement pour l'Egypte semble, en réalité, être axé autour de l'évocation de la Pentecôte. La simultanéité de la référence au départ de la Septième croisade et du premier contact avec les Sarrasins peut inviter à lire le passage comme une réécriture littéraire d'un espoir historique: la conversion des Sarrasins au christianisme.

Le désir converti

Les Croisés ont débarqué en Egypte le 5 juin 1249, soit le samedi après la Trinité, or Joinville situe cet épisode le vendredi avant la Trinité (l' 150). Ce décalage est généralement attribué à une erreur de conversion. Le déroulement de la Septième croisade permet toutefois de formuler une autre hypothèse. C'est, en effet, le 12 juin 1248 C vendredi après la Pentecôte C que saint Louis est parti de Paris, après avoir pris l'oriflamme, l'écharpe et le bâton à Saint-Denis. La coïncidence entre la date du départ et celle du débarquement confère au récit une dimension symbolique, dimension que les références à l'enseigne de Saint-Denis semblent confirmer. L'enseigne n'est mentionnée qu'à trois reprises dans la *Vie de saint Louis* et toutes les occurrences se trouvent dans le récit du débarquement à Damiette (n° 155, 161, 162). Le témoignage de Joinville dépasse ainsi le cadre de la reconstitution historique pour développer un réseau de parallélismes entre le départ et l'arrivée et consacrer ainsi l'aboutissement de la première année de croisade. Le récit de la traversée de Chypre à Damiette reproduit cette circularité: l'embarquement est censé avoir eu lieu le vendredi avant la Pentecôte, le débarquement le vendredi après la Pentecôte. Les erreurs supposées du sénéchal semblent, en fait, être le fruit d'une réécriture du trajet vers la Terre Sainte: les réminiscences d'un départ qui a frappé les contemporains du roi, et d'une traversée mouvementée, sont ordonnées autour de l'évocation de la Pentecôte.
La conversion désirée
`La noise que il menoient de leur nacaires et de leurs cors sarrazinoiz estoit espouentable a escouter.' Le regard critique de Joinville ne se limite pas aux Sarrasins: il est capable de dénoncer l'attitude de certains chevaliers, comme celle du roi. L'inconscience du Sarrasin qui se jette au milieu des hommes qui débarquent de la galère portant l'enseigne de Saint-Denis n'a d'égale que celle de Gautier d'Autrèches. L'écho entre les deux épisodes reflète les similitudes entre chrétiens et païens. Ainsi, le vacarme des cors sarrasins annonce l'arrivée de la galère du comte de Jaffa. Le récit instaure un rapprochement entre les païens et les chrétiens par le biais de diverses anecdotes: l'inconscience du Sarrasin qui se jette au milieu des hommes qui débarquent de la galère portant l'enseigne de Saint-Denis (161) n'a d'égale que celle de Gautier d'Autrèches (175). Le parallélisme établi entre les Sarrasins et Croisés annonce les péchés des chrétiens (166) et l'échec de la Septième croisade. Le récit rétrospectif dénonce ainsi le caractère utopique de la paix universelle: la conversion des païens ne saurait être sans une 're-conversion' des chrétiens.

Le récit du débarquement à Damiette traduit la réalité historique car il transcrit les espoirs de la Septième croisade et consigne les illusions des Croisés au moment de leur arrivée en Terre sainte. Son caractère littéraire est cependant sensible, tant dans la mise en scène de l'arrivée des galères, que dans la réorganisation de l'épisode autour de la Pentecôte, célébration rituelle qui marque à la fois un commencement et le renouvellement du passé héroïque dans les œuvres de fiction médiévales.
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The Hungarian Anonymus, Simon de Keza's Gesta Hungarorum and a Probable Relationship between Otto of Freising, Matthew of Paris and the Chronicon pictum
Z. J. Kosztolnyik

51
Next to royal legislative acts and diplomas, and remains of correspondence of the Hungarian court with
the papal curia, or with western (that is, German and French), or southeastern (that is, Byzantine) courts,
it is three chronicle texts written in Latin that may serve as primary sources of political and
diplomatic history of the Árpád age (from the late ninth century to 1301). The Gesta Hungarorum by the
Hungarian Anonymus in the late twelfth century, in the late thirteenth century Simon de Keza's Gesta
Hungarorum, and the Chronicon pictum, written one may say: edited during the mid-fourteenth
century, are these sources, whose authors (compilers) had relied upon an earlier, now lost, historical ur-
source when composing their opera. Keza and the author C rather: editor(s) C of the Chronicon pictum
most probably had referred to the same ur-source: the traditional text of historical gesta (a national epic)
that, according to Bálint Hóman, dated back to the late eleventh century, the age of Ladislas I the Saint of
Hungary (1077-95). The problem with both Keza and the Chronicle is, however, that their texts that
came down to posterity are sketchy, more outlines than finished versions, and the researcher has to
wonder whether the author(s)/editor(s) of the texts had to rely upon several works in piecing their
narrative together.

It is to be concluded from this observation that the available medieval Hungarian historical texts,
written in Latin, remain omissive; therefore, information dealing with Hungarian history in the works of
outsiders, such as Otto of Freising, and Matthew of Paris, may provide additional data on the historical
background that can only partially be known from the Hungarian chronicles. And yet, Otto of Freising,
who wrote contemptuously about the Italians, spoke of the Hungarians with such contempt and hatred as,
for instance, when he mentioned that the Hungarians "eo tempore tam inmanis, tam beluina fuisse
dictur, ut crudis carnibus utens humano quoque sanguine potaretur" (Historia de duabus civitatibus
vi:10); or, when he referred to Hungary as a land like the paradise of God, ... but (stated that) "the
Hungarians were barbarous and ferocious, and, one is marveling at divine patience that has exposed so
delightful a land to such caricatures of men" (Gesta Friderici I Imperatoris i:32) that the Hungarian chroniclers must
have felt compelled to respond to those remarks that created a savagely bad impression of their people.
That is the reason why Anonymus proudly stated that he did not believe in the false tales of peasants, "de
falsis fabulis rusticorum vel a garrulo cantu ioculatorum ... audiret, valde indecorum et satis indecens
esset" (Anonymus, Gesta Uunszarorum, prologue), nor did Keza, who was determined to collect all
available evidence to disprove wrong statements that had been made about the Magyars' history: "Cum
nostro [recte: vestro] cordi ... adiaceret Hungarorum gesta cognoscere, ... in volumen unum redigere, ...
non imitatus Orosium, qui ... multa in libellis suis apochrifa confingens [=contingens?] ex daemonis
incubis Hungaros asseruit generatos" (Keza, Gesta Hungarorum c.21).

As for the author/editor(s) of the Chronicle, he (they) frankly explained that additional historical
data were needed for presenting a correct narrative of the nation's history: "incepta est ista cronica de
gestis Hungarorum antiquis et novissimis, ... collecta ex diversis cronics veteribus ... falsitatem omnino
refutando" (Chronicon pictum c.1). For instance, because the record about the 1241-42 Mongol invasion
of Hungary and the explanation of its causes remained too briefly stated in the Chronicle, one needs C
besides official correspondence, and the historical Carmen miserabile by Canon Rogerius of Várad C
to turn to Matthew of Paris, Historia maiora, for details, who reported on intercontinental historical events
of his age, and displayed an interest in the hardship eastern Europe and the Hungarians had suffered
during the Mongol invasion. Therefore, one is to draw the conclusion that Hungarian history of the
eleventh to thirteenth centuries cannot be researched in Hungarian sources alone; in order to gain a
whole picture, the researcher must have access to documents and to the chronicles of western Latin, and
eastern secular and religious authors as well.

In the recent past this author has researched and written on Árpádian Hungary during the eleventh,
twelfth, and thirteenth centuries, and is now working on a project, Hungary Under the Early Árpáds, the
890s to 1063; he is quite familiar with the issues that involve Hungarian historiography of the ninth
through the thirteenth centuries, as he is currently dealing with them.
Eine Weltchronik aus dem 15. Jahrhundert mit umfangreicher Glossa über die Tataren

Zofia Kowalska


Diese Weltchronik wird im Vortrag ausführlich dargestellt, wobei diese Darstellung zwei Ziele verfolgen soll: erstens, die Gründe herauszufinden, die zu einer solchen Kompilation der *imago mundi* am Ende des 15. Jahrhunderts geführt hatten, zweitens, die Frage zu beantworten, welchen Zweck die Glossa über die Tataren hatte, denen man um diese Zeit kaum Aufmerksamkeit schenkte. Dabei wird auch ein Versuch unternommen, die *Chronologia brevis* einer Chronikgattung unterzuordnen und der Frage nachzugehen, ob sie nur eine Kompilation früherer Chroniken ist und ob sie bewußt der Epoche angepaßt wurde, in der sie entstand (vor allem im Hinblick auf die äußere Form z. B. Randzeichen, Registern etc.).
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William of Tyre's *Historia Hierosolymitana* and the Bible

E. Langille

Whether one's interest lies in crusader historiography or in literary study, the case of William of Tyre's *Historia Hierosolymitana* is of unique interest. For not only is William, Archbishop of Tyre (c.1136-1186), considered the most learned intellect to have come out of the Latin Kingdom of
Jerusalem, his masterful chronicle has come to be regarded as the greatest work inspired by the Crusades.

*Historia Hierosolymitana* is the story of the Latin Kingdom of Jerusalem from 1094 to 1184. Relating substantial background material, including the collapse of Eastern Christendom, a brief version of the expansion of Islam, a history of the Seljuk dynasty, and descriptions of the Holy Land, Books 1-8 tell the story of the First Crusade. Books 9-23 meanwhile develop the story of the Franks in Palestine. Because of its monumental length (over 1000 pages in the most recent modern edition), William’s Chronicle has most often been seen as a mine of information rather than as a treasure of historical literature. Indeed, excepting two articles by Vessey (1973, 1976), almost no attention has been given to the literary influences which shaped William’s perceptions or, for that matter, to the *Historia’s* overall stylistic framework. The result has been that little has been written about William’s art as historian. Hence the present proposal.

The argument which I hope to present is that the Bible (and especially the Judeo-Christian tradition of biblical prophecy) hold the key to understanding not only William’s version of the Crusade but, more generally, his notion of history itself. To put things simply, the medieval mind understood that time and thus history were ordained by God. Man, inspired by divine grace, was merely instrument of divine will. Events, happy or otherwise, were seen as part of a plan, as the fulfillment of things foretold in sacred writings.

For obvious reasons, the Crusades lent themselves almost by definition to this sort of interpretation. The notion that the Latin Kingdom was a sort of Novus Israe land that the Crusaders, as Christians, the new chosen people, had inherited the old covenant was so pervasive that, writing his version of the capture of Jerusalem in 1099, William writes: “It seemed to all that the words of the prophet had been accomplished in history” (8.24.23–4). Looking at the biblical story of ancient Hebrews and that of the Crusaders, it is possible to draw many similar parallels. Finally, I shall show that William conceived his *Historia* as a natural continuation of biblical narrative.
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’This book, attractively composed to form a consecutive and orderly narrative’:

The Ambiguity of Geoffrey of Monmouth’s *Historia Regum Britanniae*  

*Sjoerd Levelt*

From the time of its creation in the first half of the twelfth century, Geoffrey of Monmouth’s *Historia Regum Britanniae* has been constantly discussed and diversely interpreted. As John Gillingham writes in an article in which he discusses the political purposes of the text in the context of the Welsh rebellions of 1136,

Covering almost two thousand years and the reigns of ninety-nine kings it is so full of material of different kinds that almost anyone who reads it with a particular interest in mind will be able to pick out passages which support their own interpretation. [...] The History (HRB) is particularly susceptible of myriad interpretations since it is shot through and through with ambiguity.
Myriad interpretations have indeed been offered in both late medieval and early modern reception, and in modern scholarship, too. In my paper I will not propose another one. Instead, I will show how this text in particular is so susceptible to different, and often contradictory, explanations.

Ambiguity is essential to Geoffrey’s history. I will approach the ambiguity of the text mainly through Geoffrey’s use of his Latin sources, and the explicit, often explicitly contradictory, information about his sources that he provides to his audience. Geoffrey writes in a historiographical tradition that is mainly founded on Bede’s *Historia Ecclesiastica Gentis Anglorum*. However, he chooses to challenge this same tradition in some of its main characteristics. Geoffrey questions the reliability of the historical tradition in which he writes by stressing the ambiguity of his own history. Examining Geoffrey’s approach to his Latin sources, the *Historia Ecclesiastica Gentis Anglorum*, the *De Excidio Britanniae*, and the *Historia Brittonum*, can yield a better understanding of the total project of the *Historia Regum Britanniae*.

Geoffrey of Monmouth’s history has exerted an enormous influence on the European historiographical, political, and literary tradition after him, in both Latin and the vernaculars, on both sides of the Channel. Historians such as Henry of Huntingdon, William of Newburgh, Gerald of Wales, Ordericus Vitalis, historiographical poets such as Gaimar, Wace, La3amon, Jacob van Maerlant, and political philosophers such as John of Salisbury all use his history; every one of them interprets the text differently. For an understanding of the different interpretations provided in the different adaptations of the *Historia Regum Britanniae*, understanding Geoffrey of Monmouth’s construction of his history as an almost infinitely interpretable text is essential.
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**Crusading Ideology in the Swedish Chronicles**

*Thomas Lindkvist*

In the vernacular Swedish chronicles, notably the Erik chronicle (from the 1320's or 1330's) and the Sture chronicle (late 15th century) there are several descriptions of Swedish so-called crusades in Finland and in other parts of the Eastern Baltic region. By tradition, based partly upon the chronicles, it is assumed that present Finland became integrated into the rest of the medieval kingdom of Sweden through warfare and conquest. These martial activities are sometimes desribed as crusades, aiming at the
conversion of pagan tribes in Finland Proper, in Hämä (Tavastland) and in Karelia. The archaeological evidence partly contradicts this, indicating the presence of Christianity in Finland before the crusades. Later wars and conflicts at the eastern Swedish frontier, with Novgorod and/or Muscovy, esp. in the middle of the 14th century and in the 1490's were also regarded as crusades.

The first crusades were aimed to convert pagans (or supposed pagans), but later wars were directed against the Russians. The concept of crusade was widened and redefined, to include the adherants of the ‘schismatic’ Eastern church among the enemies of Christianity.

The crusading ideology, to motivate and to legitimate war, was mainly formulated in the 1290's, when the Swedish kingdom initiated an aggressive policy to gain control over Karelia and the estuary of the river Neva.

Earlier wars and minor military conflicts in Finland were then, and as retrospection, interpreted as crusades. A Swedish crusading tradition was more or less invented. The promotion of a Swedish crusading ideology in the late 13th century and early 14th century is to be regarded in connection with the formation of a Swedish chivalric order.
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Géographie et épopée dans la chronique du pseudo-Turpin

*Santiago López*

La chronique de Turpin, texte latin du XIIe siècle intégré dans le *Liber Sancti Iacobi*, raconte la libération du chemin de Saint-Jacques par l’empereur Charlemagne. Le parcours du territoire au long de la croisade montre une géographie réelle, mais certaines des villes mentionnées sont imaginaires, et parfois empruntées à la géographie fantastique des chansons de geste françaises. Le narrateur, Turpin de Reims, archevêque qui meurt à Roncevaux dans la chanson de Roland, est ici épargné pour raconter l’aventure épique, et ainsi combler les lacunes des chroniques de Saint Denis.

La critique a établi cependant l’existence d’une double croisade, la première développée au long des cinq premiers chapitres, et la deuxième jusqu’à la fin de la chronique. Dans chaque cas, le territoire est conçu différemment. La première croisade, conçue comme un combat personnel de l’empereur Charles, s’achève par la description de monuments fantastiques et historiques, ces derniers

Toutefois, cette deuxième partie introduit une différence de plus. La guerre contre Aigolandus continue en France, à travers Agen et Saintes, pour terminer devant les portes de Pampelune, qui subit un deuxième siège. La ville de Saint Jacques de Compostelle est libérée deux fois, et Charlemagne comble d’honneurs la ville de l’Apôtre Jacques, mais il fait de même avec Saint Denis.

L’importance de la bataille de Roncevaux dans la tradition épique européenne force la présence du massacre des Francs dans la chronique latine, épisode cependant inspiré d’une version différente de celle du manuscrit d’Oxford de la Chanson de Roland.
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Using the Past to Defend the Present: Alfonso XI and the Crónica de tres reyes

Purificación Martinez

The text known by critics as the Crónica de tres reyes C Alfonso X, Sancho IV and Fernando IV C written in Castile between 1344 and 1350 by an unknown author, begins with a prologue correctly identified as a more modest version of the one used by Alfonso X at the beginning of his Estoria de España. While the use of such an illustrious source would seem to indicate that this chronicle merits a place in the historiographic tradition of medieval Castile, no scholar has yet bothered to study how this prologue may be used to map the coordinates that guided the historiographic efforts carried out in the court of Alfonso XI. Of primary importance among these coordinates were the idea that the fundamental purpose of history is to offer a model of behavior to future men; the tacit recognition that the person who determines what is to be recorded and in what manner is the writer’s patron and not his intended audience
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(if one can even speak of such a thing); the equivalence established between events that occurred and events that occurred to the kings, since only these are worthy of being recorded; and the implicit affirmation that what is narrated is the truth, what really happened.

This paper analyzes two aspects of the coordinates outlined above. First, it traces the sources, both classical and medieval, that inspired the author's concept of history. It then examines how this concept of history is transformed as it abandons many of its original presuppositions. It will be demonstrated that the narrator artfully manipulates events, converting this chronicle into one of Alfonso XI's most effective tools for assuring himself an eminent place in posterity. Based on the medieval premise that the good king is the successful king, and that this success depends fundamentally on the king's own personal merit, the narrator implicitly contrasts the personalities and deeds of Alfonso's predecessors with those of the later king. Passing off his lack of commentary as objectivity, the chronicler carefully makes clear that Alfonso's predecessors leave much to be desired with respect to the kingly ideal. By means of describing in his narrative what a monarch should not be, the chronicler creates expectations in the reader that will only be fulfilled upon the arrival of Alfonso XI himself, the only model worthy of imitation by future generations.

Little did it matter to the narrator that to reach his ideological goal it would be necessary to subvert that historical truth to which he pays lip service in the prologue. After all, as Guenée has observed: "l'historien, au Moyen Age, n'eut pas simplement le pouvoir de réinterpréter le passé; il eut celui de le réinventer" (1980: 351). This study thus contributes to two of this conference's main themes by shedding light on the chronicler's motives as he embarked on his project of reinvention.
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The Anglo-Norman Prose Brut, King Arthur, and the Rejection of Romance

Julia Marvin

In the 1996 Utrecht conference, I gave an overview of the social concerns and narrative techniques of the Anglo-Norman prose Brut, in order to help introduce this most popular of English chronicles to a broader scholarly audience. The prose Brut has been neglected in modern scholarship, despite its immense contemporary popularity, but study of the manuscripts has now reached a point at which it is possible to investigate the matter of the chronicle in its different versions, and I am among the first scholars to do so. In this paper, I focus on the oldest Anglo-Norman Brut's vexed relation to the genre of romance, particularly in its representation of King Arthur. The paper relates most clearly to the conference's first theme C history or literature? C but also to that of the chronicle and the reconstruction of the past.

The legendary portions of the prose Brut derive largely from Wace's Roman de Brut, a work that literally and figuratively romanticizes Geoffrey of Monmouth by means of translation into Anglo-Norman, versification, and elaboration of the warlike and adventurous aspects of its source. But far from following the model of romance, the maker of the prose Brut, I argue, breaks away from it, and in so doing offers hints as to what he thinks chivalric romance is, and why he rejects it.

The Brut's shift from verse to prose itself testifies to generic awareness, to a move towards the authority of prose and away from the oral and fabulous associations of verse. Such a change might conceivably be regarded as simply cosmetic, were it not for the significant revisions that the text also makes to its sources. The prose Brut's rewriting of Wace speaks to a serious engagement with moral and social problems posed by romance, particularly that of its chronic violence, but also that of the isolation
and individualism of the adventurous, glory-seeking knight. The Brut, I argue, offers an alternative exemplar, one embodied in its own idiosyncratic King Arthur.

I will discuss the prose Brut's Arthur and his significance in an analysis of the chronicle's treatment of Arthur's Pentecost feast and his combat with the giant of Mont-St.-Michel, episodes that in their first Galfridian form could be said to be the foundation for subsequent Arthurian romance. I hope not only to illuminate the question of contemporary generic awareness, but also to suggest some implications of this Arthur for modern understandings of the literary and intellectual history of late-medieval England; after all, although the Arthur of the prose Brut has been obscured by time (and perhaps our own generic blinkers), he was the one most widely available to vernacular readers of the day and may well have been the Arthur they knew best.
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History and Fiction:
William Caxton as Chronicler and as Reviser of Malory's Morte Darthur

Lister M. Matheson
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The present paper will first outline briefly William Caxton's involvement with medieval chronicle texts and then, in the context of such involvement, attempt to show how Caxton deliberately revised portions of Sir Thomas Malory's *Morte Darthur* (especially the third book) in order to bring that work more into line with what was considered the authentic history of King Arthur and his reign.

William Caxton is well known as the first printer in England in the late fifteenth century, who published a wide array of texts, including the first historical chronicles (the *Chronicles of England* [1480, 1482] and the *Polychronicon* [1482]). In a previous study (Matheson 1985), I have shown that the substantial concluding portions of both of these printed chronicles were in fact compiled by Caxton himself. I have also discovered a long, unpublished chronicle in a manuscript at Lambeth Palace Library that may well be a compilation written by Caxton in his own hand (which is otherwise unknown) or, at least, by a member of the printer's circle of acquaintances. These works, together with comments in various prologues and epilogues to other editions, indicate the great respect that Caxton held for truthful historical narrative.

I will argue that this concern for historical veracity deeply affected Caxton's approach to the text of Malory's *Morte Darthur*, which he printed in 1485. Since the discovery in 1934 of the single extant manuscript of Malory's work, the substantial editorial changes that Caxton made in his edition have caused considerable controversy among scholars. Some have argued that Caxton altered his copytext for aesthetic reasons, while others have argued that Malory himself was responsible for the revised text.

However, the true reasons for Caxton's changes become clear when the revised text is compared with the printer's earlier chronicle publications. What Caxton has done is to adapt and alter Malory's text to conform more closely to what was considered the genuine and canonical accounts of King Arthur that were presented in the standard historical works that Caxton had printed a couple of years earlier. Convincing proof can be found not only in the general shape of the revised account but also on a verbal level, where Caxton has substituted words, phrases, and sentences from his printed chronicles for material written by Malory.

Apart from determining how and why Caxton revised the *Morte Darthur*, his methods and comments in his prologue to the printed edition illuminate late medieval concepts of historical writing and the relationship between history and fiction in the watershed period between the Middle Ages and the Renaissance in England.
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Geistlicher Stand und Ordnung der Zeit bei Otto von Freising:
'Geschichte der zwei Staaten' und 'Taten Friedrichs' im Kontrast?

Elisabeth Mégier

Exzessen gar nicht existierte: *Atque o utinam felix nimium prior etas atque aurea Saturni redirent secula*

Diese Stelle steht zumindest dem Anschein nach im Widerspruch mit Ottos Sicht der Geistlichkeit, und der Zeit, in der Chronik. Auch dort wird zwar ein Anfang von Krieg und Waffengewalt angenommen, und zwar nicht mit Kain sondern mit Ninus, was für eine vorausgehende Zeit des Friedens Raum läßt; eine solche wird aber von Otto nicht thematisiert, schon gar nicht als *aurea aetas*, und die Geistlichkeit, in erster Linie die Mönche, werden nicht mit einer Friedenszeit am Anfang assoziiert sondern mit der Ruhe am Ende. Diese kann innerhalb der historischen Zeit vorweggenommen werden, sogar so weit daß die Vorwegnahme das wirkliche Kommen des Endes hinauszuschieben instande ist.

In meinem Beitrag C der also mit der Rekonstruktion der Vergangenheit und insbesonders mit dem Verhältnis zwischen Vergangenheit und Gegenwart (bezw. zwischen Vergangenheit, Gegenwart und Zukunft) zu tun haben wird C möchte ich untersuchen, ob es sich hier um einen wirklichen oder scheinbaren Kontrast handelt; es wird dabei C für jedes der beiden Werke C im allgemeinen auf Ottos Ordnung und Orientierung der Geschichte und die dazu herangezogenen Schemata einzugehen sein, und im besonderen auf die Rolle, die die Geistlichkeit C oder das 'Geistliche' C als Stand, und als Aspekt oder Teil der historischen Wirklichkeit, in ihnen spielen. Ich werde mich vor allem mit Hans-Werner Goetz auseinanderzusetzen haben, der seiner zusammenfassenden Studie über Otto von Freising die Annahme zugrunde legt, daß die beiden Werke Ottos von einer identischen Geschichtsschau getragen sind. Als Ausgangspunkt werden mir zwei meiner eigenen Arbeiten dienen (Mégier 1990 und 1996); weiterzukommen hoffe ich vor allem durch ein genaueres Eingehen auf die Art in der Otto für seine Interpretation der Geschichte die Methoden und Denkmodelle der biblischen Exegese einsetzt.
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### Herrschertopoi in den illustrierten Handschriften des Otto von Freising

**Claudia Annette Meier**

In den frühen Handschriften der berühmten *Chronika sive historia de duabus civitatibus* des Bischofs Otto von Freising wurden wohl spätestens in der ersten Rezeptionsstufe nach der frühesten Textfassung, dem *Codex Jenensis Bose quarto 6* (Universitätsbibliothek Jena), bereits gezeichnete Textillustrationen beigegeben. Im Sinne eines sich entwickelnden *Chronicon Pictum*, einer zunächst sehr schlichten Bilderzählung, begleiten diese narrativen Sequenzen aus einfachen, unspektakulären Federzeichnungen Buch um Buch den Text der Jenenser Weltchronik.

Während sich die Entwicklung zum Ereignisbild im Sinne einer exakten Wirklichkeitswiedergabe in den Handschriften der *Chronica* zunächst nur in ersten Ansätzen nachweisen läßt, bediente sich der Illustrator andererseits fester Bildformeln, sogenannter *images stéréotypes*, also bildlicher Topoi einer festgefügten, bereits standardisierten Herrscherikonographie. Diese bildlichen Herrschertopoi des Königs als thronender Herrscher, als Lehnherr, als christlicher Streiter und Eroberer, als Städtegründer etc., die in der Weltchronik des Otto von Freising und in ihren Kopien erstmals in größerer Anzahl im
Sinne einer profanen word-and-image-Korrespondenz angelegt worden sind, wird der Vortrag in einer knappen Übersicht vorstellen.
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Persian Panel Abstract

Medieval Persian Chronicles: Mapping the Historiographical Landscape

Judy Scott Meisami - Charles Melville - Sholeh Quinn - Ernest Tucker

In comparison with its European counterparts, medieval Persian historiography remains little studied. The participants on this panel, all working on different periods of this historiography, are jointly producing the first synthetic book-length analysis of medieval Persian chronicles from the 9th to the 18th centuries AD. Their papers will discuss the evolution of styles and trends in historical writing from the reemergence of Persian as a literary language until the twilight of traditional chronicle production.

Persian chronicles, like other Middle Eastern histories, value imitation in themes and styles. These papers, taken as a whole, will explore important paths of imitation that link works through several centuries, probing the historical and literary contexts in which the works were produced.

Despite the high value attached to imitation, each period also witnessed new developments in historical writing, among which were the increasing use of an ornate, "artificial" prose style for all or certain passages of the work (which has generally been regarded as detrimental to the factual content of the works), new structural forms in the arrangement of the material (and particularly in chronological organisation), and a greater use of historiography as a tool of the temporal powers. The papers will treat these questions across the whole time period both discretely and continuously.

Finally, by combining these discussions of imitation and innovation, the papers will seek to begin to map the historiographical landscape depicted in these works--the territories of medieval Persian
historians—in ways that establish connections and divergences between styles as they arose within the matrix of historical events.

----------------------------------

**History as Literature**

*Julie Scott Meisami*

What does it mean to speak of ‘history as literature’? It means, first, to acknowledge that history is not merely a record of ‘facts’ but a written artifact, in the construction of which the historian has recourse to devices generally considered ‘literary’: narrative structures, use of direct discourse for dramatic effect, rhetorical embellishment, and so on. Considerable research has been done on the ‘literary’ aspects of historiography in pre-modern Western literatures—classical Greek and Latin, medieval and Renaissance—and many studies have demonstrated the importance of attending to the literary and rhetorical aspects of historiography as a means of elucidating the historian’s intentions and the meaning of his text.

In the field of Islamicate historiography, however, it is only recently that ‘literary-critical’ methods have been applied to the study of historical texts, and this chiefly by historians of the Islamic world (and especially of the early Islamic period) whose primary concern is still the traditional one of separating ‘fact’ from ‘fiction’. A. Noth and L. I. Conrad, for example, have identified various ‘topic’ and ‘schemes’ present in texts dealing with the early Islamic period, and consider their presence to be an indication of the text’s historical unreliability. In her study of the 11th-century Persian historian Bayhaq§, Marilyn Waldman argued for considering Bayhaq§’s history as a ‘display text’ containing a certain element of ‘fictionality’. K. Allin Luther, writing on late Saljûq rhetorical historiography, considered such texts as R¬vand§’s history of the Saljûqs (c.1204) as having been written to demonstrate the author’s rhetorical competence, with a view to gaining him a position at the court of the Saljûqs of Rûm. Moreover, the consensus of scholars in the field of both Arabic and Persian historiography is that the increasing ‘literarization’ of history (as seen, e.g., in R¬vand§, Jarb¬dhq¬ni [c.1209], the Mongol historian Juvayn§, and others) represents a decline in the discipline.

This paper will argue that from its beginnings in the tenth century Persian historiography was already highly ‘literary’; that changes in political conditions and in patterns of patronage greatly influenced the development of a more overtly ‘rhetorical’ style from the late twelfth century onwards; that the use of ‘literary’ devices was seen by historians as an effective means of conveying the meaning of history itself, and that to approach historical texts from a literary-critical viewpoint will enable us better to perceive how the historians themselves conceived their task.
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Persian Historiography of the Turko-Mongol Period: 
The Historian and his Sources

Charles Melville

It is generally agreed that Persian historiography, though cultivated on a modest scale before the Mongol invasions of the early 13th century, thereafter became "the most exuberant branch of Persian learned literature" (Tauer 1968: 438; cf. Spuler 1962: 131). While the reasons for this have not been fully explored, there can be no doubt that the period of Turko-Mongol political dominion in Iran, which could be taken in its broadest sense to continue till the late 19th century, is served by a remarkable profusion of historical literature.

One aspect of this literature, which is in many ways very conservative (thanks to the ranks from which the authors came), is its continuity with forms from earlier periods (in Arabic and in Persian); there is an awareness of models developed by previous authors and an articulation of the science of history, with particular emphasis on authority, accuracy, and the value of a proper record of the past. Nevertheless, there are also some fresh developments, reflecting the changing status of history vis-à-vis the political establishment.

This paper concentrates on two related topics, namely the authors' attitude to their sources and the compilation of chronicles that were essentially continuations of the works of earlier historians. While chroniclers frequently give prominence to the value of written authority, when it comes to narrating the history of their own times, it is evident that priority is given to reliable oral or eye-witness information. It is only rarely that one has any sense of written or documentary evidence being used. The oral nature of 'primary' source material has not been sufficiently explored in the Middle Eastern context, nor its transformation into literary text. Meanwhile, the lists of works that sometimes appear in the introductory prefaces in effect merely serve to set out the literary tradition in which the author is situating himself. Nevertheless, they do permit us to identify the changes of emphasis, in either form or content, that later authors make when reviewing the history of past ages, which in turn might indicate either personal biases (sectarian or geographical), or a more general shift in perception of the past and its relevance for the present.

The presentation will briefly consider the work of several historians in this light, in chronicles of different scope C from 'universal' histories to those concentrating on a particular locality or dynasty C and in particular the work of authors who were most influential in forming a record of the Turko-Mongol period for succeeding generations. Among these are Jovayni, Rashid al-Din, Hamd-Allah Mustawfi, Hafiz-i Abru and Mirkhwand, whose work spans the whole period under consideration.
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Persia (Iran) was ruled by the Safavid dynasty from 1501-1722. The Safavids inherited a rich historiographical tradition in which the most common form of historical writing was the chronicle. Safavid chronicles contain numerous elements and features that date back at least to the 14th century. The purpose of this paper will be to examine some of the primary aspects of this historiographical tradition, emphasizing how Safavid chroniclers from the 16th and 17th centuries narrated the origins of their dynasty.

Safavid chroniclers used a number of sources for their sections on the dynasty's origins. These can be categorized into three main groups: pre-Timurid, Timurid, and early Safavid. This paper will examine one or two key events in a representative text from each group, in order to isolate the main features of Safavid chronicle writing.

The most important text from the first category is Ibn Bazzaz's *Essence of Purity (Safvat al-safa)*, a hagiographical work dating to the 14th century that describes the spiritual life of Shaykh Safi al-Din, founder of the 14th-century mystical religious order that eventually transformed itself into the Safavid ruling dynasty of the 16th century. Later Safavid historians extensively used this text in their efforts to narrate the 14th-century origins of the Safavid dynasty, utilizing the historiographical methods and conventions prevalent at the time. In addition to Ibn Bazzaz's hagiography, Safavid chroniclers of the 16th and 17th centuries were also heirs to the historiographical tradition established by the earlier Timurid dynasty (1370-1506) in Iran. A succession of Safavid chroniclers, writing in the Timurid cultural center of Herat (in present-day Afghanistan), used the same conventional elements in their histories as their Timurid predecessors, which in turn shaped the form and content of the Safavid histories. The most important of the Timurid histories to influence the Safavids was Mirkhvand's *Rawzat al-safa*. The conventions apparent in Mirkhvand's preface to this work were imitated by later Safavid historians.

Mirkhvand's maternal grandson, Khvandamir, was one of the first Safavid historians to narrate the dynasty's history in his history, the *Habib al-siyar*. He thus serves as the historiographical bridge between the two dynasties, and was heavily influenced by his grandfather's work.

Khvandamir's version of early Safavid origins, based on the above-mentioned *Safvat al-safa*, became the established narrative which later Safavid historians imitated and rewrote in their own histories.
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Imitation and Invention in an 18th-Century Persian Baroque Stylist:
Mirza Mahdi Khan's Tarikh-i Jahangusha-yi Nadiri and Durrah-yi Nadirah

Ernest Tucker

This paper will examine two works of the eighteenth-century Persian chronicler Mirza Muhammad Mahdi Khan Astarabadi, the Tarikh-i Jahangusha-yi Nadiri and the Durrah-yi Nadirah, in order to explore how Mahdi Khan conceived of the links between his chronicles and those of preceding eras. Mahdi Khan served as court historiographer to Nadir Shah, who seized power from the Safavids and ruled Iran from 1736 to 1747. The Tarikh-i Jahangusha-yi Nadiri (TJN) is Nadir's court history. Mahdi Khan wrote Durrah-yi Nadirah (DN), long regarded as one of the most difficult works in Persian, as a verse parallel to his prose court chronicle.

Mahdi Khan's work certainly displays the influence of earlier models. The TJN imitates the Timurid safarnamahs of Shara'i al-Din Ali Yazdi and Nizam al-Din Shami both stylistically and structurally. The DN is apparently modeled on the Mongol-era Tarikh-i Vassaf. Mahdi Khan's debts to these earlier works are particularly evident in his poetic asides as well as in his stylized accounts of battles.

Imitation is not Mahdi Khan's sole agenda, though. Both the TJN and the DN clearly aspire to transcend their models as uniquely perfect exemplars of two established genres: the annalistic court chronicle and the 'high style' literary history. He attempts to undermine the structural and contextual frameworks of these models by overimitating them to the point of almost destroying them, thus creating something new.

This paradox of asserting originality through overcomplex imitation identifies Mahdi Khan as a 'Baroque' stylist. In a manner reminiscent of the 'Sabk-i Hindi' ('Indian Style') poets of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, Mahdi Khan creates a literary apparatus that comes perilously close to collapsing of its own weight. In the TJN, this is most evident in his elaborate descriptions of spring, in which he attempts to situate events of a given year that he will narrate into a complex cosmic order through the use of astronomical and botanical portents.

The Durrah-i Nadirah is marked by the pyrotechnic use of language throughout the work. Mahdi Khan's point seems to be to create a literal durrah-i nadirah (a 'rare pearl'), a unique showcase of every known syntactical, grammatical and lexicographical trick in Arabic and Persian.
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This obsession with uniqueness may ultimately parallel one of the important tenets of his patron's political ideology: Nadir's attempt to prove his unique, God-given right to rule, in the face of a strong lingering sense of Safavid legitimacy. Such a need to justify rule was nothing new in Islamic chronicles; indeed, Mahdi Khan borrows directly from Timurid-era models of praising the ruler's kingly prowess through the history of his deeds. However, he does seem to be attempting to transcend chronicle traditions more self-consciously than previous historians, trying to set an unacceptably high standard for any successors. In fact, the works of Mahdi Khan did signal the end of 'traditional' Persian chronicle writing, since those who came after him in the Qajar period began to abandon historiographical norms and conventions stretching back to the tenth-century revival of Persian as a literary language.
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Pope Clement V: History, Propaganda and Stereotypes in Contemporary Chronicles

Sophia Menache

Clement V led the Church during nine critical years, 1305-1334. Elected two years after the outrage committed upon Boniface VIII at Anagni, the pope saw as his main goal the restoration of harmonious relations with the kings of France and England, the leading monarchs of Christendom at the time.

Analysis of contemporary sources, however, evinces the difficulties of fourteenth-century chroniclers in perceiving, let alone supporting papal policy. Many of them actually echo a biased approach to Clement V and his policy. The trial of the Templars and of Boniface VIII, coupled with the pope's absence from Rome and what appeared to be a growing reliance on France and its king, often acquired the weight of unquestionable proof in turning Clement's pontificate into a main factor in the collapse of the medieval papacy. The criticism of Clement V includes also the scandalous reputation of the papal curia, a characterisation that Petrarch encapsulated in his well-known expression ?Babylonian captivity of the papacy?.

This lecture attempts to re-evaluate the pontificate of Clement V while giving a new perspective of analysis of fourteenth-century chronicles. The use of geographical criteria is of some help in overcoming methodological problems. In many cases, the various reactions to papal policy could be classified according to location, making it possible to speak of prevailing attitudes in some areas of France, England, and Italy. Yet, the prevailing local patriotism, which in Italy assumed significant political weight, presents serious obstacles to any attempt at a prosopographical classification of the sources according to 'national' criteria. To solve such impediments, a constant reference to and comparison between theory and practice have to be made.
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This paper focuses on the invention of a tradition through three texts: a speech and two passages from the annals. All these date to the late fourteenth century and are examples of propaganda efforts made by Vytautas (b. ca. 1350, grand duke from 1392, d. 1430) when he was struggling for authority over the Grand Duchy of Lithuania.

The speech (Dis ist vitoldes sache) was recorded during Vytautas’ escape to the Teutonic Order in Prussia. It accuses the duke’s cousins and rivals, Jogaila and Skirgaila, of depriving him of his patrimony. The two passages from the annals, one in Latin (Origo regis Jagyelo et Wytholdi ducum Lithuanie) and the other in Ruthenian (Letopis velikikh kniazej litovskikh), are nearly identical in content and structure to the speech. All three texts introduce Gediminas = dynasty, present the succession pattern, and describe the exercise of the grand ducal office.

Initially planned to create a recognizable background for Vytautas’ claims to the grand ducal seat, the pamphlets were widely circulated and became an integrated part of the annals. This demonstrates their popularity and, thus, the success of Vytautas’ efforts. Moreover, functioning as part of historical narratives, these texts became the origin theory of the grand dukes and established the dynastic tradition.

The influence of the passages may also be illustrated by the fact that they were one of the targets in the Lithuanian-Muscovite dispute over the Russian territories in the sixteenth century, when the Muscovite version of ducal origin appeared.

An inquiry into these texts as well as into their medieval and early modern perception can be used to shed light on the formation of a national sense of history and to demonstrate how actual political aims could be transformed into a commonly accepted tradition.
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From Pamphlet to Origin Theory: The Establishment of Lithuanian Dynastic Tradition

Giedre Mickunaite
In Search of the Landesgeschichte: Aeneas Silvius on Austria and Bohemia

Rolando Montecalvo

Aeneas Silvius Piccolomini was one of the greatest social climbers of the 15th century: his career saw him rise from the family farm to the papal throne, which he ascended in 1458 as Pius II. He was celebrated as a poet, diplomat, and as a refined humanist scholar. It is a lesser-known fact that he spent two decades north of the Alps, first at the Council of Basle and then as secretary to the Holy Roman emperor, Frederick III. During his long tenure in the imperial chancery a trying time that he viewed as exile among an uncouth people C Aeneas became a keen observer of Central European politics. He also wrote several historiographic works that played a significant role in propagating a new, classical style of history-writing in Germany. Among these were the Historia australis and the Historia bohemica, written within a few years of each other in the 1450s. These two texts seem quite different at first glance: the former is a motley work that experienced several revisions but was never completed; it covers a varied assortment of topics, but centers on the political events witnessed by Aeneas while in Frederick's service, ranging from the imperial bid for control of Milan to Frederick's journey, wedding and coronation in Italy, from his humiliation at the hands of the rebellious Austrian nobility in 1452 to indiscretions about
his wedding night. The *Historia bohemica*, on the other hand, is a much more sober and scholarly work that became a model for the modern *Landesgeschichte*. It chronicles the origins and early history of the Bohemian nation, and concentrates on the important contemporary events of which Aeneas had first-hand knowledge: the Hussite wars and their political consequences. This paper will attempt to show that Aeneas’ two histories were in fact two attempts C the latter successful, the former not C at the same literary product, reflecting an ongoing search on the author’s part for an appropriate form for history.

This preoccupation with an ideal historical form suggests that Aeneas envisioned a specific function for his chronicles: their narratives were devised to accommodate political commentary on the present, making Aeneas’ work a paragon of humanist historiography in the 15th century.
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Making their Own Sweet Time: Anglo-Saxon and Carolingian Chronicles

**Jennifer Neville**

This paper is part of an ongoing study of issues of identity and 'nationalism' in Anglo-Saxon England and the Carolingian Empire. In this paper I propose to examine some of the narratorial voices in texts
including the *Anglo-Saxon Chronicle*, Bede's *Ecclesiastical History of the English People*, Fredegar's *Chronicles*, Gregory's *History of the Franks*, the *Royal Frankish Annals*, the *Annals of Fulda*, and the *Annals of St Bertin*. In previous papers I have looked at these texts as vehicles for 'myths of origins'; in this paper I shall pursue in more detail the different textual strategies that chronicle-writers and other creators of history adopted with respect to time.

Time, especially the passing of time, is, of course, the central structure and imperative of the chronicle. Its format proclaims the discrete progression of events in one direction, from past to present; although there may be cause-and-effect connections between the events of one year and those of the following year, the form itself does not demand them. Chronicle-writers may deny, ignore, suggest, or insist upon such connections, but their format in itself suggests a series of events whose relationships with each other are merely chronological. References to occurrences in the distant past of far-distant societies reinforce the impression of a discrete sequence of events.

Chronicle-writers are not, of course, disinterested recorders of individual events, and thus they employ a number of different strategies which manipulate the structure of time suggested by their format. Their most basic strategy is to create out of their list of discrete events a continuous time-line, a narrative in which the events marked as belonging to a particular year become part of a larger time-unit: the story of a king and his heirs, for example. In such cases it is clear that some events have been selected to contribute to a plot while others have been omitted. It is also clear that some point of origin for the plot has been chosen. This paper proposes to glance briefly at the origins to which chronicle-writers seek to anchor their plots and then examine some of the ways in which they establish links between events along the way.

The creation of a unified time-line, however, is just the beginning. References to far-distant societies and the distant past betray strategies through which chronicle-writers write their characters and plots into larger and grander narratives. Thus Fredegar inserts his Franks into world history and the realm of classical epic by making their story a sub-plot continuing on from the Fall of Troy and the establishment of the Macedonian and Roman Empires. Bede similarly makes the story of his Anglo-Saxons a sub-plot of the Old Testament: the originally continental Anglo-Saxons are the Israelites journeying to the Promised land, a new, Christian Chosen People committing errors and thus enduring trials just as the Israelites did. The stories of the exalted past are fed into the plots created out of the events of the nearer past and present; chronicle writers thus contribute to a cultural memory which not only creates identity but also makes the 'historical' events of the chronic time-luminous with potential meaning (even if this meaning is not explicitly described). The events recorded by the chronicle-writer may become not merely a continuous time-line but part of a myth or divine plan.

The greater significance of events recorded by chronicle-writers is not always addressed, but its potential allows yet another manipulation of the linear progression of time inherent in the chronicle-format. When history becomes divine history, the past may be subjected to exegetical interpretation: characters may become types; events may become prophecies. Thus Gregory, like Fredegar, describes his Franks as destined for Empire, and the exploits of Clovis are seen not only as reminiscent of Constantine and Augustus but also as guaranteeing the dominion of the Frankish race in the future.

Despite their linear form, chronicle-writers pursue strategies of time which contribute to the complex issues of identity which underlie their creation of history.
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Im Rahmen meiner Habilitationsschrift bearbeite ich Quellen zur Liturgiegeschichte in Salzburg, die vor 850 entstanden sind. In diesem Zusammenhang und vor allem im Hinblick auf das Thema der Tagung möchte ich ein Martyrologium vorstellen, das bisher nicht in Edition vorliegt.


Insgesamt werde ich den Text schließlich in seinem Überlieferungsumfeld einordnen und vor allem vorstellen, welche Texte schließlich auf den Autor dieses Martyrologium Einfluß nehmen konnten.
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Eyewitnesses of the Fourth Crusade: Villehardouin, Clari and Nicetas

Peter Noble

The chronicles of the Fourth Crusade were written by participants in or victims of the Crusade, and a comparison of the chronicles offers striking evidence of the motives and perceptions amongst those involved. The two Frankish accounts were written by crusaders who took part in the sack of Constantinople, while Nicetas Choniates was a high official in the Byzantine Empire who suffered severely at the hands of the crusaders. Within the ranks of the crusaders Villehardouin and Clari represent two different sections of the army. Villehardouin as one of the leaders of the army and writing with hindsight to justify an event which had shocked many in the West, presents the capture of Constantinople as the inevitable outcome of the treachery of the Greeks. The Crusaders had no choice, according to him, and he minimises the suffering of the fighting by concentrating on the political dimension and normally avoids any mention of the individuals. Clari, on the other hand, lacks the overall vision of Villehardouin. Instead he brings out the feats of individuals like his brother and reveals details of the hand-to-hand fighting. His own inquisitive and naive outlook is revealed in his account of the wonders of Constantinople when he acted like a tourist after the successful capture of the city. More significantly he reveals the resentment felt by the lower ranks at the greed and duplicity of the leaders who cheated them out of their share of the booty. Nicetas provides a personal account, detailing the terrible suffering inflicted by the crusaders on the inhabitants of the city, the horrors of life under these people whom he saw as barbarian invaders. Whereas the Franks saw the capture of Constantinople as a major triumph, the start of a new Empire to form part of a united Christendom, the Greeks saw the end of an era, the decline of a great civilisation which was no longer able to defend itself because of its internal divisions and the failure of its ruling elite to govern with wisdom and honesty. A comparison of these chronicles reveals different attitudes of the crusaders and the total lack of understanding between the Greeks and the Franks. It helps to explain why the capture of Constantinople took place and did so with horrific cruelty.
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The Chronicle of Richard Fox: A Presentation

Dominique Nonnet

Woburn Abbey 181, the study and edition of which I am currently involved in, is a parchment codex privately owned by the Duke of Bedford, that has never been printed. Composed of about 225 folios, it preserves a Middle English prose chronicle on the history of Britain from the accession of Alfred to the end of the siege of Rouen, directly followed by an account of the deposition of Richard II and articles from the Parliaments of Bury St Edmund and Westminster later added by the same hand. The last folios contain a short article on cook-fee regulations in 16th-century London and a memoranda by different, later hands, that provides indications on the circulation of the manuscript in the century following its completion. A colophon situated at the end of the main text indicates that, for its part, the chronicle was completed at St Albans in 1448 by Richard Fox, a steward of the abbey, to whom a compilation of devotional texts preserved in CUL Kk.1.6 is also attributed (on the study of CUL K.k 1.6 and Fox's identity, see Barratt 1995: xiii-xl). Both manuscripts actually appear to be autographs, a feature which on its own deserves some special attention.

The chronicle in WA 181 is a compilation which can be divided into two main parts following the way Fox made use of its major sources: the paralleled chronicles of Peter Langtoft and Robert Mannyng of Brunne for the period 872-1307, and the Brut or The Chronicles of England from 1307 onwards. Recent research has shown however that other materials entered the elaboration of the text, thereby conferring the chronicle a specific status among the Brut manuscripts, while making the question of its filiation more complex. Original anecdotes have been found which suggest that Fox had materials at his disposal which we may ignore, and that he recoursed to oral accounts of events chronologically close to him (see Kennedy 1989: 2640-41). As Lister Matheson has been able to demonstrate in his recent article on the peasant's revolt of 1381 (Matheson 1998), a careful study of the text might therefore reveal pieces of information of some historiographical interest, once the edition completed. At this stage of my research however, and in the context of the paper, I will turn to another central point worth investigating: the textual links between the chronicle and the major sources cited above. As far as the first part of the account is concerned, Fox's rejection of the Brut, on the one hand, and of the mythological material found in Langtoft and Mannyng, on the other, reveals some kind of intention on his part as regards the genre of his compilation and of its final quality. Writing in a house famous for its long historiographical
tradition, Fox was likely to venerate historical accuracy, but his borrowing from semi-fictional works as well as his preference for the vernacular suggests that he was also aware of the growing demand for more accessible literature at a time characterized by significant social and cultural changes. In what measure his work achieved an equilibrium between historicity and narration has thus to be determined, as well as the question of Fox's direct audience, since it appears that WA 181 remained in his possession after completion, and that no copy of it is known.
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Style and meaning in La3amon's Brut: a pragmatic approach to a reading of British Library Manuscript, Cotton Otho C.xiii

Lucy Perry

La3amon's Brut is extant in two stylistically different versions in two separate manuscripts, British Library manuscripts Cotton Caligula A.ix and Cotton Otho C.xiii. Until recently the latter, apparently a
redaction of the original poem, to which Caligula is considered a closer relation, has been neglected and this paper hopes to go some way to redressing the balance of research.

In the context of the Brut tradition, from Geoffrey of Monmouth to Robert Mannyng of Brunne, the paper will examine the narrative and stylistic differences between the two texts of La3amon's Brut, focussing on the use of speech-acts. Direct speech is consistently used by La3amon for amplification of Wace's narrative and the dramatic effect of the speeches and their enhancement of an overall sense of action have not gone unnoticed. This paper will build on previous commentaries of the Caligula text and some recent discussion of Otho's style by applying a pragmatic theoretical model. It will consider what effect the Otho redactor's textual excisions, stylistic changes, and lexical substitutions have on the 'meaning of the utterance', and will draw some comparisons with the craft of some of the other 'translators' in the tradition. The paper will use as its focus three episodes from the pre-Arthurian section of La3amon's Brut in which speech-acts demonstrate particular dramatic qualities and in which the differences (or not, as the case may be) between the two versions are most telling: the Belin and Brenne episode which culminates with the Britons' subjugation of Rome, the Cassibellaune episode where an internal conflict of Britain leads to Julius Caesar's conquest of the island, and the treacherous reign of Vortigern.

Finally, the paper will attempt to assess what might have been the redactor's motivation in preparing his 'edition' of this verse chronicle. Thus, this paper should contribute fittingly to discussions related to the second of the main themes of the conference: the function of the chronicle.
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German Episcopal Historiography in the Late Middle Ages and the Question of Genre

Oliver Plessow

Past research on episcopal historiography focused mainly on early and high medieval examples equating episcopal historiography with a distinguished set of texts, the gesta episcoporum. In his contribution to the Typologie des Sources du Moyen Âge Occidental, Michel Sot has pointed out the basic structural principles after which these gesta were fashioned. Reinhold Kaiser has added to the picture by stressing the broad variety of texts subsumed under the term and by his attempt to position them between the two modes of historical representation known from the antiquities: the (re)counting mode of the chronici and the narrative mode of the historici.

Lately, however, it has been argued, that the concept of the gesta episcoporum as a coherent genre which was derived from early medieval gesta has obstructed the view onto the late medieval diversification of episcopal historiography. Because of the lack of a uniform type of historical writing on
bishops, the value of a generic description has been called into question. Changes in the character of the episcopal office in the 12th and 13th centuries, the bishops new role as territorial princes are assumed to form too great a barrier to support the notion of a continuous historiographic genre C if ever one existed.

The starting point of my inquiry will be the question whether it is feasable to relinquish questions of genre altogether when regarding the range of episcopal historiography in late medieval Germany. Geographically, my paper will focus on North Germany. Thematically, it will focus on the tension between norm and variation. Was there a norm, a 'genre' *gesta episcoporum* in the late middle ages? What is a 'genre', and can this term contribute to the interpretation of specific texts? The impression that in spite of the diversity there are core patterns in the formation of episcopographical texts which follow a certain, rather rigid scheme should be weighed against the hazards of a purely formalist view.

First, it has to be asked whether the restricted medieval nomenclature and the lack of a discourse on elaborated distinctions between historiographical subgenres is a general argument against a typology. Should it prevent us from wondering if there is a rule, and where it applies?

Second, I should like to cast a view onto the methodological consequences of a conceptual decision regarding the question of 'genre'. The decision for any one concept entails specific views on the relation between text and context, contents, form, and social background.

Finally, I want to give an example how a dynamic understanding of 'genre' which concentrates on the interaction between conceptional prerogative and social demand leads to alterations in the interpretation of episcopal chronicles and their variations: A peculiar aspect of the late medieval development in North Germany is what could be called the urbanization of episcopal historiography in some of the Hanse cities in the 14th and 15th centuries. Here one must ask in howfar the recourse to certain forms of episcopal historiography in the North can be seen in analogy to the well established embedment of urban history into an evolving Reichs-ideology in southern towns (and in Lubeck). Did this civic resort to episcopal historiography amount to restrict the cities' attempt to develop an independent ideological stand?
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**Catalan Mediaeval Chronicle as a Biblical Icon of Political Power**

**Alfons Puigarnau**

Between the XIIIth and the XIVth centuries the so called *Quatre grans cróniques* (Four Great Chronicles) are written in Mediaeval Catalonia. Three of the four authors of these documents show the historical facts as connected with and allowed by the Divine Providence. They develop a concept of
History in which Space and Time are categories necessarily moved by a supernatural force that gives them a reason for being, and the possibility of a free self-development. The only one who seems to be independent to the Providence, is Bernat Desclot in the way of writing the historical fact at the Llibre del rei en Pere (1283-1288). But the Llibre dels feits, presumably written by the King Jaume I, the Crónica of Ramon Muntaner and the Crónica of the King Pere el Cerimoniós, are all within the frame of the Teocratic concept of Power which dominates Theory and Practice of political Power in the rest of Medieval Europe. If we analyse these three major documents we will check an attempt of legitimate political power through a comparison between the present authority and the historical authority of the Jewish Kings of Israel, mainly David and Salomon. This is the 'Icon of Political Power' that Catalan medieval chroniclers want to reproduce. As if they were descendents of the People of Yahweh, they expose and develop the evolution of facts, with a feel of fulfilling the Will of God that protects them above space and time. Using a 'Biblical Icon of Power', so to say, the Visual Authority of God on earth, they take military, political and social decisions in order to guide their peoples to a kind of Promised Land, recalling the long trip of the Jewish People in Exodus. In this context, the Chronicle works as a mechanism of legitimization of royal power in which a religious tradition is re-employed in order to explain the present or the recent facts. The alusion to the ascendants of Christ, David and Salomon, makes more 'Christian' the historical fact and gives more prestige to the image of the King. This is a nice example of one of the functions of the Mediaeval Chronicle in Catalonia as a document conceived to increase and consolidate the power of kings through a religious ideology that contributes to create new and useful 'Biblical Icons of Power'.
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The Origins of Safavid Historiography

Sholeh A. Quinn

[For this abstract, see under Meisami]

French and English Views of History:
A Comparison between MSS Rylands French 54 and Rylands French 99

Raluca Radulescu

My paper consists in a descriptive comparison of two fifteenth-century French roll chronicles, both containing an 'Histoire Universelle': Rylands French 54 and Rylands French 99. Both MSS contain the genealogy of the Popes in Rome, of the Roman Emperors, of the Kings of France and of the Kings of England respectively. French 99 is a larger and more impressively decorated roll than French 54. French 54 on the other hand has many representations of churches, as the text of the chronicle often refers to their establishment in connection with kings and historical events.

In both MSS the history of the Kings of England appears to be a summary of a Brut, especially the pre-Conquest part. There are additions to French 54, which seem to have been made by an English scribe with a pro-Lancastrian view. To the same person is ascribed the pedigree of the Kings of England and their families on the back of the roll. In French 99 the history of the Kings of England finishes with Henry IV, although the Kings of France are mentioned up to 1461. However, the final comment on Henry IV in this MS is definitely against the Lancastrian cause: "Et fut henry de lenclastre couronne roy dangleterre le quel a fait mourir des plus nobles du royaume dangleterre. Sicomme les croniques le dient plus a plain. Explicit."

An interesting comparison may be made between the two MSS in terms of their presentation of King Arthur. Both of their versions of the Kings of England are taken from "croniques dangleterre", which seem to have been versions of the Brut. The text of the two MSS rolls is surprisingly similar, focusing specifically on Arthur's nobility and honourable birth (both chronicles stress that Arthur was conceived after the death of Ygerne's first husband, Gorlois). Whereas French 99 has illustrations of many of the kings and/or an important event during their reign, including one of King Arthur killing the traitor Mordred, French 54 only contains four figures, of which King Arthur's is the most elaborate.

My comparison of the two MS rolls is meant to highlight the political use of such chronicles and the changes which subsequent owners operated on these MSS in order to make them suit their purposes. In the context of the power struggle in the middle decades of the fifteenth century these changes reflect the propaganda put forth by the two opposing factions: the Yorkist and the Lancastrian.
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Die Geschichte westslawischer Stämme im Spiegel mittelalterlicher Chroniken
Heike Reimann

[This paper will be presented in English under the title:
The History of the West Slavonic Tribes as Described by Medieval Authors]


Bibliographie
Kritische Angaben zu den betreffenden chronikalischen Nachrichten sind zu finden in:
Paideia: God's Design in World History according to the East Syrian Monk John bar Penkaye

G. J. Reinink

The *Ktâbâ d-Rêś Mellê* ('Book of the Salient Points', viz. of world history), written by John bar Penkaye, is the first example of the genre in the East Syrian ('Nestorian') tradition. The work was composed in about 687 A.D. at the request of Sabrisho, the abbot of the monastery of John of Kamul in North Mesopotamia, where John was a monk.

John's world history is divided into 15 *mêmrê* ('discourses'); the first part (*mêmrê* 1-9) deals with the history from the Creation to the advent of Christ, the second part (*mêmrê* 10-15) treats the time from Christ to John's own days. Up to now only the second part has been published by A. Mingana in his *Sources Syriaques* II (Mosul 1908). Only *mêmrê* 15 is accessible in a modern language: a French translation by Mingana and an English translation by S. Brock. The Syriac text is preserved and accessible in a number of manuscripts in Western Europe and the Near East.

There is no systematic study of John's world history. The present paper, therefore, will focus on one central issue of the work, which in particular is connected with the third main theme of the conference: 'The chronicle and the reconstruction of the past'. This issue concerns John's conception of history and the view of the past which he develops in his work with the purpose to provide his community with a theological-philosophical explication of the political and social topics of the present. John lived in a time of great political and social instability and disorder during the Second Arab Civil War (680-692). By writing his "history of the past and the present facts in this transient world" John seeks to demonstrate that the trying present times reflect a recurrent pattern in human history. This pattern is determined by God's Providence which aims at His will to bring human race in a continuous educational process to the Knowledge of the Truth. The present paper also intends to expose the roots of John's interpretation of history by comparing the leading motives in the 'Book of Salient Points' with the Antiochene conception of history, which during the sixth century was developed in the famous 'Nestorian' School of Nisibis in North Mesopotamia.

A special interest of John bar Penkaye's work consists in the fact that it represents one of the earliest Christian responses to the end of the Byzantine power and the fall of the Persian empire in the Near East and the rise of Islam.

Some Aspects of Robert of Gloucester's Borrowings from the *South English Legendary*
It is a well known fact that beside the Latin historical sources for the *Chronicle* attributed to Robert of Gloucester, which include Geoffrey of Monmouth, Henry of Huntingdon and William of Malmesbury, the author also makes extensive use of the *South English Legendary*. This vernacular collection of saints' lives was written in the same metrical form and originates from the same area as the *Chronicle* and therefore was a suitable source from which the author could lift long passages into his own work. The author uses sections from the *Legendary* throughout his work, including borrowings from the Lives of St Kenelm, St Dunstan, Edward the Confessor and Thomas Becket.

In the process of borrowing text from the *South English Legendary* the chronicler crosses the genre boundary between the Saint's Life and the Chronicle. Composition of the Chronicle involved lifting whole blocks of narrative out of the context of the Saint's Life genre which were subsequently integrated without much alteration into the Chronicle genre. What happens to the text in the process of crossing a genre boundary? How does the selection of lines, the context they are placed into, and the manner of integrating them into the main body of narrative influence the character of the text?

This paper explores how narrative changes in the context of different genres. The question is approached through several aspects of change. Special attention is given to the perspective of time.
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**Berichten, Bewerten und Beurteilen.**

*Schlesische Geschichte aus der Perspektive von Peter Eschenloers*  
*Geschichten der Stadt Breslau*

*Gunhild Roth*

Die zunächst lateinisch verfaßte, dann ins Deutsche übersetzte und bearbeitete Chronik des Breslauer Stadtschreibers Peter Eschenloer (gest. 1481) umfaßt die Jahre 1444-1479 und ist zum größten Teil aus der Rückschau geschrieben.


Der Vortrag soll darlegen, welche Position die Kommentare Eschenloers innerhalb des Berichteten einnehmen, inwieweit sie die reale Geschichte (auch fehlt-) interpretieren und inwieweit sie (auch für heutige Leser) zum Verständnis der Geschichte beitragen. Ein weiterer Aspekt wird der Vergleich mit der lateinischen Fassung sein: ist diese ’objektiver’?
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**The Sources for the Latin Chronicle of Durham Priory from British Library MS Harleian 3860**

_Lisa M. Ruch_

This paper is a sequel to the paper I delivered in 1996. At that time, a colleague and I were preparing an edition and translation of the Latin chronicle found in British Library Harleian MS 3860. This text, now titled _The Latin Chronicle of Durham Priory_, is currently going to press. Written at the behest of Edward I to prove his sovereignty over Scotland, the chronicle clearly displays its interest in the political conflicts in the north of England. The chronicle's indebtedness to Geoffrey of Monmouth is indisputable. Passages from the text clearly indicate the Historia Regum Britannie as a principle source. However, other sources of the Durham chronicle are not so clear. While the chronicler cites William of Newburgh, Roger of Hoveden, Henry of Huntingdon, and the Chronicle of the Romans (perhaps Marianus Scotus) as sources, these citations simply may be copied from the actual exemplar at hand.

In this paper, I will discuss the sources known to be available to scholars in Durham in the early fourteenth century at the time of Edward's request for justification of his Scottish campaigns and the indications in the Durham chronicle that such sources were used.

I will discuss the documented holdings of the Durham library, the texts known to be held in the Priory's surrounding locales, and the relationship between these texts and the episodes recorded in the Durham chronicle. To conclude, I will suggest which chronicles are believed to be the true inspirations for the text compiled by the Durham chronicler to satisfy Edward I's wish for proof of his dominion over Scotland.
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_The Latin Chronicle of Durham Priory from Harleian MS 3860_. Edited and translated by Craig E. Bertolet and Lisa M. Ruch. [To be published by Boydell and Brewer as part of their series of Medieval Chronicle Texts].

Just as ‘spin doctors’ today mold reports of high-level activities, so too did the Anglo-Norman chroniclers of eleventh- and twelfth-century England mold their versions of recent events. The particular ‘spin’ of resignation often colored intricate ecclesiastical issues of the time, issues complicated by attempts to reform the English church and strengthen its episcopal sees. Although some chroniclers held up the act of resignation as one pressed solely by spiritual motivation, others presented it as an effective tool in explaining the acts of a bishop whose acts might have been less than spiritually generated. Overall, the renditions of resignation in the chronicles shed light on how the writers attempted to create episcopal models by advancing important issues and agendas.

Many chroniclers, themselves monks, held up the monastic life as superior to that of episcopal leadership. Therefore, retreat to the monastery often colored their explanations of activities that in other sources indicate included attempts to increase spheres of influence and aggrandizement of power. Herman of Ramsbury, we are told, sought to leave office because illness and old age were pressing him to retire to the monastic life. However, when he received permission to move his see to a more prestigious and profitable area, as he earlier had requested, the pleas for resignation ended. Chroniclers also attribute the attempted abdications of the two archbishops of Canterbury, Lanfranc and Anselm, to monastic sensibilities and dislike of office. Yet in both instances, the specific requests to resign came at crucial points of conflict with the pope or the king. Whatever the reality of their desires they well may have wanted to escape the headaches of administrative travail the particular spin of the chroniclers features monastic refuge.

Other chronicles, pressed by the growing ideas of Church reform in England and concerns for purity of episcopal office, focused on resignation as a means to cleanse positions that had been gained through questionable efforts. Reports of the elevations of Remigius of Lincoln and Herbert of Norwich focus on how they had to travel to Rome to lay down their offices, tainted by simony, in order to be canonically reinstated. In this way, the chroniclers, relentless of those who disregarded reform policy, censured those involved and related what they saw as the only recourse for absolution. The dichotomy they present between the sinful simonia and the restored bishops clearly demonstrate contemporary attitudes toward the efficacy of resignation in restoring the bishop to a life of virtue and reestablishing the proper model.

In each case, the account of resignation explained circumstances within accepted norms and beliefs of the time. The ‘spin’ provided by the Anglo-Norman chroniclers acutely reflected their concerns for and standards of model episcopal behavior.
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Giovanni Villani and the Aetiological Myth of Tuscan Cities

Francesco Salvestrini

The paper I propose for the Conference (3rd Section, The chronicle and the reconstruction of the past), refers to the interpretation of the historical and mythical past to celebrate the present in the work of a civic merchant-chronicler among the most important writers in Late Medieval Italy. The paper is part of a study concerning political, institutional and cultural structures of Florence during the communal and early Renaissance period, based on legislative and literary sources.

Giovanni Villani (Florence, ca. 1276-1348) is undoubtedly one of the chief exponents of the Florentine historiography of the Fourteenth Century. His Cronica, especially dedicated to the history of the city, by the same way re-proposes and renews the characters of universal Chronicle of the first Middle Ages and of the Mendicant orders tradition, expounding the events of Florence, Italy and Europe from the Tower of Babel until 1346. Many studies have been devoted to Villani=s chronicle. The text, still abundantly consulted by scholars as a source of political and economic history of Fourteenth-Century Florence, received important critical examinations. About it have been especially underlined the elements of realism, and the 'bourgeois' mentality of the author, interested in the economic activities of his contemporary city. In fact Villani presents in many chapters concerning the years 1300-1340 the Florence wealth as an important motivation of pride for the city, much more considerable than the presence of holy relics and religious memories.

Less attention has devoted, on the contrary, to the first part of the Cronica, centred on the origins of the Christian world and the ancient history of Florence, a part considered less interesting, less trustworthy and not original, in comparison with the following one. Yet in this section of his work the chronicler describes the foundation of many cities, especially Tuscan, and gives his explanation of local aetiological traditions. These first chapters are maybe the most important of the whole chronicle to
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understand Villani=s vision of the past and underline the function of it in his historical narration and celebration of the present.

The aim of my paper is to underline the importance of mythical and historical (inextricably connected in the text) narration of the origins as functional elements of the following development of Villani=s chronicle. A limited space will be devoted to the old and long discussions concerning the acknowledgement of the sources of the chronicler. In fact the first aim of the report is to show the way Villani dealt with the aetiological tales of Tuscan cities in relation to his vision of history as epiphany of Florence=s greatness.

The stated aim of the Florentine chronicler was to tell his fellow-citizens the glorious past of their city; a city which, during the first half of the Fourteenth Century, was one of the richest and most populated of the whole continent. The writer explained the historical 'mission' of Florence following the tradition of the new Rome, but as heir of the republican one. Furthermore he does not think about his city as a chief of Tuscany by the political point of view. He speaks about an emerging commune which enjoys God=s favour for the economic wealth and the loyalty to the papacy and to the Guelph Party. Money and trade of her merchants, together with the fidelity to the Church, are the main elements of the greatness of Florence and of her important 'mission' in the European context.

The origins of Pisa, Arezzo, Siena, Lucca, Fiesole, Cortona, Perugia in Villani=s Cronica must be seen by this point of view. These cities weren=t born to be submitted by Florentine people. We don=t find in Villani an 'ideology' of territorial State. Nevertheless the antiquity of such a civitates (for instance the Etruscan tradition), or their political stress are shown by the chronicler just to underline the noble rise of Florence. Tuscany was an old and civilized country, and Florence was the most important city of it.

The paper will provide two different sections:
1 - the vision of the past in Villani=s chronicle, with a brief historiographic examination of the literature concerning the chronicler and the so called 'Florentine Myth';
2 - a comparative analysis of the Cronica's chapters dedicated to classic or early-medieval origins of Tuscan cities, to underline the municipal and Florence-centred imprinting of the Villani=s aetiology.
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The Necrology of the Birgittine Abbey, Mariënwater, Rosmalen, near 's-Hertogenbosch

Ulla Sander Olsen

The Dutch Necrology of the North Brabantian Birgittine 'double' monastery Mariënwater, has been preserved in a copy made in 1648 and from then on kept up-to-date until our times, after 1713 by the Birgittine nuns in Maria Refugie, Uden, a direct continuation of Mariënwater. The manuscript, Uden MR, MS E:1, is in a very bad condition, caused by severe damage by moisture, when it during World War II was hidden in the ground in a not properly closed box. Fortunately, two copies, Uden MR, MSS E:3 & E:5, made before the War can help fill the gaps, where the text has become almost illegible or has disappeared altogether. The nuns' Necrology, can be supplemented by the monks' Latin Necrology, preserved in an eighteenth century copy in the State Archives in Antwerpen, Fonds Birgittijnen Hoboken, MS 9; a nineteenth century copy is found in Uden MR, MS F:Ho 2, Boek Hoboken.

Mariënwater was founded in about 1438; from that year date the first entries. At the first sight a necrology is 'only' a list of names, but a closer look at the small comments now and then attached to the entries, sporadically confirmed and/or supplemented by other sources, makes it clear that quite a lot of information can in fact be derived about the foundation and building history of the monastery, the first pioneers, the amount and qualities of the first candidates, their genealogical and geographical derivation, the religious and social life inside the enclosure, the relations between the female and male community, the properties and economy, the relations to the outside world, to the ecclesiastical authorities and to family, friends and benefactors, to daughter foundations and to other Birgittine houses.

Valuable supplementing sources to the Mariënwater Necrology are, for the first century of its existence, the so-called Bossche Protocollen (The Journals of 's-Hertogenbosch) preserved in the Municipal Archives there, and the Chronicle of abbess Marie van Oss from Dendermonde (Köln, Stadtarchiv, MS GA 178), which among other things also gives most interesting information on the foundation story of Mariënwater and its seven daughter houses, e.g. the pioneers, the founders and the economy. As for the sixteenth century the monks' above-mentioned Latin Necrology gives more detailed information on the single members of the two communities of monks and nuns, such as their personal qualities and their offices.

For lack of the factual Chronicle, lost at some time or other in the course of the turbulent history of Marinwater, so much can be derived from the above-mentioned documents that the lost chronicle may,
as it were, be reconstructed, although, of course, day by day accounts of all events cannot possibly be expected.

Several preserved late medieval, beautifully illuminated manuscripts, executed in Mariënwater, together with pieces of art (paintings, sculptures, church silver, embroidery etc.) having belonged to this monastery bear witness of its high cultural standard.

Only the first one and a half century of Mariënwater's existence will be relevant at this conference on the medieval chronicle. To perfect the picture I shall, however, very briefly, at the end, sketch the history of Mariënwater until its final suppression in 1713.

The edition of the Necrology of Mariënwater and of the Chronicle of Abbess Maria van Oss from Dendermonde, both in my opinion the most important sources to the history of the Birgittine Order in the Low Countries, is being prepared, in connection with the history of the five Birgittine settlements in the archdiocese of Utrecht.
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La Chronique de L'Empereur Clarimundo

Rosário Santana Paixs

Quand j'ai regardé le programme de ce Forum j'ai tout de suite pensé au texte du XVIème siècle que j'étudie depuis quelques années et qui a été le principal sujet de ma thèse de doctorat. Ce texte s'appelle Chronique de L'Empereur Clarimundo. Ce texte a été écrit par un des grands historiens des Découvertes portugaises, Joo de Barros. Mais avant de se célébriser comme historien il a écrit dans sa jeunesse ce livre, dont je vais vous parler, qui s'insère dans un genre (de la Péninsule Ibérique) très à la mode à cette époque: ce sont les livres de chevalerie (libros de caballerias). Ce genre littéraire, et particulièrement la Chronique de L'Empereur Clarimundo, posent des problèmes narratifs qui ont à voir, directement, avec les thèmes principaux de cette conférence.

Clarimundo, tel que d'autres livres de chevalerie qui l'ont précédé en Espagne (et je dit en Espagne parce que celui-ci est le premier livre de chevalerie écrit par un portugais) est intitulé par son auteur Chronique et la narration se développera comme une histoire fictionnée des origines du Portugal. Le héros, Clarimundo, fils des Rois de Hongrie et successeur de l'Empereur de Constantinople, aurait été le grand-père du comte D. Henrique, qui a été de son côté, le père du premier roi du Portugal, D. Afonso Henriques. C'est à dire qu'en poursuivant toutes les aventures fantastiques et merveilleuses de cet héros, Clarimundo, un chrétien aidé par le magicien Fanimor tout au long de sa vie, on est invité à croire au grand destin des portugais, dont les grands faits des Découvertes seront, d'ailleurs, présentés déjà comme des proficies.

La valeur mythique de cet antecesseur pourrait expliquer, au XVIème siècle, la valeur du peuple portugais et de la noblesse portugaise au temps où les portugais s'affirmaient de plus en plus dans le monde.

On voit que le texte souligne des problèmes qui nous intéressent. Si on commence par le titre on sait que ce terme, Chronique, est employé, à l'époque, sans rigueur historique dans un moment où la frontière entre fiction et histoire était encore vague. Mais ce genre, les livres de chevalerie, et particulièrement ce livre dont je vous parle, exploite cette situation jusqu'à la limite. En effet toute l'histoire vit de cette fusion/confusion entre le littéraire, la fiction et l'historiografie; à ce propos on pourra constater que même les sources sont fictionnées. Dans le cas de Clarimundo l'histoire aurait été transmise à l'auteur dans la cour du roi D. Manuel, par un gentilhomme étranger qui l'a lu en Hongrie et gardait dans la mémoire l'original des faits tels qu'ils se sont passés. Il s'agit d'un 'topos' de ce genre littéraire (d'autres exemples vous seront donnés) où les auteurs utilisent la même stratégie pour mieux 'travailler' l'illusion historique. Fiction vs. vérité historique sera, alors, un des thèmes fondamentaux de cette oeuvre et ce genre en général, d'où émergent d'autres également importants, à savoir:

- la fonction de la chronique dans un contexte social et littéraire très précis
- la conscience historique de l'auteur
- la fonction du passé pour le présent de l'auteur

Pour terminer j'aimerais ajouter à ma communication une référence aux images utilisées pour illustrer quelques uns de ces livres, miniatures qui nous présentent l'imaginaire plus fort de l'époque (des
châteaux, des combats, des tournois, des chevaliers et des dames dans la cour, scènes de courtoisie, le départ et l'arrivée entre la terre et la mer, l'île...).
Ces dessins, très proches de la bande dessinée, soulignent les frontières très tenues entre la réalité et la fiction.
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Gegenwart und Vergangenheit in der Sicht Fredegars

Georg Scheibelreiter

Nachdem vor drei Jahren auf dem Kongreß von Utrecht am Beispiel des sogenannten Fredegar der Begriff 'Chronik' zur Diskussion gestellt worden ist, soll nun das historische Bewußtsein jenes unbekannten Geschichtsschreibers untersucht werden.

In einer Übergangszeit, in der die Mentalität der Zeitgenossen einem sichtbaren Wandel unterliegt, in der traditionelle Lebensauffassungen fragwürdig werden, und neue, verpflichtende Formen des menschlichen Verhaltens erst im Entstehen sind, ändert sich auch die Sicht der Vergangenheit in beträchtlichem Maße.

Wie sieht demnach ein Autor des 7. Jahrhunderts die Geschehnisse des fünften und sechsten? Steht er in einer Kontinuität oder empfindet er einen historischen Bruch? Klaidet er die Vergangenheit in das Gewand der eigenen Zeit oder behandelt er die Gegenwart nicht anders als die vergangenen Jahrhunderts? Macht er bei der Wiedergabe der Ereignisse keinen Unterschied C erzählt er also ohne eigentlichen zeitlichen Horizont C oder finden sich bei ihm Ansätze eines histori(sti)schen Bewußteins?

Um diese Fragen einer Artwort näherzubringen, müssen Vorlagen, die Fredegar für seine Chronik benützte, zu bestimmten Themen vergleichsweise herangezogen worden. Zugleich soll auf zeitgenössische Charakteristika seiner Schilderungen aber auch auf die dabei wichtigen Probleme der historiographischen Gattung hingewiesen werden.
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Historiographisches und romanhaftes Erzählen in deutschsprachigen Alexanderromanen

Ralf Schlechtweg-Jahn

Eine gattungsbezogene Betrachtung mittelalterlicher Alexanderromane im Problemfeld 'history or literature' steht vor mehreren methodischen Schwierigkeiten. Auf der einen Seite ist eine systematische Definition von Historiographie und Fiktion im Mittelalter schwierig, auf der anderen Seite besteht weitgehende Unsicherheit über die Gattungszugehörigkeit der Alexanderromane, die trotz des traditionell üblichen C Begriffs immer wieder verschiedenen Gattungsmustern zugewiesen wurden und werden.


Angesichts der Schwierigkeiten, diese Literatur im herkömmlichen Gattungsraster unterzubringen, versucht Kuhn mit der Unterscheidung von einerseits Inszenierungs- und andererseits Funktions- bzw. Strukturtypen (auch Faszinationstypen genannt) ein flexibleres Unterscheidungsmodell zu entwerfen. Die Texte sind dann jeweils Kombinationen eines gegebenen Faszinationstyps (religiöser Bereich, Alltagspraktiken, Staat, Recht, Geschichte, Liebe, Gesellschaft etc.) und eines Inszenierungstyps (eine spezifischer Formtypus, eine zusammenhängende Überlieferung; im konkreten Fall: Historiographie und Roman).

Es ist nun nicht zu erwarten, daß ein Alexanderroman in genau einem Inszenierungstyp C historiographisch oder romanhaft C aufgeht. Stattdessen ist von einer Mischung beider Typen in je verschiedenen Verhältnissen und einer mehr oder weniger umfassenden Realisierung der Möglichkeiten auszugehen, in die die spezifischen Interessen und der historischen Stand der jeweiligen Literaturverhältnisse einfließen.

Die Bestimmung der Faszinationstypen, die den Alexanderroman ausmachen, ist zunächst einfacher, aber nicht weniger komplex. Im weitesten Sinne beschäftigen sich die Alexanderromane mit dem Problem der Macht, daß in verschiedenen Faszinationstypen reflektiert wird C Staat, Geschichte, Religion, Liebe etc. Auch im Bereich der Faszinationstypen ist also von einer je nach Interesse und historischer Problemlage komplexen Überlagerung von Typen auszugehen.
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Conflicting Legends: Snorri, Saxo, and the Origins of Scandinavian History

Betsy Springer

In this paper, I will examine the different stories arrived at by two thirteenth-century historians, both from a Scandinavian background, who both set out to write a history of Scandinavia. Snorri Sturluson, from an Icelandic chieftain's family, framed a history of Norway, rather grandly named Heimskringla (Circle of the World), based on native Icelandic saga models and in his native language; he later met his death attempting to bring Iceland under Norwegian dominion. Saxo Grammaticus, working in association with the Danish court and church, envisioned his Gesta Danorum along classical lines, writing in Latin and basing it on classical models but using Scandinavian mythology in its origins.

The medieval royal houses of Scandinavia stemmed from two royal lines, whose roots reached back into the far distant legendary past. The kings of the Ynglings and Skjldings, who were also mentioned in the Anglo-Saxon epic Beowulf, were descended from euhemerized pagan gods, and the heroes in their retinues, became nearly mythical figures. The stories that crystallized around these figures and the quasi-historical battles they fought are the common material Snorri and Saxo have to work with to give an account of the origins of their people. Both historians also highlight the connections these early kings have with the gods Óðinn (battle, death) and Freyr (fertility), kingly ideals that did not fade away after the North was Christianized. A close study of Saxo's and Snorri's uses of the famous characters in the Scandinavian past will reveal much about the intentions of the authors in late twelfth and early thirteenth-century Europe. By examining examples of where Snorri and Saxo are working on the same heroes and events, in the light of the extant sources they are known to have used, I hope to demonstrate the two historians' divergent ideas about the origins of the emerging Scandinavian kingdoms.
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Die Funktion der Illuminationen in den mittelalterlichen Chroniken in Böhmen

Milada Studničková


Bei den einzelnen Handschriften wird auch der Stil des Malers und der historische Kontext der Erstehung des Denkmals untersucht werden.
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Robert Bruce: An Outlaw and a Gentleman

Thea Summerfield

The depiction of Robert Bruce, later King Robert I of Scotland, in John Barbour's The Bruce, written c. 1375, has much to delight the modern reader. Barbour presents us with a down-to-earth hero-in-the-making, a man of flesh and blood, vulnerable in body and in spirit, who at the same time overtly displays many of the features considered necessary for an ideal prince. Yet the ideal king does not, as does Robert Bruce, make a fool of himself in attire and behaviour. The juxtaposition of ideal and buffoonery results
from the successful combination of Barbour's "epic largeness" and colourful vignettes (Bennett 116-117). Some of the latter carry clear overtones of other, contemporary literary compositions.

Historical events indisputably determine the skeletal framework of the story of Robert Bruce's progress from rebel to king. However, a framework does not make a story, least of all one with such lasting appeal. Moreover, Barbour wrote with hindsight, and possibly an educational purpose; by the time the *Bruce* was finished, Robert Bruce had been dead for nearly fifty years. The way in which the skeleton was fleshed out by Barbour is an intriguing aspect of the *Bruce*.

It has never been possible to pinpoint Barbour's sources, which are usually taken to have consisted of unidentified, now lost chronicles, and oral sources such as ballads and anecdotes. To these may perhaps be added echoes of other textual compositions (I shall refer to them as 'antecedents'), which affected Barbour's story, such as outlaw tales and abusive songs. In the course of the fourteenth century the Scots had acquired a reputation for violence and sustained outdoor living which Barbour had to negotiate. It shall be my aim to show the way in which Barbour's text reveals, in its structure and lexis, the indirect influence of such texts.
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**Latin literature, Spanish memory, Historical source:**

Three (different) chronicles of the last medieval war in the Pyrenaic border

*Pascual Tamburri*

The main limit of the researches conducted until now on the end of the Spanish Middle Ages has been the lack of new sources of information. Even if the re-organisation of the archives and the publication of documents has proved to be extremely useful for the shaping of new possibilities of research, the chronicles edited and studied are, more or less, the same as twenty years ago. More important from the medievalists' point of view, even these chronicles need to be revisited, and their diffusion, mutual and external influence and internal structure have to be determined. In the case of the kingdom of Navarre, the problem is still more pressing, since there the end of the Middle Ages signified the final step in the incorporation to the Spanish Crown, and the debates of the historians are still disturbed by the polemics between the politicians. Again, the social function of the historian depends on the information provided by the chronicler, and the question requires all our attention.
While the Modern Navarrese chronicles have been followed to the letter until very recently (for instance, the Moret - Alesčn chronicle), the Medieval testimonies have often almost been forgotten. Navarre does not lack a particular tradition of chronicles, but new research on its role among the Aragonese and Castillian Medieval historiographies is necessary.

On the one hand, it has to be considered to what extent there exists a national Spanish tradition of chronicles in the late Middle Ages. On the other, it has to be examined whether Navarre could be included into this or not.

In this paper I would like to trace the 'biography' of three chronicles of the war which cancelled the Navarrese independence. First of all, the Castillian chronicle of Luis Correa, referred only to the war itself; secondly, the Latin chronicle of the war by Elio Antonio de Nebrija, that has often been published but seldom seriously studied; finally, an unpublished, anonymous chronicle, today preserved in the National Library, Madrid.

My aim is to determine whether they could be considered 'Medieval' chronicles or not, which were their (common?) sources, and which kind of relations can we presume to have existed between the authors of the chronicles. All these questions should lead to a critical edition of the sources, and to a new consideration of their use as information for the historians.
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Mythe et Histoire dans les chroniques d'Italie du sud
(ixe-xiiie siècles)

Hugette Taviani-Carozzi

A la suite de Paul Diacre, rédacteur de l'Histoire des Lombards vers la fin du VIIIe s. au Mont-Cassin, des historiens de l'aire culturelle cassinienne et lombarde, se réclamant de son exemple, ont voulu continuer à écrire les 'gestes' du peuple des Lombards restés, en Italie méridionale, hors d'atteinte de la conquête carolingienne mais divisés et affaiblis face aux ambitions impériales d'Aix-la-Chapelle et de Byzance, de la Rome pontificale également. A l'instar de leur modèle, ils ont ouvert leurs récits par la reconstitution d'un 'temps des origines' mythique, une histoire exemplaire destinée à éclairer le temps présent, les événements vécus ou plus proches de leur mémoire personnelle. Mais si le 'temps des origines' du peuple lombard, tel qu'il a été reconstruit par Paul Diacre, répondait d'abord au désir de fixer par écrit les mythes et épopées véhiculés par la tradition orale, il n'en fut pas exactement de même pour les 'continuateurs' de l'Histoire des Lombards, le moine Erchempert auteur d'une Brève Histoire des Lombards de Bénévent (fin IXe s.) ni pour l'abbé Radoald en qui nous avons identifié l'auteur de l'Histoire de Salerne (fin Xe s.), dite sous l'appellation de Chronicon Salernitanum. L'un et l'autre, en effet, ont reconstruit un 'âge d'or' des Lombards de Bénévent et de Salerne pour forger des modèles de souverains et de gouvernement et pour critiquer parallèlement, voire pour tourner en dérision, certains acteurs de l'histoire 'contemporaine', empereurs, pontifes de Rome, quelques princes lombards aussi.

Les débuts de l'historiographie normande, produite en Italie méridionale dans la même aire culturelle, se situent dans cette continuité rhétorique et idéologique. Chez Aimé du Mont-Cassin, rédacteur vers la fin du XIe s. d'une Histoire des Normands connue par sa version française du XIVe s., chez Alexandre de Telese qui prend Aimé pour modèle en écrivant son Histoire du roi Roger de Sicile vers 1140, le mythe des origines de la conquête ou de la royauté normande sert un même plaidoyer, en faveur des nouveaux maîtres de l'Italie méridionale.

Les 'mythes d'origines' dans l'historiographie latine de l'Italie méridionale, du IXe au XIIe siècle, restent la meilleure expression d'idéologies politiques qui clairent, de manière originale, l'histoire de l'Occident médiéval.
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Yūsuf B. ʻj bid al-Idrīsī

*Amin Tibi*

Yūsuf B. ʻj bid al-Idrīsī, Moroccan mystic (齑汜) claiming Idrīsī descent, was born c. 966/1559. After studying for six years at the madrasas of Fas and in the meantime visiting leading Moroccan齑汜, he proceeded in 990/1582 to Egypt to meet the leader of the Bakriyya齑汜 order, shaykh Muhammad b. al-Hasan al-Bakr齑汜. Eventually Yūsuf arrived at adramawt and, in 1036/1627, at the age of seventy, he dictated at Mariama *Multaat al-rila*, an account of his journey from Morocco to adramawt, in which he gave the reasons for his departure to the East and his decision to settle in adramawt.

Nearly three quarters of the MS (120 folios, found in the Great Mosque of Tarfolios in adramawt) deals with social and cultural life in Morocco during the reign of the Sa'īdid sultān Amad al-Manūr. Yūsuf describes, at some length, the curricula at the various madrasas in Fas as well as the numerous齑汜 orders (arfolios) in Morocco. He also briefly describes the defence measures taken on Morocco's Atlantic coast to ward off Portuguese attacks.

In Cairo, Yūsuf b. ʻj bid attended tawfolios (dogmatic theology) lectures at al-Azhar Mosque delivered by shaykh Makhlūf al-MaghrībNSMutableDictionary, who informed him that Abū Bakr b. Sālim, adramawt's leading齑汜, was expecting a young sharfolios from Fas. "If you are a sharfolios," shaykh Makhlūf said to Yūsuf, "go to him, for he is your man." Yūsuf thereupon visited shaykh Abū Bakr b. Sālim in ʻAyn-t near Tarfolios in adramawt, where the shaykh gave him a warm welcome and named him a teaching shaykh.

When Abu Bakr died eight months later (992/1584), Yūsuf thought of returning to Morocco, but he changed his mind as shaykh Abū Bakr had urged his disciples to learn ‘ilm al-tawfolios at his hands, since adramawt was devoid of this ‘ilm. At Sayūn mosque, Yūsuf lectured on al-Sanjūsfolios al-ʻAṣlā al-ughr ʻ and became famous throughout adramawt for his lectures on ‘ilm al-tawfolios. Yūsuf gives his reasons for settling in adramawt as follows: earning a living, destiny, wives, offspring, and mutual benefits to the adramfolios and to himself.

The picture depicted of Yūsuf b. ʻj bid in the MS is that of a 饽 Giles with a great thirst for knowledge and a fervent desire to meet prominent齑folios leaders in Morocco and the East. The impression that comes across in the MS however, is that of a second-rate writer who lacks style and originality.
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Die alder excellenste cronyk van Brabant (Antwerpen, Roland vanden Dorpe, 1498), a hitherto relative unknown chronicle, can be characterized as a synthesis of the medieval historiographical tradition in Brabant. The Middle-Dutch chronicle consists of two parts: the first part contains a geographical description of Brabant, the so-called >etymology of Brabantia= (an etymological explanation of the nine letters of the word Brabantia) and 36 chapters containing vitae of Brabantish saints. The second part is actual the chronicle-part tells in 65 chapters the history of the dukes of Brabant, beginning with the creation, progressing through the Troyans via the legendaric lineage of Brabon Silvius the Swanknight, the Merovingians and Carolingians and closing with the coronation of Maximiliaan I in 1485. In chapter 4 is given a imposing view of the genealogy of the dukes of Brabant, parallel to the genealogical line of the French kings.

In the paper this relative unknown but not insignificant chronicle will be introduced and presented. Furthermore, a description will be given of the relation of the work to the preceding historiographical tradition in Brabant and also of the intended function of the chronicle. This conservative chronicle seems to join the nationalistic tendense in the Brabantish historiography at the beginning of the fifteenth century as a reaction to the >Bourgondiseringe= of the Netherlands. The lives of saints in the first part of the work is a significant difference with the preceding tradition, what leeds to the question what function can be ascribe to the first part. In the text of the chronicle the singularity of Brabant is emphasized: the Brabantish territorium is the centre of the Carolingian territory and the land and people of Brabant are presented as the most eminent on earth. The question is wich circumstances did lead to the realization of this chronicle; how does the political vision verbalized in the chronicle relate to the real political situation of the duchy Brabant on that moment?
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Genese und Kommunikative Funktion der Nestorchronik

Iliana Tschekova

Es wird der Versuch unternommen die Mechanismen der Folklorwirkung abzuleiten, die den komplizierten Synkretismus der Poetik der *Nestorchronik* (*Povest' vremennych let*) der 12. Jh. geprägt haben.

Die *Nestorchronik* stammt aus der Feder eines Schreibers, aber ihre zeitliche Gestaltung ähnelt in vielerlei Hinsicht der Entstehung eines Folklorwerkes. Die ´Älteste Kiever Fassung` (30 - 40 Jahre des XI Jh.) ist der Hauptkern, das ´Bekante`, das immer wieder modifiziert und mit dem ´Neuen` (der späteren Information) bereichert wird.

Die Fragmente über die Gründung der russische Staatlichkeit, über die Fürsten Oleg, Igor, Olga, Swetoslav und Vladimir präsentieren die ´Mündlichkeit` der *Nestorchronik* am besten. Die Dialogizität im weitesten Sinne als Erscheinungsform des mündlichen kommunikativen Aktes ist für die behandelten Fragmente der *Nestorchronik* eigentümlich. Darin spiegelt sich die der Folklore eigene Kommunikationsart (z. B. Intonation, Geste, Handlung).

Die Lotmanische Definition der Folklore als ´Ästhetik der Identität` eröffnet methodologisch einen Zugang zum Verständniss der Poetik der Chronik. Innerhalb der chronikale Narration realisiert sich dieses Prinzip durch den Folklore eigenen Pleonasmus C die Repetition und das Transponieren des Motivs auf eine andere Ebene mit anderen Gestalten und in anderer Situation. Beispielhaft ist das Paradigma der 3 oder 2 Brüder in der Mythologischen Deutung des Weltalls (Sem, Ham Japhet; Kain und Abel), des Ortes (Kij, Stek, Horiv; Radim und Wjatko) und der Staatlichkeit (Rjurik, Sineus, Truwor; Oleg, Jaropolk, Wladimir; Swiatopolk, Boris, Gleb und Jaroslav) und andere.


Im Lichte der Theorie von Bachtin für die Redegenre (Bachtin, 1979) kann man die *Nestorchronik* als eine Redeieinheit des Makrogenres betrachten.
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**The application of quantitative methods to the historiographic production of medieval benedictine authors:**

101
new opportunities for the reconstruction of the monastic world-view

Steven Vanderputten

The project 'Monastic historiography in the Middle Ages: social positioning and self-image', which is supported by the 'Fonds voor Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek Vlaanderen' has been set up in order to analyse the attitudes of the medieval monastic historiographer, with emphasis on new methods developed in the last decennies. A co-operation between the Universities of Gent and Leuven, the Royal Library and the General Archives in Brussels has made it possible to enlarge the array of questions and to develop the research at different levels. The searchers of the department of medieval history in Gent are especially concerned with the large-scale analysis of sources by means of quantitative methods. Their aim is mainly to retrieve information about the working methods of the historiographer, and to study to what extent the medieval monks from the Southern Netherlands showed interest in the outside world and how they represented themselves as part of a 'cosmic setting'. Thanks to the online repertory Narrative Sources (HYPERLINK "http://www.lib.rug.ac.be/", the result of another project of the FWO which still undergoes updating, problems of prospection can be reduced to the minimum. Of course these objectives exclude detailed case studies for every historiographer in the Middle Ages, but a broader analysis will allow us at least to reveal structures that correspond as much as possible to the perceptible outlines of the mentality of the monastic historiographer. Can it be rightfully assumed that his historical experience was an emanation of the monastic perception of liturgical memoria? Were his insights intrinsically aimed at the negation of secular aspects of time and history, or were they, on the contrary, part of a social construction? As demonstrated in the past, it is quite certain that from the eleventh and twelfth century onwards the word historia was used to design facts from the past as well as selection and representation. This implies a certain level of consciousness with the authors regarding their influence on the transmission of knowledge. The unexpected indications that theodicy did not have a central role in medieval historiography can only be rejected as false, refined or blandly accepted by means of verification using parameters open to objectification.

Thanks to the ascending impact of informatics and the spreading of a new idiom among historians that bases itself on computer processed data, it will be possible to have a closer look at sources that passed through the hands of hundreds, if not thousands of searchers. To make the paradox complete, we can say that the abstractions that have to be made due to the scale of this study are a genuine blessing. Most historians who attempted to give a survey of medieval historical thought and practice have lost themselves either in pure theories from theologians or in discussions about the individual characteristics of the historians. Structures of monastic historiographic thought have not yet been described with the aid of verifiable data, which makes it difficult to go beyond the level of the pure anedocte. The conception that exact time and space are exclusive determinants for the interpretation of structures within the text has prevented large-scale interpretations, apart from some interesting examples that are valuable in their own right, but have had little response. It seems clear to us that there were enough problems to speak of a methodological deadlock, perhaps the start of a new, yet to be developed, paradigm.

In our study we focused on the possibilities of applying serial analysis of thematic variations to monastic historiography, aimed on the reconstruction of mentalities. The method was conceived primarily to be applicable to all sorts of historiographic genres, including variations in time, space and environment. The development of computer-assisted dataprocessing makes this option realistic, with the advantage that the technique of handling these units was created outside our discipline and without any preconceptions about the sources. Relatively simple data bases in ACCESS, combined with the graphical and calculatory faculties of EXCELL, have proved to be quite useful tools to categorise the interests of the author as an individual and as a member of a social group and to provide historians with comparable results.

It seems quite clear that this contribution will be most at its place in the third theme, 'The Chronicle and the reconstruction of the past', mainly because this method has its merits towards attempts
to understand attitudes concerning the world as well as the past and its description. This application was made on several clusters of sources and can be represented with graphs. A simple comparison with the existing literature about the historiographic production in the medieval monasteries and the integration of monastic thought in the praxis of these authors will confirm our statements that a descriptive approach is not fully satisfying and that a two-way model (with attention being paid to the relation source-continuations but also to the internal structure of the historiographic tradition within monasteries) will provide new insights into the study of these sources and their authors.

Sources and Bibliography
The ideal source repertory is the beforementioned data base `Narrative Sources' which can be consulted for free. A new update was launched a few months ago and searchers are still preparing corrections and additions. One can consult this site to retrieve information about the authors, the time wherein the source was written, editions, literature, filiations with other sources and so on. In a few years' time it will make the old repertories obsolete, considering the opportunity of regular updating.

A few titles from influential authors are worth mentioning:
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From *De Rebus Hispanie* to the *Estoria de los Godos*: The Romanisation of the Toledano

Carol Ann van der Walt

This paper focuses on the historiographical tradition of the vernacular traditions of Rodrigo Jiminez de Rada's *De Rebus Hispanie*. Spanish translations of this Latin chronicle finished in 1243 appeared as early as the mid 13th century and as late as 1989, often in amplified or interpolated form and producing a discrete vernacular tradition distinct from the Latin one. This paper explores the issues of the relationship between the vernacular manuscripts within the context of the move from Latin to the vernacular in the Iberian peninsula during the reign of Alfonso X.

My paper will deal with the translation known as the *Toledano Romanzado*, an important text 'in between' the Latin original and the subsequent Alfonsine creations, and will offer a detailed comparison between the Latin text and its vernacular scion.

--------------------------------------------------

The Chronicle of Peter van Os

103
A. M. van Lith-Droogleever Fortuijn

In the beginning of the 16th century Master Peter van Os, one of the four town secretaries of ’s-Hertogenbosch, wrote a chronicle, mainly in Dutch, about the Duchy of Brabant and the city of ’s-Hertogenbosch. The original manuscript has been preserved and consists of some 400 folios. Besides, there is one 18th century copy.

The function of the chronicle
It is unknown why Van Os wrote the chronicle and who commissioned him but it is suspected that he worked under the authority of the city council.

Around 1500, ’s-Hertogenbosch, fourth capital of Brabant, got into serious financial problems because of the war with the Duchy of Gelre. Therefore the city was gradually forced to give up its independence in favour of the Duke of Brabant. In those days the centralizing Burgundian-Habsburg dynasty was entitled to this function.

With the chronicle the aldermen could have defended the city's autonomy. The sources used also indicate this function of the chronicle. Van Os did not mention his sources but through analysis of the text the two main ones were discovered: firstly the historiographical source Die Alderexcellenste Cronyke van Brabant and secondly a documentary source, a cartulary. Die Alderexcellenste Cronyke van Brabant was printed in 1497. Van Os used the first reprint with its addendum from 1512. He copied freely but selectively. This selection he mixed with records from his very interesting second source, the cartulary. This cartulary, which has also been preserved, was compiled by Van Os himself. The cartulary contains well over 400 charters, mainly dating from the 14th and 15th centuries, which he all included in his chronicle. In his short description of the event he would refer to the folio number in the cartulary in which the whole charter could be found. On the basis of the two sources Van Os wrote a city chronicle in which especially those facts were mentioned that refer to the legitimization of the power of the Dukes of Brabant and to the privileges granted to ’s-Hertogenbosch by these same Dukes. By means of the reference system the city council of ’s-Hertogenbosch and any other users had quick and easy access to any formal information required.

The chronicle and the reconstruction of the past
In his introduction, which consists of the first 40 folios, Van Os relied completely on Die Alderexcellenste Cronyke van Brabant including the legends of Troy, the Swan Knight, etc, to explain the ancestry of the Dukes of Brabant.

In the following part Van Os applied two dating systems: the period of government of the Dukes of Brabant and the aldermen years of the city of ’s-Hertogenbosch. By means of this he clearly shows that the lawful descent of the Dukes of Brabant and the independent functioning of the city had his special attention. In this part Van Os only took the actual events concerning the Dukes and the Duchy as a whole from Die Alderexcellenste Cronyke van Brabant. He left out interpretations and moralising parts as well as events in other cities that had nothing to do with ’s-Hertogenbosch. The events concerning ’s-Hertogenbosch he took from the cartulary. The factual, straightforward story did not become more personal until contemporary history, especially when narrating the Gelder war.
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La reconstruction du passé dans la Chronica universalis de Sigebert de Gembloux (H1112): la veritas evangelica contre l'ère chrétienne de Denys le Petit

Peter Verbist

Dans l'hiéroglyphie médiévale, les textes qui rejettent l'exactitude de l'ère chrétienne n'ont jamais fait l'objet d'une étude systématique. Pourtant, Anna-Dorothee von den Brincken a déjà montré que cette problématique complexe offre une belle occasion pour entrer dans le monde particulier des intellectuels médiévaux comme Marianus Scottus (H1082) et Heimo de Bamberg (H1139).

On découvre une telle réflexion sur l'ère chrétienne aussi chez Sigebert de Gembloux (H1112), qui a produit une critique fondamentale dans l'oeuvre la plus importante de sa main, la Chronica universalis (1084/1111). En ce qui concerne l'année de la passion de Jésus Christ, il confronte l'information chronologique des évangiles aux données computistiques qu'on peut retrouver dans le Cyclus decemnovennalis de Denys le Petit, le créateur intellectuel de l'ère chrétienne.

D'abord, Sigebert reproche Denys le Petit d'avoir appliqué l'ère chrétienne d'une manière inconsiderée (inconsiderate), qui s'écarte de la vérité évangélique (discordat a veritate evangelii). Puis, en se servant d'arguments bien rationnels, Sigebert prouve que l'ère chrétienne ne peut être correctement (re)construite. En plus, il cherche selon la veritas evangelica et selon les règles computistiques (in ratione compoti) l'année de la passion de Christ, qu'il retrouve dans la treizième année du cycle dionysien, qui est l'an 12 de note ère chrétienne:
Cette conclusion de Sigebert n'est pas originale, étant donné que plus d'un siècle auparavant Abbon de Fleury (H1004) avait déjà daté la passion de Christ à l'an 12. Pourtant, il n'existe aucune indication que Sigebert aurait connu l'oeuvre chronologique de cet abbé de Fleury. Heureusement, on a pu identifier la source véritable de Sigebert, c'est-à-dire le Chronicon de Marianus Scottus (H1082), qui est explicitement cité dans une autre oeuvre de Sigebert, le Libellus decennalis (1092).

Néanmoins, cette découverte ne résout pas toutes les questions puisque Marianus Scottus a corrigé l'ère dionysienne avec 22 ans (et pas avec 21 ans comme Sigebert l'a fait!). À cause de cette curiosité, on ne peut donc plus exclure la possibilité théorique que Sigebert aurait bien connu l'oeuvre chronologique d'Abbon de Fleury. Ou est-ce qu'il faut résoudre la divergence entre Sigebert de Gembloux et Marianus Scottus en investiguant l'an 0 (oublié?) de notre ère chrétienne?

**Bibliographie**
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**Shadows of History:**

**Possible parallels between the Historia Regum Britanniae of Geoffrey of Monmouth and De excidio et Conquestu Britanniae of Gildas**

Robert M. Vermaat

To me, one of the more fascinating aspects of the Historia Regum Britanniae has always been that nagging question of historicity. Determining the real value of Geoffrey’s work seems to be susceptible to the historical fashion of the moment. At times it is rejected as a complete falsification, or seen at best
as a pseudo-history. In the last few years, some sort of popular revival seems to be the case. This is due to the recent discovery of King Arthur in the person of the enigmatic Riothamus, who happens (for a change) to be a real historical person. Riothamus career on the continent mirrors Geoffrey's version of Arthur to such an extent, that it is hardly impossible to deny that the former was at least a blueprint of the latter. This of course raises the interesting questions; did Geoffrey (or his underlying source) even know what he was writing about? Did he know that his Arthur was once Riothamus (as we still are not sure about), or did he knowingly steal this man's career to build his own romance?

The same question, but not the same subject, relates to the subject of this paper. It seems that Geoffrey repeated this unknowing presentation of events in a somewhat changed context at other occasions. What reads as pure fiction, elaborated upon for the benefit of the readability, might in fact be a piece of genuine history, not recognized even by Geoffrey.

The part I refer to is an interesting, but still not much quoted string of events directly following the departure of the Romans from Britain. This is the story of archbishop Guithelinus, endowed by the people of Britain with the unenviable task or reorganizing the depleted defences of the island. He manages to secure troops from Aremorica, under the leadership of Constantine, who receives the crown. At first value this part of Geoffrey's narrative seems to be an invention of his own.

Closer examination of the details however gives one that strange notion that it is somewhat familiar. This enigmatic account in the Historia Regum Britanniae seems to be echoed in Gildas' description of the events. Geoffrey is relying heavily for most of his material upon Gildas's De excidio et Conquestu Britanniae for the transfer from Roman authority to British independence. Both here and with Gildas, we have a man of some power yet not a king, who works through a kind of mandate from the sub-Roman authorities to save Britain from invading forces. Both men do so in inviting troops from the continent, who then fight the invaders successfully. Do we have here a warped duplication of the Adventus Saxonum? Or might it even be a shadow of the real historic event? The name of Guithelinus also appears elsewhere, twice in connection with Vortigern. Archaeology has found the possible proof of Roman military presence in Britain after than 410, whereas it searches fruitlessly for the keels of Hengist.

Of course, Geoffrey has been prone to exaggeration and fantasy for the sole benefit of pleasing his audience, mixing history and literature in the process. But in recent years, the notion has gained momentum that he just incorporated what others had written before him, without distinction. Where, for example, the Historia Brittonum states that more different stories of the same subject (e.g. the death of Vortigern) are known, Geoffrey manages to include both, seemingly unaware of the fact. In this case, Geoffrey follows up the story of Guithelinus with the well-known legend of Vortigern, Hengist and the Adventus Saxonum.

In this paper, that is based upon a study stil in progress, I will go into the details of this possible duplication, that in the process could also shed some light on the question of Geoffrey's sources. Might there have been a tradition, possibly from Brittany, that kept the real story of the Adventus Saxonum alive, whereas in Britain it was supplanted with the legend about Hengist, Horsa and Rowena? How much of this fiction is possibly veracity? Did Geoffrey really have no clue what he was writing about? And does that make his Historia Regum Britanniae more historical?
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Disjointed Narratives in Late Medieval Castilian Historiography:

The Estorias del fecho de los godos

Manolo Hijano Villegas

The Estoria del fecho de los godos is a XVth century chronicle in Castilian whose content consists of a combination of the two seminal works of XIIIth century Castilian historiography: Rodrigo Ximenez de Rada's De rebus hispaniae (through a translation known as Toledano Romanzado) and Alphonse X the Wise's incomplete Estoria de España.

In this paper I will illustrate how the study of this particular model of chronicle can illuminate on the reception of historical discourse within the Castilian late medieval society, with a special reference to the Estoria de España, the seminal work originating in the workshops of the XIIIth century Castilian king Alphonse X.

Such study of reception seems particularly relevant, given that the many and brilliant scholarly works that have dealt with Alphonse's historical production have focused on establishing the original authorial versions of the Estoria de España (i.e. those in which the king played a part in their composition) and on the circumstances (historical, ideological) that surrounded their production.

For an approach centred on questions of authorship and author's intention, a chronicle such as the Estoria del fecho de los godos, which fails to integrate the material of its sources into a coherent narrative that might accord to some identifiable ideological motivation, can only be of interest to the extent it might contain some new evidence on the authorial text.

However, in this paper a vindication of the value of this chronicle (and other similar ones) in the study of reception will be done, according to the two different lines of argument sketched below and which in the paper will be further developed.

The first one will follow the role of the Estorias del fecho de los godos in the construction of a representation of the past adequate to the political situation of the late XVth century Castile. It will suggested that the diffusion achieved in this period by this chronicle and other similar ones seem to point to a revival of the Histories of the Goths, a model of historical narrative whose origin can be traced back to the VIII-IXth century. This is probably the most fertile and long-lived historical myth constructed in the Iberian Peninsula; according to it the Castilian royal lineage descend from the Gothic kings that
ruled over the whole territory of the Iberian Peninsula before the Muslim invasion broke that original unity. In the context of the XVth century and the union of Castile and Aragon under the rule of the Catholic Kings, it wouldn’t be far reaching to interpret this narrative as a ‘myth of origin’: the monarchy constructs itself as the power with the right to rule over a geographical unit (España) inhabited by people that also share a common identity (los españoles).

The second line of discussion owes to an important work in the field of Hispanic studies by John Dagenais. It will be argued that an study of reception and the social dimension of chronicles should focus on the actual texts that were read by medieval audiences. Both literary and textual critics often banish from their analysis and editions manuscripts such as the ones of the Estoria del fecho de los godos due to their incoherence, fragmentarity, indeterminacy and ‘hybridity’ (the fact that they are a mixture of heterogenous elements); it will be argued that these features are inseparable from the medieval experience of reading. If we eliminate them for the sake of some idea of ‘text’ more according to the printed page, we are eliminating codes that they had to negotiate with for the construction of meaning. The manuscripts of the chronicles have to be revisited paying special attention to those elements that are not exclusively ‘textual’ but, in the terminology of Jerome McGann, ‘bibliographical’ (scribal idiosyncracies, marginal annotations, jottings, cross-references, existence or not of miniatures, illustrations, initials, etc.)

In conclusion, it will be suggested that, rather than mere documents of the lost texts of XIIIth century works, the manuscripts of the Estorias del fecho de los Godos, are the extant monuments of Castilian historiography. As monuments, they were looked at by historians such as Valera (s. XVth), Zurita (XVI), Pineda (s. XVII) who would rewrite their narratives to elaborate their own representations of the past which would be so influential on our own.
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Die Troja Sage C Slawo-byzantinische und romanische linguistische und kulturelle Beziehungen

Radka Vlahova


Das Thema erreichte die bulgarische Kultur des vierzehnten Jahrhunderts auf Umwegen. Texte mit dem Motiv der Troja Sage sind für die Forscher slawo-byzantinischer und slawo-romani...
Beziehungen von besonderem Interesse. Das Thema stammt aus dem alten Griechenland, verbreitete sich über die römische Kultur und wurde höchstwahrscheinlich vom Kroatischen ins Bulgarische übersetzt.
Wir möchten die Vorstellungen von Kultur, Geschichte und Gesellschaft, wie sie mit sprachlichen Mitteln in den verschiedenen Übersetzungen wiedergegeben werden, in ihrem Zusammenhang präsentieren. Diese Forschung kann einen Beitrag leisten zur Vorbereitung eines Thesaurus, der das gemeinschaftliche Wertemodell der Kultur des Mittelmeerraumes sowie dessen Vielfalt in einzelnen Bevölkerungsgruppen - den byzantinischen, romanischen und slawischen (im Vergleich zur germanischen Gruppe) darstellen wird.
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La Chronique de Gislebert de Mons: mémoire politique ou œuvre mémoriale?

Michel de Waha

Édité sous le titre de *Chronicon Hanoniense*, le seul manuscrit ancien portant *Explicit Cronica Hanonie*, l'œuvre de Gislebert de Mons répond-elle à cette définition?

Gislebert ne rédige qu'après la mort de Baudouin V de Hainaut (décembre 1195). Pourquoi alors présenter cette *genealogia dominorum comitum Hanoniensium* de manière si étonnante, pourquoi rassembler sous cette forme des documents sur la période antérieure à Baudouin V? Pourquoi cette partie considéré comme non-chronologique et de peu de valeur puisque ne correspondant pas à la période pour laquelle Gislebert dispose d'une information de première main? Ces questions permettent de souligner quelques thèmes apparents ou sous-jacents de l'œuvre de Gislebert de Mons.

La généalogie

La généalogie comtale ne couvre que la dynastie des Baudouins, mais Gislebert possède sur la période antérieure des renseignements précis. Tous les personnages ne reçoivent pas la même attention. La généalogie des ducs de Basse-Lotharingie est détaillée du côté féminin, pour insister sur "Raclinde", "la première comtesse de Namur", sur le conflit de dévolution de Bouillon et sur la mort de Godefroid de Bouillon sans héritier, qui marque la fin du duché. Très précise dès qu'il s'agit d'évoquer la famille de l'épouse de Baudouin IV, la généalogie s'accompagne d'un véritable traité consacré aux biens de la famille spécialement aux comtés de Namur et de Luxembourg.

Ces indications constituaient une documentation de tout premier plan, parfaitement ordonnée pour soutenir les revendications des comtes de Hainaut dans les négociations avec Frédéric I Barbarousse et son fils à propos de Namur.

Le duché de sainte Waudru

Waudru exerce les fonctions de duc en Basse-Lotharingie. Cette version, qui n'est trouve auparavant dans aucun document hagiographique lié au Chapitre montois, constitue une réponse hainuyère bien charpentée et étayée 'historiquement' et juridiquement à propos de la consistance du duché de Basse-
Lotharingie et des droits de l'empereur, du duc mais aussi de l'archevêque de Cologne. Gislebert remonte ici bien plus haut quce 1050, utilise, voire crée des éléments plus ou moins légendaires pour opposer aux prétentions de ses adversaires une construction savante et raisonnée. La position hainuyère au long des négociations et des conflits de la seconde moitié du XIIe siècle porte la griffe de Gislebert dont on apprécie ainsi mieux le rôle dans la construction et la justification de l'autorité comtale.

La législation
Considéré comme la mise par écrit rétrospective des applications hainuyères du droit régalien de fortification, le chapitre 43 constitue l'innovation législatrice la plus audacieuse de Baudouin V, qui tente d'imposer ce droit pour une période limitée d'ailleurs à son règne. Il faut souligner la manière dont le chapitre est introduit, son contexte, sa place dans l'œuvre, qui permet à Gislebert de s'y référer comme à une vieille tradition pour justifier la politique comtale. La maîtrise de l'art de l'argumentation est parfaite, le contenu aussi bien pensé qu'exprimé sur le plan du droit, la réussite de formulation légistique incontestable.

Conclusion
L'essentiel de la Chronique ne réside pas dans la partie la plus narrative. Le but premier de Gislebert de Mons était de construire une œuvre de 'politique appliquée', contribuant à asseoir ou même à créer l'autorité du conte de Hainaut en accumulant les exemples historiques, justifiant son exercice par la tradition, l'usage de longue durée, mais aussi en soutenant les thèses comtales par des raisonnements solide argumentés. Cette dimension dans l'histoire des doctrines politiques et de l'argumentation doit lui être reconnue.
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The Estoria de los Godos: The First Castilian Chronicle?

Aengus Ward

The *Estoria de los godos* is a thirteenth-century translation of Rodrigo Ximénez de Rada's *De Rebus Hispaniae*, and is the only one of the early translations to have been edited. Despite this, little interest has been paid in the past to the chronicle, as it is generally passed over by those more interested in the translations which would have a role to play in the composition of the Alfonsine histories in the final quarter of the thirteenth century.

Nonetheless, the *Estoria* is undoubtedly one of the earliest historiographical productions in Castilian, and there are those who believe it to have been compiled in the lifetime, or at the very least soon after the death of, Ximénez de Rada. As such, the *Estoria* can provide an insight into the priorities of the first Castilian language historians. By careful comparison with the Latin original, and with particular reference to the work of Gabrielle Spiegel, I intend to demonstrate that the *Estoria* can be viewed in a very different light to that of its Latin precursor, and that it is possible to speculate on the motives for translating the text in the first place, and also on why it might have been translated in that manner.

Furthermore, I will examine in detail the one thirteenth-century manuscript which has survived with the aim of establishing some of the afterlife of the text. That is, the examination of the particular manuscript as generator of ideology as much as a reflection of the ideology which was responsible for its creation.
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From chronicle and history to satire, travelogue and sermo; the decline of the monastic chronicle in twelfth- and thirteenth-century Europe

John Ward

It is a commonplace amongst scholars that the twelfth century Renaissance witnessed a golden age of history-writing. What is less often appreciated is that historiography underwent important changes in the same period, from what Bernard Guenée has called "eloquent to erudite historiography", from "rhetoric" to "scholarship". R. W. Southern, as long ago as 1970, advanced the same suggestion. In a recent paper, following some interesting suggestions to be found in a book by Monika Otter, I have pressed this idea that one effect of the rise of what might be called 'secular literacy' in the twelfth century, was a much more careful distinction between 'history' and 'fiction', and examined in a preliminary way its consequences for the hitherto ubiquitous monastic pattern of history-writing. In the present paper I propose to take up directly the changes that are alleged to have come over history-writing in the twelfth century, to examine their nature and causes and to ask what their significance was, not only for the project of history-writing in the medieval period, but also for our own practice of that genre. What link was there between the 'new management' under the aegis of which Southern argues history-writing was practised after the bankruptcy in the twelfth century of the ancient, rhetorical mode, and our own practice of the art and how do we relate this 'new management' to the 'new management' that history-writing came under around 1500 A.D.? Has the contrast between 'rhetorical' history and 'new management' history been exaggerated?

In my examination of this topic I hope to point out why Walter Map, Gerald of Wales and Geoffrey of Monmouth (amongst the more puzzling of the 'new historians'? were not historians in our sense of the word, why history for them seemed an 'outmoded' discipline, and why and under what circumstances history-writing nevertheless carried on in its ancient manner: was the chronicling of Matthew Paris to be seen as but a continuation of that of William of Malmesbury, and if so, what happened to the concept of 'new management'? Was 'chronicling' (as distinct from 'history-writing') exempt from the principles of the 'new management'?

With reference, again, to our own day, the examination I propose will ask whether 'history' as traditionally practised will survive the 'new management' of the third millennium ('cultural studies',
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'postmodernism', technological 'tomorrowism', 'the urgency of the present and the market' etc.). What similarities might there be between the pressure history is currently under and the pressures that Guenée, Southern and others have noted for the twelfth century? How valid is the comparison between the medieval monastery as an 'institutional bulwark of [Latin] historiography' and the modern university as a (last?) refuge of the traditional discipline of historiography?

In answering the above questions I will stress the importance of the social / institutional context: the world within and the world outside the monastery presented fundamental contrasts, despite the 'worldliness' of some monasteries. The changes that affected history-writing have much to do with the 'growing away' in the twelfth and following centuries of the intellectual interests of the secular schools from traditional historiography, though even within an order such as the Dominicans, the historical urge was pronounced: histories of St. Dominic himself abounded, and Jacobus de Voragine completed in the middle of the century (1260-67) one of the great historical products of the middle ages, the Golden Legend. The 'historical' exemplum flourished as never before. Important changes in production and consumption of historiography have been noted by leading historians. The market for chivalric historiography opened up in the fourteenth century. What do these phenomena have to do with the 'new management' of R. W. Southern?
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The Crusades as Seen by Arab Historiographers of the Mamluk Period:
A Matter of Crucial Importance Or not?
Sibylle Wentker

The importance of the Arabic sources for the history of the crusades has been recognized for some time now. Arabic sources, e.g. chronicles, are frequently used to complement European sources primarily with respect to details. On the other hand, the Arab sources are seldom discussed for a general appreciation of the Arab approach to the crusades.

The reign of Sultan Baibars I. (1260-1277) marks a turning point in Mamluk history (1250-1517). Egypt recovers under this powerful Sultan from its state of agony that had been caused by the Mongols and the unstable internal politics after the fall of the Ayyubid Dynasty. At the same time we find the onset of what in retrospect can be said to be the final decline of the Frankish States in the Near East.

It shall be discussed in how far the crusades were of interest to historians of the Mamluk period who wrote in Arabic. Baibars al-Mansuri (died 1324-25) and Ibn ad-Dawadari (died 1313-14) shall be taken as representatives of early Mamluk historiographers and al-Maqrizi (died 1441-42) and Ibn Iyas (died 1523-24) as examples for later Mamluk historiographers. By comparing these Mamluk sources of various periods we hope to show if and how far the crusades' importance increased or decreased in the eyes of Muslim historiographers.

At the same time this will help to illustrate developments of a more general nature in the method of Mamluk historiography.
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Die Heiligenoffizien des Indalecius, Nunilo et Alodia und Petrus u.a. zeigen verschiedene Schichten der Textkomposition. Archetipische Formeln der liturgischen Textdichtung mischen sich mit Realitätsbezogene Ereignisse.

Die Analyse der Texte zeigt ein ausgeprägtes historisches Bewußtsein seitens der geistlichen Autoren dieser Texte. Die Verwandtschaft mit der Literaturgattung der Exempla soll ebenfalls kurz angesprochen werden.
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